
 
 
 
 

Flexible Working Statement 
 

As a Trust we recognise that flexible working can offer significant benefits for our staff. 
 
Employers have certain legal obligations which enable their employee to make requests for permanent 
changes.  The circumstances in which these requests can be made and the processes we will follow are 
identified in our Flexible Working Policy. 
 
At LIFE we want to express our intention that, wherever possible, we will accommodate both these legal 
permanent changes and temporary changes to working patterns to allow all our staff to work in ways which 
enables them to flourish, succeed and be effective at work whilst maintaining a healthy balance between 
their work and the rest of their lives.     
 
Job sharing 
We will explore ways in which staff both temporarily and permanently can share the responsibilities, 
advantages and benefits that come from sharing a job.  We are proud to be responsible for the only 
secondary school in Havering which has Joint Headteachers.  
 
Working from home 
We believe that the circumstances in which we have been forced to work during the recent months have 
made it clear that it is more possible and beneficial to do some or all of our work from home or a remote 
location than many of us expected.  We will explore with all or staff regardless of their roles ways in which 
they can regularly benefit from remote working.  
 
Part time 
Where staff wish to reduce their working hours either permanently or temporarily, we will welcome their 
suggestions and try to support wherever it is possible. 
 
Compressed hours 
We will consider all requests for compressed hours weighing up the benefit for the individual and the effect 
on both their colleagues and the school making sure that there will be no detriment or perceived unfairness. 
 
Flexitime 
As an organisation which runs schools for pupils, there will be certain core times which necessitate staff 
being on site.  These will usually correspond to the school day.  However, wherever possible for either a 
short time or permanently, we will seek to find working patterns which suit staff and enable them to support 
their families and home lives.   
 
Annualised hours 
Whilst our school terms are prescribed and will dictate certain patterns which staff will need to follow, we 
will seek to enable staff to work their hours in ways which work for them and for us, supporting flexibility to 
benefit both their current situation and our needs.    
 
Staggered hours 
We do not believe that every role will need to begin or end at the same time.  Where possible we will seek 
to enable start and end times to the working day which allow staff to maintain a work life balance which 
suits them without being to the detriment of the Trust. One off situations, for example where a member of 
staff seeks to come in late for a justifiable reason and then work the requisite hours later in the same day, 
will generally be considered sympathetically.   
 
Phased retirement 
We recognise that retirement is a personal choice.  For many people it can have elements that are daunting 
as well as being attractive. For that reason, we will support our staff to transition into retirement in ways 
which they request wherever possible.  This may include supporting their request to reduce their hours, 
reduce their workload or relinquish any responsibilities they have held. 



   Name: ___________________________ 
 
 

Home School Agreement 

LIFE Education Trust Rural Primary Schools 

 

     

 As a school we will… As parents/carers we will… 
 

Our Aims Our main aim will always be to provide the best education we 
can in the most effective way possible, ensuring that the 
Christian ethos and the values that we stand for are 
incorporated into all we do.  By doing this we will enable 
children to become enthusiastic, confident, happy individuals 
who aim to and achieve their full potential and take with them, 
into the wider community, a positive attitude and a desire to 
become life-long learners. 
 

Encourage our children to have high aspirations, 
participate fully in school life and live Christian values. 

Our Behaviour Promote our school rules and positive behaviour at all times.  
Good behaviour and politeness will be praised and 
rewarded.  When the rules are not followed we will impose 
sanctions to ensure that appropriate consequences are 
followed. 
 

Reinforce the school values and support our child in 
adhering to the school rules.  Ensure our child attends 
school with the correct uniform and equipment 

Our Attendance and Punctuality Provide a prompt start to our day of learning.  We encourage 
a staggered entry to support you in avoiding traffic and 
parking problems. 
 

Bring our children to school on time. Phone before 
9:00am if our child is ill and monitor my child’s 
attendance.  Park safely and considerately 

Our Home School Links Provide an annual written report about your child and to have 
two parent’s evenings and one exhibition evening a year.  We 
will keep parents up to date in the school newsletter. 
 

Work in partnership with the school.  Do our best to 
support children with homework providing a suitable 
space for them to complete it and attending school 
events. 
 
Notify the school of any issues at home which could 
significantly affect our child/ren’s behaviour and 
progress in school. 
 



   Name: ___________________________ 
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SCOPE:   
 
This policy applies to all staff of the Trust and is implemented across the organisation. It also 
applies to all staff at all schools and units within LIFE Education Trust.  
 
Each school within LIFE Education Trust must ensure that the contents of this policy are  
communicated to all staff.  

 
Each school within LIFE Education trust publishes this policy on its website. It is also posted 
on the Trust’s own, separate website. It is made available to staff and trade unions. 
 
INTRODUCTION:  
 
This policy and plan is drawn up in accordance with the Equality Act 2010.  This has placed 
three key duties on schools, which are:  
 

 Not to treat disabled students less favourably for a reason related to their disability. 

 To make reasonable adjustments for disabled students, so that they are not at a 
substantial disadvantage  

 Plan to increase access for disabled students. 
 
KEY DEFINITIONS USED IN THIS POLICY: 
 
LIFE  LIFE Education Trust  
The Trust  LIFE Education Trust  
The Board/Directors  The Board of Directors of LIFE Education 

Trust  
School/Trust school  An Trust School or school within LIFE  
Staff 
 
 

All staff employed by LIFE and working with 
academies, schools or units within LIFE  
 

 
All schools within LIFE are legally defined as academies, regardless of whether the term 
“school” is used to describe them in the following policy. 
 
STATUTORY RESPONSIBILITES: 
 
Definition of Disability  
 
Disability is defined by the Equality Act 2010:  
“A person has a disability if he or she has a physical or mental impairment that has a 
substantial and long term adverse effect on his or her ability to carry out normal day to day 
activities”. 
 
Life’s Vision and Values 
 
The trust is committed to ensuring equal treatment of all its employees, students and others 
involved in the Trust School community, with any form of disability and will ensure that 
disabled people are not treated less favourably in any procedures, practices and service 
delivery. Equality hinges not on treating all in the same way, but on taking positive action to 
make reasonable adjustments to redress the inequalities faced by some people and to 
promote attitudes to people with disabilities.   
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1. INTRODUCTION AND AIMS 

  

1.1 To reduce and eliminate barriers to access the curriculum and to ensure full 
participation in the Trust School community for students and prospective students 
with a disability. 

1.2 To also ensure that the needs of disabled staff and parents/carers are 
accommodated in the school environment, as far as is reasonably practical. 

1.3 The Equality Act 2010 specifies that an Accessibility Plan should make provision for: 

 Increasing the extent to which disabled students can participate in the Trust 
School curriculum  

 Improving the physical environment of the Trust School to increase the extent 
to which disabled students can take advantage of education and associated 
services.  

 Improving the delivery of information to disabled students, which is provided 
to students who are not disabled. This should take account of views 
expressed by the students or parents about their preferred means of 
communication. 

  

2. PRINCIPLES 

 The Trust recognises the duty to 

2.1 Ensure that compliance with the Equality Act 2010 is consistent with the Trust’s 
Equality Policy; its Equal Opportunities Policy; the operation of its SEN policy and 
any other Trust policy that has a focus and impact on disabled students, staff and 
parents/carers. 

2.2 Not discriminate against disabled students, staff and parents/carers in admissions 
and exclusions or in provision of education and associated services 

2.3 Not treat disabled students, staff and parents/carers less favourably 

2.4 Take reasonable steps to avoid putting disabled students, staff and parents/carers at 
a substantial disadvantage 

2.5 Publish an Accessibility Plan (detailed herein as follows) 

  

3. THE ACCESSIBILITY PLAN 

3.1 The plan is detailed at Annex A and summarised here: 

  In performing their duties, members of the Governing Body and staff will have 
regard to the Disability Rights Commission (DRC) Code of Practice for 
Schools (2002); 

 The Trust recognises and values parents’ or carers’ knowledge of their child’s 
disability and its effect on his/her ability to carry out normal activities, and 
respects their and the child’s right to confidentiality.  

 The Trust provides all students with a broad, balanced curriculum, 
differentiated and adjusted to meet the needs of individual students, 
promoting the development of a more inclusive curriculum:  

 Setting suitable learning challenges  

 Responding to students’ diverse learning needs  

 Overcoming potential barriers to learning and assessment for individuals and 
groups of students  

 Accommodating the needs of disabled staff and parents/carers as far as is 
reasonably practical. 

  

4. ACTIVITY 

 This section outlines the main activities and facilities which the Trust School already 
has in place or undertakes, or is planning to implement or undertake, in order to 
achieve the key objectives. 
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4.1 Access to Education and related activities 

 The Trust School already offers a broad and balanced curriculum with a diverse 
range of additional opportunities that are appropriately differentiated so as to 
maximise student access and to encourage wider participation. The Trust School will 
continue to review provision and seek input from students, parents/carers, relevant 
specialist advisers and appropriate health professionals on a regular basis. 

4.2 Site Accessibility 

 The Trust School has in place full disabled access to all its facilities and has ensured 
that such access has been maintained in its recent development of additional 
teaching spaces. Full access is also in place to all external parts of the Trust 
School’s site. The Trust School has similarly ensured that there are sufficient 
washroom facilities within its teaching areas designed specifically for disabled users. 
As has been best practice in the past, the Trust School will continue to take account 
of the needs of its students, staff and visitors with physical difficulties and other 
impairments when planning and undertaking future improvements and 
refurbishments of the site and premises, such as improved access, lighting, acoustic 
treatment and colour schemes. 

4.3 Access to information 

 The Trust School liaises with the Local Authority to ensure compliance with Local 
Authority and government statutes. Our aim is to ensure that students, parents, staff 
and visitors have access to the information that they need, with due regard to GDPR 
regulations. 

 Information provided by the school: 

a Students have access to information by: 

 the regular reporting of students’ progress by written reports from teachers  

 feedback from their subject teachers (verbal and written) relating to their work 
completed in class, including at Parents’ Evenings  

 reviews from enhanced monitoring through Pastoral Support Plans and IEPs.  

 the SEN review process 

  through the school student planner  

 representation on/by the Student Council 

b Parents have access to information by: 

 the regular reporting of their child’s progress by written reports from teachers 

 teachers’ written comments in students’ books / planners / letters and emails 
to parents; telephone conversations  

 talking to teachers and support staff at annual Parents’ Evenings 

 Year 6 information evening.  

 Options Evening (for students selecting their KS4 courses)  

 Form Tutors and Progress Manager’s contact with parents (where applicable 
in a Trust School) 

 the Trust school’s website 

 open mornings for parents of prospective new students  

 by prior appointment to visit the school 

 specific requests for information  

 through appointments with teachers (SEN reviews, reviewing Pastoral 
Support Plans, and any other professional’s meetings)  

 the Main School Prospectus  

 SEN information report 

c Visitors/external agencies/individuals have access to information (on a need-
to-know-basis only) by: 

 the Trust School’s website  

 contact with professionals within the school  

 by written request to the Headteacher / Head of School 
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d Accessibility of information 
The Trust School aims to provide information in an accessible format and will 
respond to individual needs and requests as they arise.  
For example: 

 the Trust School will seek support from outside agencies to provide 
information in simple language, symbols, large print, audiotape or Braille for 
students, prospective students or parents who have difficulty with standard 
forms of printed information. 

 the Trust School will also make information for parents available in a range of 
different formats, should the need arise, and be aware of font size and 
legibility when producing written information. during parents’ evenings and 
review meetings of children’s performance in school, details are confirmed to 

parents how they can access information  the Trust School will, if the need 
arises, aim to provide translation or interpreter services to ensure all 
parents/students can access information 
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APPENDIX A 
 
LIFE Education Trust - Accessibility Plan 
 

1. This Accessibility Plan has been drawn up in consultation with the students, 
parents/carers, staff and approved by the Directors of LIFE Education Trust. 
 

2. The Trust is committed to providing a fully accessible environment which values and 
includes all students, staff, parents/carers and visitors regardless of their education, 
physical, sensory, social, spiritual, emotional and cultural needs.  We are further 
committed to challenging attitudes about disability and accessibility and to developing 
a culture of awareness, tolerance and inclusion. 
 

3. The Trust is extremely well provided for in terms of enabling accessibility of provision 
for all students, staff and visitors to the school, though will continually strive to ensure 
this is both prioritised and taken into account when considering future developments.  
The following areas will form the basis of the Accessibility Plan with relevant actions 
to: 
 

 Improve access to the physical environment of the school including facilities 
provided within the classroom; 

 Improve the delivery of written information to students, staff, parents and 
visitors with disabilities. 

 Incorporate reference to accessibility within curriculum and lesson planning 
documents and within Schemes of Work. 

 Improve the virtual learning platform to enable remote access to learning.  
 

4. It is acknowledged that there will be a need for on-going awareness raising and 
training for all staff and students in the matter of disability discrimination and the 
potential need to inform attitudes on this matter.  

 
5. This Accessibility Plan should be read in conjunction with the following policies, 

strategies and documents;  
 

a. Equality & Diversity 
b. Health & Safety 
c. Equal Opportunities 
d. Special Needs 
e. Behaviour Management 
f. Child Protection 
g. Bullying 

 
6. The school prospectus, their website and LIFE Education Trust website will also 

make reference to this Accessibility Plan. 
 

7. The Trust will be particular alert to any needs arising from the requirements of newly 
enrolled students to Year 7 and Year 12 each year as well as in-year entrants where 
accessibility issues may arise.  
 

8. The plan will be monitored through the Local Governing Body 
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KEY DEFINITIONS USED IN THIS POLICY: 

 
The Trust LIFE Education Trust 
The Board/Directors/Trust Board The Board of Directors of LIFE Education Trust 

School/Trust school An Academy or school within LIFE Education Trust 

Staff All staff employed by LIFE Education Trust and 
working with academies, schools or units within LIFE 
Education Trust 

 
 

All schools within the LIFE Education Trust are legally defined as academies, regardless of 
whether the term “school” is used to describe them in the following policy. 

 
Introduction 

 

This policy is based on advice from the Department for Education (DfE) on charging for 
school activities and the Education Act 1996 section 449-462 of which set out the las on 
charging for school activities in England. The Board is required to determine and keep 
under review a policy in respect of charging and remission arrangements. No charge may be 
made by the governing body unless it has drawn up a statement of its policy. 

 

The aim of this Policy is to: 

 

 Set out what the school will not charge for, what it will make a charge for or request a 
voluntary contribution towards, from parents/carers 

 Clarify how charges will be determined, so parents and carers understand why 

 Activities for which charging is NOT permitted include: 

o An admission application to any state funded school – paragraph 1.9(n) of the 
“School Admissions Code 2012” rules out requests for financial contributions 
as any part of the admissions process; 

o Education provided during school hours (including the supply of any 
materials, books, instruments or other equipment); 

o Education provided outside school hours if it is part of the national curriculum 
or part of a syllabus for a prescribed public examination that the pupil is being 
prepared for at the school, or part of religious education; 

o Instruments or vocal tuition, for pupils learning individually or in groups, 
unless the tuition is provided at the request of the pupil’s parent; 

o Entry for a prescribed public examination, if the pupil has been prepared for it 
at the school. 

 
Charging 

 

Exceptions to the above, approved by the Board, are as follows: 
 

 Musical Instrument Tuition within Academy Hours 
Individual and group tuition in playing a musical instrument will be charged for 
provided that it is not part of the National Curriculum and is provided at the request of 
the parent. The fees for peripatetic music lessons are collected by the academy and 
remitted to the supplier on receipt of an invoice. 

 

 ‘Finished Products’ 
The Board reserves the right to charge for ingredients / materials / equipment (in 
kind) to cover costs if the parents have indicated in advance that they would like their 
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child to bring home the finished product. This is directly relevant for the cost of 
materials and ingredients. 

 

 Public Examinations 
The following charges will be passed onto parents: 
(i) The charge made by an examining board where a parent asks for an 

examination script to be re-marked and or the Examination script to be 
returned. 

(ii) The charge made by an examining board where a parent requests an appeal 
following a remark of a script. 

(iii) The cost of entering the student for an examination where the Board agrees 
to enter an ex-student for a prescribed public examination for which they have 
not been prepared by the academy; 

(iv) The examination fee where a student, with parental agreement, is entered for 
a public examination which is not prescribed by the Secretary of State and 
which is not on the Authority’s approved list for payment of fees. 

(v) The cost of the examination fee where a student does not attend the 
examination without good reason. 

(vi) The cost of a resit for any examination which the school has previously 
funded. 

 

Where a student fails, without good reason, to complete the examination 
requirements for any public examination for which the school has paid, or is liable to 
pay a fee, then the fee will be recoverable from the parents. 

 

TRIPS AND VISITS 
 

Trips and visits deemed to take place outside of academy time will be subject to charges 
in order to recover the full costs of the trip. Other trips and visits within academy time and 
for purposes of curriculum delivery will not be charged but may be subject to a request 
for a voluntary contribution. 

 

 Education Partly during Academy Hours 
Charges will be made for visits where more than 50% of the time of the visit is out of 
normal academy hours. This includes travelling time. 
Where more than 50% of the visit takes place during academy hours, no charge will 
be made but parents may be asked for a voluntary contribution towards the trip. If 
residential accommodation is involved a charge will be made for that 
accommodation. 

 

 Application of 50% Rule 
When the 50% rule is applied to residential visits, calculations are based on 
‘sessions’. Sessions are defined as from 0.00 to 12.00 and 12.00 to 24.00. If the 
number of sessions outside academy hours exceeds the number of sessions inside 
academy hours, charges can be made. e.g. a visit taking place from a Friday (if it is a 
full academy day) through to Sunday evening, would involve two sessions in 
academy hours and four out of academy hours. Charges can therefore be made. 

 

 Charging for Visits during academy time 
If a residential activity takes place largely during academy time, meets the 
requirements of the syllabus for a public examination, or is to do with the national 
curriculum or religious education, no charge may be made either for the education or 
for the cost of travel. However charges may be made for board and lodging in these 
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circumstances. 
 

 Voluntary Contributions 
The academy may wish to continue with the important work and experience derived 
from an off-site visit, but insufficient public funding may be available for this purpose. 
In order to overcome these financial difficulties, Voluntary Contributions may be 
requested for any visit taking place during academy hours. 

 
The academy will suggest to parents an appropriate amount for a voluntary 
contribution but cannot insist on payment. However, if the full cost of the trip is not 
covered by contributions, the academy reserves the right to cancel the trip and return 
all the contributions made. 

 
No student will be prevented from taking part in the visit if a voluntary contribution is 
not forthcoming, or has been insufficient to cover the individual cost for that student. 

 

 Optional Extras 
Charges for optional extras for which voluntary contributions will be sought can 
include: 

 
(i) the student’s travel costs including congestion charges, tolls etc. 
(ii) materials, books, instruments and other equipment 
(iii) non teaching staff costs 
(iv) entrance fees to museums, castles, theatres etc. 
(v) insurance costs 
(vi) the cost of engaging a teacher, specifically for the activity 
(vii) the cost of cover for teachers accompanying the activity 

 

 Lockers (Frances Bardsley Academy) 
The academy can provide lockers for students. £15.00 per annum will be charged for 
the rental of such lockers. Where a student’s locker key has been lost or mislaid and 
a replacement key is required, a charge of £5.00 will be made for the replacement 

 

 Damage and Replacement 
Charges may be made by the academy for replacement of broken windows or 
fittings, defaced or damaged furniture, fittings, books or equipment or any other 
damage or loss occurring as a direct result of misconduct on the student’s part. The 
academy is empowered to recover this loss and resultant costs as a civil debt. 

 
 

Remissions 
 

Pupil premium students will receive full remittance of charges made for curriculum trips and 
visits. 50% remission will be given for trips that are of a non- curriculum nature. 
All educational supplies that are available to all students e.g. Art packs , will receive full 
remittance. 

 
At the discretion of the Board, any of the charges above may be remitted in whole or part for 
particular groups of parents, for example, in the case of family hardship. In these 
circumstances, applications should be made to the Head of School, and will be treated in 
confidence. 



 

  

Learning Is For Everyone   
  

Our Aim is that every School will be:  

  

• An efficient school  

• An effective School  

• An enriching school  

• An enabling school  

  

  

EQUALITY & DIVERSITY POLICY  
  

  

Policy  Equality & Diversity Policy  

Staff consulted on Pay Policy  10.11.21 

Policy adopted by Trust Board  9.11.21 

Reported to LGBs for implementation  24.11.21 

Implementation Date  24.11.21 

Review Date  November 2025 

Policy Source  Essex Model Policy  
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KEY DEFINITIONS USED IN THIS POLICY:  

    
 The Trust   LIFE Education Trust   

The Board/Directors/Trust Board The Board of Directors of LIFE Education Trust   
 School/Trust school   An Academy or school within LIFE Education  

Trust  
 Staff  All staff employed by LIFE Education Trust and  

working with academies, schools or units within  
LIFE Education Trust  
  

  
All schools within the LIFE Education Trust are legally defined as academies, 
regardless of whether the term “school” is used to describe them in the following policy.    
Please take note of Appendix 1: Racial Incidents Reporting  
  
Equal Opportunities Statement  
  
In fulfilling the requirements of the General Equality Duty, outlined in the Equality Act 2010, the 
Trust has published its Equality Objectives of the Trust on its website and the websites of all 
schools within the Trust.  

  
This Trust is committed to a policy of equality and aims to ensure that no employee, job 
applicant, student or other member of its community is treated less favourably on the grounds 
of sex, race, colour, ethnic or national origin, marital status, age, sexual orientation, disability or 
religious belief.  

  

Any behaviour, comments or attitudes that undermine or threaten an individual’s self-esteem 
on these grounds will not be tolerated.  

  
The Trust aims to provide equal access to high quality educational opportunities and to ensure 
that everyone feels that they are a valued member. It seeks to provide a safe and happy 
environment where all can flourish and where cultural diversity is celebrated.  

  
Equality of opportunity cannot be realised without the involvement and commitment of all 
members of the Trust community and a common understanding of the pivotal role of Equal 
Opportunities in the context of the Trust’s ethos and values. In particular, the recognition that 
the role of all staff is crucial in the delivery of the objectives of the Policy.  
  
Every person in the Trust is responsible for promoting the Trust’s Equal Opportunities Policy and 
is obliged to respect and act in accordance with the Policy. We recognise our duty in setting 
specific, measurable equality objectives and include these in our school development plan  
  
Aims and Objectives  
  

 The Trust does not unlawfully discriminate against anyone, whether student, parent, 
staff or visitor on the grounds of gender, race, colour, nationality, ethnic or national 
origins, disability, sexual orientation, religion or belief or age.  

 The Trust aims to increase the extent to which all students, in particular those with 
protected characteristics as defined by the Equality Act, feel valued and confident, and 
in consequence more likely to achieve their potential.  
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 The Trust promotes self-esteem in students through pastoral support, the curriculum, in 
particular the PSCHEE (Perspectives) programme and activities including assemblies 
and all enrichment provision.  

 The Trust will aim to increase the involvement of vulnerable students in out of school 
clubs and activities.  

 The Trust ensures that recruitment, employment, promotion and development 
opportunities are open to all.  

 The Trust will maintain robust and secure procedures for identifying and supporting EAL 
and SEND students and to ensure they have equal access to the curriculum, school 
facilities, extra-curricular activities and effective support systems.  

 The Trust will make effective use of the Pupil Premium.  

 The Trust will ensure that all students and staff make a positive contribution in fostering 
good relations between different communities within the school.  

 The Trust will endeavour to remove or minimise disadvantages suffered by students 
which are connected to a particular characteristic they may have (as identified in the 
2010 Equality Act)  

 Where appropriate the Trust will actively take steps to meet the particular needs of 
students who possess a certain characteristic (as identified in the 2010 Equality Act).  
This includes the possibility of implementing the “positive action” clause of the Equality 
Act 2010 which allows for the setting up of certain courses for specific groups eg Roma 
students.  

  
1.    Implementation:  
  
1.1   Recruitment   
  

 One of the aims of this policy is to ensure that no job applicant or employee is 
discriminated against on the grounds of gender, race, colour, nationality, ethnic or 
national origins, disability, sexual orientation, religion or belief or age, or is 
disadvantaged by conditions or requirements which cannot be shown to be 
justified.    

 In accordance with the spirit of this policy, employees are given an equal 
opportunity to progress within the Trust.  

 When recruiting staff, health questions will not be asked until after the offer of a job 
is made, and then, only if it is necessary for the role.  

  
1.2   Training and Development   
  
The Trust will endeavour to:  

  
 Enhance and develop the skills knowledge and abilities of existing employees to 

realise their full potential irrespective of background or employment status.  

 Provide equal access to training and development opportunities for all staff, 
including part time, on the basis of their assessed training needs.  

 Promote greater awareness of equal opportunities and the contribution which Staff, 
Trustees, Parents/guardians and students can make.  

  
1.3    Curriculum   
  

 Every student has an equal entitlement to the National Curriculum and, subject to 
entry requirements, to all other areas of the curriculum, regardless of language, 
race, colour, nationality, ethnic or national origins, disability, sexual orientation, 
religion or belief or age.  
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 All students should have equal access to the curriculum regardless of academic 
ability.  Consequently this policy should be read in conjunction with the Special 
Educational Needs Policy.  

 The Trust will monitor any careers advice or work experience placements provided 
by outside agencies to aim to ensure equal opportunities.  

  
2.     
  
2 .1   Race   
  
The Trust will:  

  
 strive to eliminate all forms of racism and racial discrimination;  

 promote equality of opportunity;  

 promote good relations between people of different racial and ethnic groups.  

 The Trust will not tolerate any form of racism or racist behaviour. Should a racist 
incident occur, it will be dealt with in accordance with Trust procedures.   

 The Trust endeavours to be welcoming to all minority groups. The celebration and 
understanding of cultural diversity is promoted through the topics studied by the 
students and is reflected in displays, resources and events.  

 Cultural diversity and respect for others are celebrated and reflected across the 
whole curriculum. The curriculum will enhance students’ understanding of British 
and world society and history, including the contributions of minority ethnic groups.  

 The Trust will give students the understanding they need to recognise prejudice 
and reject racial discrimination.  

  
2.2   Gender   
  

 Expectant mothers or new mothers will not be discriminated against.  

 The school regards it as very important that we seek support from re-integration 
and education welfare officers to enable pregnant students and School age 
mothers to complete their education.  

  
2.3   Disability   
  

  Where appropriate, specialist aids and facilities will be provided to enable disabled 
people to access services, and opportunities. This policy runs in conjunction with 
our Disability Equality Scheme.  

  
2.4   Religion   
  

 We will promote tolerance of all religious beliefs through the curriculum and through 
assemblies.  

 We will not discriminate against someone on the grounds that they do not adhere, 
or sufficiently adhere, to a particular religion or belief (even one shared by the 
discriminator), or indeed any religion or belief at all – such as, for example, an 
atheist.   

  
2.5   Sexual Orientation   
  

 We will inculcate in all students a respect for people of all sexual orientations.  

 Bullying or derogatory comments based on the sexual orientation of an individual 
will not be tolerated.  
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2.6   Age  
  

  The Trust will put procedures in place to ensure that no-one is denied a job, an 
equal chance of training or promotion or suffers from harassment or victimisation 
because of their age.   

  
  
3. Roles and responsibilities:  
  
All who work in the Trust have a responsibility for promoting equality and inclusion, and 
avoiding unfair discrimination.   

  
3.1 The Trust is responsible for:  

  
 making sure the Trust complies with all current equality legislation;   making sure 

this policy and its procedures are followed.  
  

3.2 The Headteacher is responsible for:  
  

 making sure the policy is readily available and that the Trustees, staff, students and 
their parents/carers know about it;  

 making sure its procedures are followed;  

 producing regular information for staff and Trustees about the policy and how it is 
working, and providing training for them on the policy, if necessary;  

 making sure all staff know their responsibilities and receive training and support in 
carrying these out;  

 taking appropriate action in cases of harassment and discrimination.  

  
3.3 Staff are responsible for:  

  
 modeling good practice, dealing with racist incidents and being able to recognise 

and tackle bias and stereotyping;  
 promoting equality and good race relations and avoiding discrimination against 

anyone for reasons of race, ethnic or national origins, language, culture, religion or 
belief, disability, gender, sexual orientation or social class;  

 keeping up to date with the law on discrimination and taking training and learning 
opportunities.  

  
3.4 Students are responsible for:  

  
 keeping equality and diversity issues on the School Council agenda, through a 

shared input with staff on developing policies relating to this area. This may include:  

  
- the anti-bullying policy and specifically racist and homophobic bullying; - 
developing school/class rules which challenge discriminatory behaviour. - 
Actively modelling kindness and non-discriminatory behavior, in keeping with  
said rules and related school curricula  

  
3.5 Parents/Carers are responsible for:  

  
 keeping equality and diversity issues on the Parent Staff /Association agenda, 

through a shared input with staff on developing policies relating to this area. This 
may include:  
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o the anti-bullying policy and specifically racist and homophobic bullying; 

o ensuring the above is explicit within our Home School Policy.  

o Discussion at PIP meetings and active support wherever possible.   

  
3.6 Visitors are responsible for:  

  
 knowing and following our equality policy.  

  
4.    Monitoring and Evaluation   
  
As a Trust we will :  

  
 Define equality objectives that support the aims of the act and review them every 4 

years.  

 Ensure the objectives are specific and measurable.  

 Publish the objectives so that they are accessible to the public.  

 Undertake an annual evaluation process to ensure that the policy is clear, in 
keeping with current legislation and being adhered to.  

  
5.    Complaints Procedure  
  
Stage 1  
  
Any parent or student who experiences, witnesses or is reasonably led to believe that this  

Equality and Diversity Policy has not been respected should follow the procedure in the  
Complaints Policy. The person responsible for this breach will be reminded of the existence and 
purpose of this policy, and asked to adhere to the policy.  
  
Stage 2  
  
If any staff member is found to be behaving in an unacceptable manner according to this 
policy, the matter will be dealt with under the disciplinary procedures.   

  
This may result in:  

 A warning being issued  

 An investigatory meeting  

 A disciplinary meeting  

 A referral to a higher level of authority  
  
Stage 3  
  
Members of staff who have been dealt with under Stage 2 have the right of appeal to the 

Appeal Committee. The right of appeal for parents is highlighted in the Complaints Policy.  
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Appendix 1:   

Racial Incidents Reporting  

  

1. Roles and Responsibilities  

• The Local Governing Body is responsible for monitoring the policy.  

• The Headteacher is responsible for implementing the policy and procedures.  

• All members of the school community are responsible for following the procedures.  

• The Local Authority will advise schools on the management of racial incidents and the 

findings from its monitoring.  

  

2. Recording the Racial Incident Investigation  

The Headteacher has overall responsibility (which may be delegated to an appointed senior 

member of staff) for managing racial incidents. The Headteacher should ensure that the school 

has:  

• Made it a requirement to investigate, record and report where there is a perception that 

a racial incident may have taken place.  

• Communicated the school’s commitment to tackling racial incidents to all members of 

the school community, including provision for this procedure to be made available in 

community languages where appropriate.  

• Recorded the Racial Incident as soon as possible after an incident has taken place.  

  

3. Management of Racial Incidents  

  

Considerations for All Incidents:  

• Investigate the incident thoroughly by talking to all involved including staff and potential 

witnesses  

• Record the incident on the Racial Incident Monitoring spreadsheet in any instance 

where the victim or perpetrator is a student.  

• Keep the situation under regular review to ensure that any harassment, abuse or 

victimisation has stopped and that the victim feels safe.  

• Consider any curriculum implications, including the need for a special assembly or 

changes to the school’s behaviour code or other policies.   Support for the 

Victim (if a student).  

• Support for the alleged Perpetrator (if a student ).  

• Consider if there is a child protection issue in this case.  

• Consider seeking advice from the Designated Safeguarding Lead  

  

Support for the Victim (if a student)  

• Take appropriate action to offer support to the victim.  

• Meet with the student’s parent(s)/guardian/carer to discuss the matter and explain the 

action taken. An interpreter/translator may be needed at the meetings.  

• Reinforce the school’s commitment to tackling racist incidents.  

  

Support for the alleged Perpetrator (if a student)  

• An appropriate member of staff should intervene and take immediate action, for 

example, placing the victim(s) and perpetrator(s) into separate rooms.  

• Any racist behaviour should be challenged immediately. The perpetrator should be told 

that his/her behaviour is unacceptable and will not be tolerated.  
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• Appropriate action should be taken to support, educate and monitor the behaviour of 

the perpetrator to ensure that the racist behaviour will not be repeated.  

• The incident should be reported to the Principal and he/she should decide whether any 
further action needs to be taken, including notifying the police and informing the 
parent(s)/guardian/carer of the relevant student(s) of any investigation and the outcome.  

• The Headteacher should consider the use of a full range of sanctions including the use 

of fixed term or permanent exclusion.  

• Discuss the incident with the alleged perpetrator’s parent(s)/guardian/carer (if 

appropriate) and reinforce the school’s commitment to tackling racial incidents.  

  

Dealing with Members of Staff as alleged Perpetrators or Victims  

All members of staff are required to abide by the Trust’s Equality and Diversity Policy.   

Substantiated racial discrimination by any member of staff towards students may be 

considered as misconduct and the perpetrator may be subject to disciplinary action. In the 

event of such an allegation being made against a member of staff, the Headteacher or his/her 

nominee should investigate the allegation in accordance with the relevant Disciplinary 

Procedures. In the case of the Perpetrator the Headteacher will nominate the member of staff 

to investigate the incident. All members of staff have the right to use the Trust’s Grievance 

procedure if they suffer discrimination and cannot get satisfactory management support. The 

Local Governing Body and Headteacher have a duty of care towards employees, and must 

ensure that they address any complaints from employees about discrimination by students, 

parents or colleagues, and provide appropriate support and referrals as necessary.  

  

Dealing with Members of the Public as alleged Perpetrators  

Racially motivated conduct by members of public requires an immediate response. The 

following procedure is to be followed in cases of racial incidents involving a member of the 

public:  

• The incident to be reported to the Headteacher as soon as possible.  

• The police to be informed of incidents involving violent, threatening or abusive 

behaviour.  

  

4. Managing the impact of racial incidents in the school and the community 

  Racist graffiti or slogans should be reported and removed immediately.  

• Racist literature, badges and insignia should be confiscated immediately, giving a clear 

explanation setting out the reasons why the property has been confiscated. The 

confiscated property should be handed to the police in criminal proceedings or returned 

to the student’s parents at an early opportunity, as appropriate. A teacher may not 

deliberately destroy a confiscated item unless such action is necessary in the 

immediate interests of safety.  

• If the incident has caused damage or is seen as a threat of damage to a person or 

property, it may be appropriate to call a meeting either with staff only or with students to 

discuss what has happened. Support and advice may also need to be sought from the 

Local Safeguarding Board, the Police, the local Racial Equality Council, a Victim 

Support group or another appropriate agency.  

  

5. Reporting to the Police  

Violent, criminal or other serious racial incidents may be reported to the Police. This applies to 

all racial incidents brought to the attention of the school, regardless of the relationship of the 

parties to the school. The Police have the discretion to decide to pursue action based on 

incidents. Violent, criminal or serious incidents should also be reported to the Local Governing 

Body and Board of Directors if necessary.  
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6. Reporting information to parents, governors and the Local Authority  

The Local Governing Body will receive a termly report on any racial incidents  

  

The school will report annually to the Board of Directors and Local Authority on racial incidents 

during the preceding year. The LA will send a data collection form to the school for this purpose 

and ensure that schools, together with senior Local Education Authority officers, are informed 

of the outcomes of its monitoring, so that any trends or concerns can inform school planning 

and curriculum development.  
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Introduction 

LIFE Education Trust is a company limited by guarantee and an exempt charity. The charitable company’s 
memorandum and articles of association (dated 6 June 2016) are the primary governing documents of LIFE 
Education Trust. The Board members of LIFE Education Trust are also the directors of the charitable company 
for the purposes of company law. The charitable company is known as LIFE Education Trust 

The purpose of this manual is to ensure that the Trust maintains and develops systems of financial control which 
confirm with the requirements both of good financial management and propriety.   It is essential that these 
systems operate correctly to meet the requirements of the funding agreement with the Department of Education 
(DfE). 

The Trust must comply with the principals of financial control outlined in the Academy Trust Handbook published 
by the DfE.   This manual will expand on that and will provide detailed information on the Trust’s accounting 
procedures. This manual must be read by all staff involved in financial systems. 

Compliance with this manual is mandatory and any contravention of procedures must be brought to the attention, 
in the first instance, of the Trust Head of Finance. 

All staff are expected to follow the procedural details set out in each of the relevant Trust policies, which set out 
the specific processes and procedures referred to in this manual. 
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Organisational Structure and Responsibilities 

The Trust Board is responsible for the direction of LIFE Education Trust and its strategic management. This 
involves determining the guiding principles and regulations within which LIFE Education Trust operates. 

The Trust Board has defined the responsibilities of each person involved in the administration of the Trust’s 
finances to avoid omission or duplication of functions and to provide a framework of accountability to the Trust 
Board and staff. 

The Trust CEO is the accounting officer for the Trust and although he may delegate financial responsibilities to 
other staff; those staff will be accountable to the Trust CEO for their performance in this respect. 

Supporting Documents for Governance 

The following documents are included or are held in the Trust financial records 
 Scheme of Delegation (written responsibilities of the Trust Board, its committees, LGB’s the Head

Teacher and staff; financial delegation limits)
 Budget plan
 3 Year Financial forecasts
 Budget statement and outturn statements.
 Trust Board/Governing Body/Finance and Facilities committee minutes
 Register of business interests
 The Academy Trust Handbook

Roles & Responsibilities 

This summary description of roles and responsibilities forms part of a wider document, referred to as the 
Scheme of Financial Delegation. 

LIFE  Education  Trust  structure  of  financial  responsibilities for  individual  Board  Members,  Head 
Teachers’ and staff 

The Board Members will: 

 set spending priorities
 consider and approve the annual budget and forward spending plans
 determine virement and expenditure thresholds
 evaluate the effectiveness of expenditure decisions (i.e. value for money)
 delegate responsibilities to the Finance and Facilities (FF) Committee and to Local Governing Bodies

as required
 ensure financial probity, including statutory and regulatory compliance.

Finance and Facilities Committee 

The Finance and Facilities Committee (FFC) is responsible for overseeing the financial affairs of the Trust and 
reports to the Board, operating in accordance with their terms of reference. 

Trust Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 

The Trust CEO has overall executive responsibility for the Trusts’ financial activities as approved by the Trust 
Board.   The Trust CEO delegates responsibility to the Director of Operations, but the Trust CEO retains 
responsibility for: 

 Approving new staff appointments within the authorised levels, unless otherwise delegated to the 
Academy’s Head Teacher, and except for senior posts which the Trust have agreed to be approved by 
them

 Budget Virements as in the Scheme of Delegation
 Authorising of orders and contract in accordance with the delegated authorisation levels
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Trust Head of Finance 

The Trust H ead  o f  Finance works closely with the Accounting Officer and reports to the Local Governing 
Bodies, the Finance and Facilities Committee and Trust Board.   The main responsibilities are: 

 Ensuring the annual accounts are correctly presented and adequately supported by the records of the Trust
 managing the Trust’s financial position at a strategic and operational level within the framework for 

financial control determined by the Accounting Officer and Trust
 ensuring returns are submitted to the ESFA in line with the timetable set by the ESFA
 ensuring that sound systems of internal control are in place
 responsibility for day-to-day financial management
 setting and monitoring the budgets and reporting to the FFC and Trust
 supplying the Trust Board and FFC with regular budget monitoring information
 providing support and advice to LGBs in the execution of their delegated financial responsibilities

Internal Audit 

The Trust engages the services of an Internal Auditor who provides independent audit of internal control 
procedures within an agreed scope and in compliance to the current Academy Trust Handbook requirements. 

The main responsibilities of the Internal Auditor are to provide Trustees with independent assurance that the 
tenets of the Academy Trust Handbook is being fully adhered to. Findings are reported to Trustees along with 
relevant recommendations for compliance, where applicable.

 The financial responsibilities of the Board are being properly discharged
 Resources are being managed in an efficient, economical and efficient manner
 Sound systems of internal financial control are being maintained
 Financial considerations are taken into account when decisions are made
 LGBs are properly discharging their delegated financial responsibilities

Finance and Other Staff 

Other members of staff which are the S e  n i o  r  Finance Officer Finance & HR Officer a  n d  the Finance 
Assistants (where applicable), budget holders and others (if staff leading school trips) will have some financial 
responsibilities which are detailed in the following sections of the manual.  All staff are responsible for the security 
of Trust property, for avoiding loss or damage, for ensuring efficiency and economy in the use of resources and 
acting in accordance of the Trust’s financial procedures. 

Register of Business Interests 

All Trustees and staff with influence on financial decisions should declare any interests which may impact on 
school-related matters. For example, board members and staff should declare any links they have with 
companies or individuals from whom the Trust may wish to buy goods or services. Registers of business 
interests aid transparency and provide some assurance that personal interests do not influence school 
decisions. 

The register should include all business interests, such as directorships, shareholdings or other appointments of 
influence within a business organisation which may deal with the Trust. The disclosures should also include 
business interests of relatives such as parent or spouse or business partner where influence could be exerted over a 
member of staff or a Trust member. 

The Clerk to the Trust is responsible for maintaining the register of interest and any changes should be 
immediately reported.  The register is updated on an annual basis.  Even if there are no interests to report a NIL 
signed form should be returned. 
The Director of Operations reviews the register and reports on any related party transactions to the Finance and 
Facilities committee. 

The Trust Head of Finance also maintains a register of budget holder interest, which is updated annually. 

The scope of the Internal Auditor covers and is not limited to;
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Receipt of Gifts or Expenditure on Gifts 

Any member of the Trust or staff within the Trust or others cannot accept excessive or regular gifts or services 
from existing or prospective suppliers.   The Trust maintains a register of gifts and services offered and 
whether they were accepted or rejected. Board and staff members are required to inform the Trust if any such 
offer is made. 

The Trust approves any expenditure on gift and hospitality.  Such expenditure is only authorised if the Trust 
can demonstrate that it has considered the principles of probity, accountability and value. 

Accounting System 

The Trust is registered annually under the 1988 Data Protection Act and the named Data Controller is the 
CEO 

All financial transactions of the Trust must be recorded on the Trust accounting system. The Trust subscribes 
to LGFL which is a system installed on the Trust’s computer systems to detect viruses, spyware and other 
malicious threats. The system is regularly updated to ensure any latest threats are detected. 

All accounting records are retained for six years after being scanned and held in a digital format.  The current 
year is held in hard copy format in a secure area 

Systems Access 

Entry to both Trust accounting systems is password restricted and the Finance team is responsible for setting 
the access levels for all members of staff using the system. 

Back-Up Procedures 

The Network manager is responsible for ensuring that there are effective back up procedures for the accounting 
systems. 

The Trust Finance system is a cloud based system with regular software provider back up cycle 24 hours a 
day. The Trust wide ICT strategy provides for a cloud based server storage solutions with 2 hourly back up 
cycle for all data including finance data held across all systems.

All servers are virtual machines running on two physical hosts. Daily snapshots are taken of the VM’s and can 
restore entire machines, individual or groups of files. 

A backup of the server snapshots is sent to a NAS (Network attached storage) that is located in the sixth form 
so that it is away from the main building. Backups are run every night and we and we have 30 days’ worth of 
retention.

 

Transaction Processing 

All transactions input into the accounting systems must be authorised in accordance with the procedures as 
specified in this manual.  The detailed procedures for the processing of payroll, purchase ledger and sales 
ledger are included in this manual. 

Bank transactions are input by a member of finance staff who also checks and reconciles the statements. The 
reconciliations are in turn checked by the Trust Head of Finance. 

tmercer3.311
Cross-Out
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When journal entries are made, supporting documentation should, where relevant, be filed to ensure the validity 
of the amounts processed.  All journal entries must be authorised by a member of staff independent from the 
person entering the data to the finance system. 

 
Transaction Reports 

 
The Trust Head of Finance will review system reports to ensure all transactions are posted correctly to the 
accounting system. The reports reviewed would include: 

 
 Monthly Bank Reconciliation reports 
 Monthly control account reconciliation 
 Master File Payroll amendment reports 
 Monthly purchase ledger and sales ledger reports 
 Monthly management account reports summarising expenditure and income against Budget at budget 

holder level 
 Trial Balance 

 
Evidence of these reviews should be held in the form of a printed report signed by the Head of Finance 

 
Reconciliations 

 
The designated member of finance staff is responsible for ensuring the following are reconciled each month: 

 
 Purchase ledger control accounts 
 Sales ledger control accounts 
 Bank reconciliation via bank statements 
 Payroll control accounts 
 VAT account 
 Suspense account 
 Fixed Asset/Depreciation Accounts 
 Reserves 

 
Any outstanding unreconciled items over 3 months should be brought to the attention of the Trust Head 
of  Finance. 
 
Authorised Signatories List 

 
An authorised list, including specimen signatures will be maintained by the designated member of finance staff 
and in the in the finance office for reference purposes. 

 
Financial Planning and Budget Setting 

 
Financial Planning 

 
Financial planning is an essential part of good financial management. It provides the Trust with a clear view of 
how it intends to use its resources. It has two key elements, the Trust development plan and budget. 

 
The Trust Development plan will indicate how the Trusts’ education and other objectives are going to be 
achieved within the expected level of income over the next three years. 

 
The Trust Development Plan forms the basis for constructing the budget. It identifies the Trusts’ educational 
priorities and has a strong focus on raising standards. It is important, therefore, that Trust Development Plan 
indicates the resource implications of each priority to guide decisions on Trust budget. 

 
Clearly identified links must be in place between the Trust annual budget and its development plan. 

 
Financial Planning Timetable 

 
The Academies planning calendar produced by the ESFA gives a summary of key dates about requirements 
that relate to funding, finance and Trust compliance in accordance with the funding agreement and must be 
adhered to. (See Appendix 6) 
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Annual Budget 
 

The Trust Head of Finance is responsible for preparing and obtaining approval for the annual budget.  The budget must 
be approved by the Trust Board. 

 
The approved annual budget must be submitted to the ESFA by the deadline stated in July of each year and the Trust 
Head of Finance is responsible for setting the timetable which allows sufficient time for the approval process and to 
ensure the submission deadline is met, including the meetings of LGBs and Finance and Facilities Committee. 

 
Budget Monitoring 

 
Regular monitoring of income and expenditure against the agreed budget is central to effective financial management. 
It allows Trustees, Board Members, the Accounting Officer, the Head teacher, the Trust Head of Finance and staff to 
maintain financial control by reviewing the current position and taking any remedial action necessary. 

 
Regular monitoring reports to the Board 

 
The LGBs (via the School Healthcheck), FFC, Trust CEO and Trust Head o f  Finance report termly to the Board.   
They explain any variances, any virements under delegated power, and seek approval for any virements required above 
delegated limits. 

 
Reviewing special initiatives/ projects and specific grants 

 
Headings in standard budget monitoring reports may not allow the tracking of expenditure on individual initiatives, since 
they may cut across several categories. This exercise should be undertaken in parallel with mainstream budget 
monitoring if necessary. This will: 

 
 Allow the Trust to monitor expenditure on the initiative against the budget 
 Provide the financial information necessary to assess the cost effectiveness of the initiative 

 
Departmental budget holders will be supplied with monthly financial reports in order that they can monitor their budget 
and seek, where required, assistance from the Trust Head of Finance. 

 
Cash Flow 

 
The Trust Head of Finance is responsible for preparing cash flow forecasts to ensure the Trust has sufficient funds 
available for the day to day operations.  If significant balances can be foreseen, steps will be taken to invest the extra 
funds.  But similarly plans can be made to transfer funds back out of the investments to cover potential cash shortages. 

 
Financial Procedures 

 
The Trust prepares rolling 3-year budgets. 

 
The Budget Cycle 

 
The budget cycle is as follows: 

 Autumn term 
o Implementation of current budget plan 
o Monitoring expenditure (monthly) 
o Reconciliation and closure of previous financial year 

 Spring term 
o Monitoring and Reviewing of year’s budget 
o Revised Budget where appropriate 
o Pre-planning new financial year 

 Summer term 
o Planning for forthcoming year 
o Preparation and submission of financial budget plan 
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o Review of current year’s budget

Budget 

The Trust Head of Finance is responsible for preparing and obtaining approval for the annual budget.  The 
budget must be approved by the Accounting Officer, Local Governing Body, Finance and Facilities Committee 
and the Board. 

The annual budget will reflect the best estimate of the resources available to the academy for the forthcoming 
year and will detail how those resources are to be utilised.  There should be a clear link between the 
development plan objectives and the budgeted utilisation of resources. 

The budgetary planning process will incorporate the following elements: 

 forecasts of the anticipated number of pupils to estimate the amount of General Annual Grant
 latest estimate of other ESFA funding e.g. pupil premium or other specific funds
 review of other income sources available to the academy to assess likely level of receipts e.g.

lettings
 review of past performance against budgets to promote an understanding of the academy costs
 identification of potential efficiency savings
 review of the main expenditure headings in light of the development plan objectives and the

expected variations in cost e.g. pay increases, inflation and other anticipated changes
 all carry forward balances
 any unspent grants from the previous financial year
 review of restricted funds or specific grants to ensure regulatory compliance.

Comparison of estimated income and expenditure will identify any potential surplus or shortfall in funding.  If 
shortfalls are identified, opportunities to increase income should be explored and expenditure headings will need 
to be reviewed for areas where reductions can be made.  This may entail prioritising tasks and deferring projects 
until more funding is available.   Plans and budgets will need to be revised until income and expenditure are in 
balance.   In accordance with the Academy Trust Handbook an in year balanced budget must be set. 

The approved budget is then entered onto the finance system at the start of the new financial year by the 
designated member of finance staff and verified by the Trust Head of Finance. 

Other Government Funding 

In addition to GAG funding from ESFA the Trust may be awarded specific funding for other projects e.g. 
Condition Improvement Funds. This funding may be from the Department of Education or Local Authority.  All 
government funding will be spent in accordance with the terms and conditions imposed, accurately recorded 
as government income (restricted) and audited externally annually. 

The designated Academy Finance officer is responsible for recording income and expenditure for each grant, 
providing a reconciliation within the monthly management accounts. 

Other Grants and specific funding 

In addition to the GAG funding from the ESFA and other government funding, the academy/MAT may be 
awarded additional grants from time to time relating to specific projects e.g. Sport England Funding, Football 
Foundation Funding, Charitable Grants etc.  All applications for additional external funding must be approved 
and supported by the Board of Governors/Trustees. All external funding and grants will be spent in accordance 
with the terms and conditions imposed, accurately recorded as income specific to a certain project and audited 
externally annually. 

The designated Academy Finance Officer is responsible for recording income and expenditure for each grant, 
providing a reconciliation within monthly management accounts. 

Funds held in Trust 

Where funds are held in trust the designated Academy Finance Officer is responsible for ensuring accurate 
recording of the income 
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and expenditure, as well as ensuring the funds are recognised separately as set out in the memorandum and 
articles. 

Virements 

Virements shall be approved and minuted by the Local Governing Body and should be within the agreed 
criteria and financial limits. 

Revised Budget 

Monitoring and analysis of the agreed budget should be carried out on a monthly basis by the Accounting 
Officer, the Director of Operations and the Trust Head of Finance and reports presented to the Local Governing 
Body, the Finance and Facilities Committee and to the Board.  Where significant variations to the agreed budget 
are identified or where a number of substantial virements have been approved by the Local Governing Body 
and or where significant staff changes have occurred in-year, then a Revised Budget should be prepared and 
approved by the Trust Board.  This Revised Budget should then form the basis of analysis of all income and 
expenditure until the financial year end. 

Budget Forecast Return 

The approved budget must be submitted to ESFA by 31 July each year by Trust H e a d  o f  Finance. The 
budget forecast outturn return has to be submitted by mid-May (date set by ESFA) each year. Trust Head of 
Finance is responsible for establishing a timetable, which allows sufficient time for the approval process of both 
returns and ensures that the submission dates are met. 

Monitoring and review (including management accounts) 

Monthly reports are prepared by the designated member of finance staff. 

The reports include: 

 actual income and expenditure against budget (shown as month to date and cumulative).
 A summary highlighting and explaining variances against budget.

These reports are checked and validated by the Trust Head of Finance. 
Any potential overspend against the budget must in the first instance be discussed with Trust H e a d
o f  Finance.

The monthly reports are scrutinised and necessary action agreed with the Accounting officer, the Director of 
Operations, the Local Governing Body, the Finance and Facilities Committee and/or the Board, according to the 
scheme of delegation. 

Independent checking procedures 

The Trust H e a d  o f  F i n a n c e  p r o d u c e s  t e r m l y  F i n a n c e  H e a l t h  c h e c k s  u p d a t e s  f o r  a l l  
A c a d e m i e s  w i t h i n  t h e  T r u s t  i n  c o m p l i a n c e  w i t h  t h e Academy Trust Handbook. This is 
presented to with the Finance Link Governor of each Academy along with all relevant evidence for verification. The 
Finance Link Governor then presents the Health check update to Governors at the next Governing Body meeting.  
A summary of the Finance Health check updates is then presented to the Finance & Facilities Committee. 

Review of regularity 

The Accounting Officer reviews the following documents monthly/termly to ensure the academy trust is 
working within the boundaries of regularity and propriety: 

 reviews management accounts (monthly)
 reviews compliance against the scheme of delegation
 reviews transactions for evidence of connected party transactions
 value for money practice
 necessary financial controls are in place (e.g. reconciliations up to date)
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The Accounting Officer is responsible for: 
 

 adherence to tendering policies 
 transactions being in line with delegated authorities as set out by the Academy Trust Handbook 
 compliance with trustees/governors’ minutes 

 
An external auditor will undertake compliance checks as part of the annual audit in respect of tendering, 
accounting, transactions and governance. 

 
Annual accounts 

 
The Trust must prepare annual audited financial statements for the accounting period to 31 August. 

 
The accounts are prepared in house by the Trust H e a d  o f  Finance and presented to the external 
auditors for Audit. 

 
The accounts are then submitted as follows: 

 
 by 31 December – to ESFA 
 by 31 January – published on Trust website 
 by 31 May – to Companies House 

 
Audit arrangements 

 
External auditors must be appointed in accordance with the Academy Trust Handbook. 

 
The Trust H e a d  o f  Finance is responsible for managing the audit process, by liaising with the 
auditors, arranging the timetable for accounts and audit completion and ensuring deadlines are met. 

 
Work undertaken during accounting period 

 
The Trust Head of Finance is responsible for the following tasks to be undertaken during the year to 
facilitate a smooth audit process: 

 
 reviewing the ledger structure 
 maintaining a fixed asset register 
 monthly depreciation charges 
 maintaining income and expenditure records (including filing of invoices) 
 reviewing aged debtors for any provisions required 
 control account reconciliations (bank, wages, debtors, creditors) 
 review of control account balances 

 
Work undertaken for the year end 

 
The Trust Head of Finance is responsible for the following tasks to be undertaken at the end of the year to 
facilitate a smooth audit process: 

 
 stock take and including of year end stock value 
 prepayments and accruals 
 prepayments or accruals for grant income 
 control account reconciliations (bank, payroll, debtors, creditors) 
 close down of the purchase ledgers 
 close down of the Sales ledgers and aged debtors 
 pension valuations 
 Pension Audit 

 
Accounts Return 

 
The academy trust must prepare an annual accounts return for the accounting period to 31 August, which is 
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submitted to the ESFA by 31 January. 

The accounts return is outsourced to auditors for preparation. 

Document retention 

Documents are retained in accordance with the Retention schedule policy. 

Accounting system 

All  the  financial  transactions  of  the  academy  trust  must  be  recorded  onto  the  computerised  financial 
information accounting system. 

System Access 

Access to the system is password restricted to users who are approved by the Accounting Officer. Other users 
e.g. external accounting providers must also be authorised by the Accounting Officer.

The IT  Manager is  responsible for implementing a  system which ensures  that passwords are changed 
regularly. 

Back-up Procedures 

- Frances Bardsley Academy and The Bridge

The  Network  manager is  responsible for  ensuring  that  there  are  effective  back  up  procedures for  the 

accounting systems. 

All files are stored on an industry standard HP SAN (Storage Area Network). The files are stored across 
multiple drives using RAID 5 on the main severs and RAID 10 on the database servers (in the event of a hard 
drive failure there would be no loss of data as it is replicated across multiple disks). If a HD fails we can 
replace and it will automatically copy data back to the drive. 

All servers are virtual machines running on three physical hosts. Daily snapshots are taken of the VM’s and 
can restore entire machines, individual or groups of files. 

A backup of the server snapshots is sent to a NAS (Network attached storage) that is located in the sixth form 
so that it is away from the main building. Backups are run every night and we and we have 30 days’ worth of 
retention. 

A full backup of the File Server is also scheduled to run weekly using Veeam and is kept on a dedicated NAS 
at Benhurst Primary School. 

- Benhurst Primary

A bi-Weekly backup of the File Server, SIMS server, and Domain Controller is performed using Veeam and 
stored remotely on a dedicated NAS at the Frances Bardsley Academy. A cloud backup of all School data is 
performed with 2 hourly updates.

- Roxwell Primary

A daily backup of all servers is ran using DPM and kept on premises, on a separate server. A cloud backup of 
all School data is performed with 2 hourly updates. 

- Margaretting Primary

A cloud backup of all School data is performed with 2 hourly updates. 

- Dame Tipping Primary

A daily backup of all servers is ran using DPM and kept on premises, on a separate server. A cloud backup of 
all School data is performed with 2 hourly updates. 
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- Ford End Primary 

A daily backup of all servers is ran using DPM and kept on premises, on a separate server. A cloud backup of 
the SIMS data is performed daily using Redstor (on LGFL servers). 

The disaster recovery plan explains what to do in the event of loss of accounting facilities or financial data. 

All Trust wide systems are backed up to secure cloud servers with 2 hourly updates.

Transaction processing 

All transactions input to the  accounting system must be  authorised in  accordance  with the  procedures 
specified in this manual. 

All journal entries are authorised prior to input onto the accounting system by a member of staff other than the 
Accounting Officer. An electronic copy is retained on file, together with the evidence of authorisation. 

Transaction reports 

The Trust H e a d  o f  Finance reviews the following system reports to ensure that only regular 
transactions are posted to the accounting system: 

 amendment reports for the payroll, purchase ledger and sales ledger;
 System reports summarising expenditure and income against budget at budget holder level
 Trial Balance

Reconciliations 

The designated Academy Finance officer is responsible for ensuring the following reconciliations are 
performed each month, and that any differences are investigated 

 sales ledger control account
 purchase ledger control account
 payroll control account
 VAT control account
 all suspense accounts
 bank balance per the nominal ledger to the bank statement

Trust Head of Finance signs all reconciliations as evidence of review. 

Any unusual or long outstanding reconciling items are brought to the attention of the Accounting Officer and 
dealt with according to the bad debt limits in this manual. 

Cash Management 

Bank Accounts 

The following procedures must be followed when opening a bank account and operating it: 

 the  Trust  is  responsible  for  selecting  the  banking  institution  and  negotiating  the  terms  and
conditions

 the Board must authorise the opening of all bank accounts
 the Academy Trust /MAT will ensure that in the event of changes to key personnel or

governors/trustees, signatories will be changed immediately and the bank notified.  Any on-line
access to banking will also be removed

 terms of arrangements, including cheque signatories or BACS authorisations and the operation of
the accounts must be formally recorded and agreement minuted

 the trust must inform the bank, in writing, that their accounts must not become overdrawn
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 the trust must ensure there are sufficient funds to cover large payments

Deposits 

Where cash/cheques are receipts must be banked at within five working days, details of the deposit 

must be entered on a bank issued paying-in slip in duplicate - where applicable.

Where a bank issued card is used to pay in cash/cheques, a bank issued receipt mus be obtained for records.
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 the amount of the deposit
 a reference (for example the number of the receipt or the name of the debtor)
 a copy of the paying-in slip and the cheque should be scanned and saved in the bank rec file on the  G
Drive and attached to PSF Finance system.

The designated Academy Finance officer is responsible for posting details of the cash/cheque depositied at 
the bank (within 2 working days) attaching electronic copies of the paying in slip stamped and dated (where 
applicable) or a bank system generated receipt of payment issued by the bank. 

Payments and withdrawals 

All cheques and other instruments authorising withdrawal from academy bank accounts (where 
applicable) must be made in accordance with the scheme of delegation. 

This provision applies to all accounts, public or private, operated by or on behalf of the Trust governing body of 
the academy including funds held in trust.  Authorised signatories must not sign a cheque relating to goods or 
services for which they have also authorised the expenditure. 

The designated Academy Finance officer ensures bank reconciliations are performed on a monthly basis. 
Reconciliation procedures must ensure that: 

 all bank accounts are reconciled to the academy’s cash book at the last calendar day
 reconciliations are prepared by the designated Academy Finance officer
 reconciliations are subject to an independent monthly review carried out by Trust Head of Finance.

Petty Cash 

The Trust does not operate a petty cash system. 

E-procurement & Payments

The school charge card is used only when it is not practical to use the purchase order/cheque system. It is 
used mostly for internet purchases.  Issue of cards by the bank must have prior authorisation of approved 
bank signatories. 

Custody of the card is the responsibility of the card holder, and any loss must be reported immediately. 

The card is kept in the safe and is only used by: 
 Head Teacher
 Finance Officer
 Admin Support Officer
 Site Manager

Any department wishing to make a purchase on charge card must complete an order form and pass this to the 
designated Academy Finance officer. All order forms detailing the purchase must be signed by the Budget 
Holder. 

The credit card statement is reconciled with receipts for all items. A summary is produced of all purchases 
which is signed by the Head Teacher. Journals will be entered onto the system for each transaction. 

BACS Payments 

On receipt of an invoice, the appropriate finance person should ensure 
the following: 

 confirm if an official purchase order has been raised for the purchase
 the delivery note has been checked
 the delivery is of correct quantity, quality and price
 it has not been previously paid
 funds are available in the relevant budget

The payment is then prepared for BACS payment. The designated Academy finance officer ensures that the 
invoice amount is correct, and that the bank account and sort codes have been correctly entered.  The 
payment is then uploaded to the bank and two sign ateries approve the payment.  Where possible, one being 
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the Trust Head of Finance, and two being the Executive Head, or Head of School.  Alternative signatories are 
used when those are no available. 

Normally, BACS payments are processed in accordance with the payment terms although every effort is made 
to ensure the school benefits from early payment discounts. 
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Reserves 

Any overall surpluses or deficits (reserves) at the end of the year are carried over to the following year. 

The Accounting Officer must inform ESFA immediately if a deficit is anticipated. 

If the Trust is forecasting a deficit at the end of any financial year, the Local Governing Body, the Finance and 
Facilities Committee and the Board have a responsibility to ensure action is taken at the earliest opportunity to 
address this issue. 

The academy trust undertakes to ensure that it holds a contingency reserve sufficient to cover unplanned 
emergency events. 

Capital Reserves 

Any overall surpluses at the end of the year are carried over to the following year. 
It is the responsibility of the designated Academy Finance officer to keep accurate records of the capital 
funds, especially where grants have been received for capital projects. 

Personnel and Payroll 

The Trusts’ payroll is administered ‘in house’ at FBA using PS Financials software. This includes monthly 
payroll processes, responsibility of making payments and returns the HMRC, payments and returns to 
pension scheme administration and returns to the timetable of payroll deadlines. 

The Trusts’ HR service is provided by Stone King.  Their service provides and helps with HR issues including 
advice on issues not limited to occupational health, disputes, contractual changes and restructures of staff. 

Staff Appointments 

All members of Trust SLT, along with Head Teachers for individual Academies are appointed by the Board 
except for members of School SLT, who are appointed by the Local Governing Body. 

The Head Teacher has authority to appoint staff within the authorised establishment, except for the Deputy 
Head Teachers and the Trust Head o f  Finance (a shared post with the Trust).  These appointments must 
follow consultation with the Trust.  All personnel changes must be notified in writing to the Accounting 
Off icer  immediately. 

The Pay and Personnel committee is responsible for ensuring the Trust’s Pay Policy is implemented 

The CEO and Head Teachers are responsible for ensuring the statutory obligations around the safe recruitment 
policy and procedures are administered. 

Personnel information is held for all members of staff in manual files which include contracts of employment 
and relevant evidence of identification, with access strictly limited to authorised staff only and separately on SIMS 
by the Head Teachers’ PA.  Copies of contracts are held securely by the Finance Officer for payroll confirmation. 

A single central staff record is maintained for Trust staff and for each Academy school by a designated 
administrator. This record is checked termly by the HR manager or the Headteacher. 

Payroll Administration 

Payroll is administered ‘in house’ at MAT. 

All staff are paid monthly through the payroll system.   A payroll file is created for each employee which 
records: 

 salary
 bank account details
 taxation status
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 personal details
 any deductions or allowances payable
 other legal and relevant details
 Any application approved job related overtime and expenses claims

New payroll files will be created by the designated payroll officer on receipt of evidence of employment offer 
consisting of a signed contract of employment and evidence of relevant pre-employment verification.   
The paperwork required to create a new payroll file includes; 

• A contract letter signed by the Head Teacher or Executive Headteacher.
• Completed Personal Information form
• HMRC Starter Checklist
• P45 where possible

Contract amendments including terminations will be processed by the designated Payroll Officer on receipt of a 
letter signed by the Head Teacher or Executive Head. 

All new contracts and amendments made by the Payroll Officer must be submitted to the Trust Head of Finance for 
checking and then placed in the relevant school file for records. 

The designated Payroll Officer inputs all staff sickness and other absences a month in arrears. The absence 
reports are prepared by the Admin Support Officer at each school and are sent to both HR and the designated 
Payroll Officer.  The reports must be submitted by the 5th of each month for processing at the next payroll. 

The designated Payroll Officer will prepare and distribute a timetable for payroll processing specifying key 
dates, by month, for the year. See Appendix - 79 

Payments to Staff 

Completed payroll data should be placed in the relevant school file by the designated Payroll Officer for checking 
and approval on behalf of Headteacher by the Trust Head of Finance.  Authority to release BACS payment will 
be by the Head Teacher or in his/her absence a member of SLT by their co-approval of online BACS payment. 

The designated Finance Officer must completed complete all the tasks on the monthly payroll checklist 
(Appendix - 4) 

The designated Payroll Officer compares the current month’s and the previous month’s gross salary payments 
showing adjustments made for new appointments, resignations, pay increases  etc. The Trust Head of Finance 
reviews these against each school’s Board approved budgets and also for accuracy and then provide approval. 

The designated Payroll Officer also compares the current month’s and the previous month’s net salary payments 
showing  adjustments  made  for  new tax codes and pension changes.  This comparison is reviewed and 
approved by Trust Head of Finance. 

The payroll system automatically calculates the deductions due from payroll to comply with current legislation. 
The major deductions are for tax, National Insurance contributions and pensions.  The amounts payable are 
summarised on a payroll journal which is automatically entered onto the finance system by the payroll system 
once all approvals have been obtained. There are also other third party deductions e.g. Child Care vouchers, 
Union fees, This is checked as part of the month end procedures by Trust Head of Finance. 

After the payroll has been processed the nominal ledger is automatically updated. Postings will be made both 
to the payroll control account and to each Academy’s cost centres.  The designated Payroll Officer will complete 
a report that compares the actual costs versus the budget and provide explanations for any differences. 

Annually, the designated Payroll Officer and Trust Head of Finance and Human Resources Manager check 
each member of staff that the gross pay per the payroll system agrees to the contract of employment held on 
the personnel file. This will be done by selecting a sample size equal to 20% of the total staff of each Academy.  

The designated Payroll Officer will review the payroll control accounts each month to ensure they balance and 
investigate and resolve any differences. 

All salary payments are made by BACS.  The monthly      BACS files are to be first approved by the Trust Head 
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of Finance and co approved for release by the Headteacher or Executive Headteacher. 

Third Party Payments 

All third party payments are to be collated and processed by the designated Payroll Officer.  They must ensure 
they are paid within the monthly timelines required. All payments are to be first approved by the Trust Head of 
Finance and the Headteacher or Executive Headteacher. 

Salary advances 

The Trust does not award salary advances. 

Overtime 

Timesheets for additional hours or overtime are completed by the employee.  Prior to submission the completed 
additional hours report must be authorised by the Headteacher.  The timesheet is then authorised by the budget 
holder and signed off by the Head Teacher. Claim forms must not be submitted prior to the work being 
undertaken.  The designated Payroll Officer must ensure the authorised in advance box is initialed and dated 
by the Headteacher before processing, if not it should be returned for full approval by the payroll Officer.  

Planned overtime for example hours worked during lettings hours will be assumed approved if worked in 
accordance with lettings booking requirement. 

The fully approved additional hours timesheets are collated by the Admin Support Officer at each school and 
then submitted to the designated Payroll Officer.  They must be provided by the 5th of each month to ensure 
they are included in the payroll run.  No payments for work undertaken will be made other than via the payroll 
system. 

Severance Payments 

The Trust is able to self-approve the non-contractual element of severance payments up to £50,000.   A 
business case must be presented before agreeing a payment, using the form provided by ESFA on Gov.uk. 

Where the non-contractual element is on or over £50,000 prior approval from ESFA must be sought. 

The Accounting Officer must sign off and review each business case. 

Ex-gratia Payments 

Any ex-gratia payments must be submitted to ESFA for prior approval. 

Income 

ESFA Grants 

The main sources of income for the academy are the grants from the ESFA.  The receipt of these sums is 
monitored directly by the Designated Finance Person who is responsible for ensuring that all grants due to the 
academy are collected. The monthly allocation is checked against the schedule provided by the ESFA and any 
differences reported to Trust Head of Finance. 

Other Grants 

The receipt of these sums is monitored directly by the Designated Finance Person who is responsible for 
ensuring that all grants due to the academy are collected. 

Grants received for capital projects are monitored by the Designated Finance Person producing an income 
and expenditure account for each project which is reviewed by Trust Head of Finance. 

Trips (Appendix 5 & 6) 
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A lead member of staff must be appointed for each trip to take responsibility for the organisation of the trip. 
The lead teacher must prepare a summary of the trip itemising travel, accommodation and any other activities 
which must be costed. Student numbers should also be included as well information regarding Pupil premium 
students. The Designated Finance Officer should check this and agree the student contribution. This should 
then be checked by the Head Teacher and signed off. 

Students should make payments via the school’s income 
software eg. ParentPay or Squid. 

The designated Finance officer should run a report from the software showing the amount paid and the amount 
outstanding.  This record should be sent to the lead teacher on a weekly basis and the lead teacher is 
responsible for chasing the outstanding amounts. 

Trips should be run at cost price, although allowance can be made for administrative fees and additional staff 
cover.  If the school decides to subsidise the school trip the amount of subsidy must be approved by the Head 
Teacher in advance of the booking being made. 
 This account is then reconciled on a monthly basis and ensured the account has a nil balance on closure with 

any remaining surplus transferred to miscellaneous income nominal code. 
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Catering 

Payments for catering by pupils and staff are made via the school’s income 
software e.g. Parentpay or Squid. 
Where the school has a contract caterer the company will invoice the school direct for paid meals and FSM. If 
catering is provided in-house then a catering income and expenditure account is set up. Income from the income 
software should be allocated to this account as well as expenditure incurred for supplies. This account is then 
reconciled on a monthly basis. 

Lettings 

The lettings assistant or designated finance person is responsible for maintaining records of bookings of sports 
and other facilities and for identifying the sums due from each organisation.  Payments must be made in advance 
for the use of facilities by BACS/Bank Transfer. 

Details of organisations using the sports and other facilities will be held by the Finance Department who will 
establish a sales ledger account and produce a sales invoice from the Financial Information accounting system. 

Copies of the organisations up to date relevant Public Liability, indemnity, insurance and qualifications (where 
relevant e.g. Safe Guarding Procedures, H&S, First Aid, Instructor etc.) are kept with the Letting Agreements and 
are reviewed annually. It is the responsibility of the lettings assistant or designated finance person to ensure 
that these documents are current and copies placed on file. 

Sundry income 

Income from other sources (for example educational consultancy) is priced in consultation with the Trust 
Head of Finance. The transaction must not be undertaken until the price has been agreed by 
all parties . 

Gift Aid 

To ensure the academy trust, in its position as an exempt charity, receives all the monies it is entitled to the 
Designated Finance Person 

 reconciles income against records to confirm expected amounts have been received by the donor
 ensures the  tax  reclaimable  from  HMRC  has  been  obtained  and  any  relevant  business  use

deductions have been made.

Bad Debts 

The Designated Finance Person pursues all invoices of more than 30 days of issue that are unpaid. If the debt 
remains unrecoverable after 6 months, or it becomes clear that the debt will not be repaid, the designated 
Finance Officer submits a report to the Finance and Facilities committee for approval of write off. 

Purchasing 

The Academy must achieve value for money on all purchases. The following general principles must be applied 
when purchases are made: 

 Probity, it must be demonstrable that there is no corruption or private gain involved in the contractual
relationships of the academy

 Accountability, the academy is publicly accountable for its expenditure and the conduct of its affairs
 Fairness, that all those dealt with by the academy are dealt with on a fair and equitable basis

Routine Purchasing 

Budget holders will be informed of the budget available to them at least one month before the start of the 
academic year.  It is the responsibility of the budget holder to manage the budget and to ensure that the funds 
available are not overspent.  Data detailing actual expenditure and committed expenditure (orders placed but 
not paid for) against budget will be supplied to each budget holder each month. Budget holders will be able to 
monitor data relating to their own budget areas on a monthly basis via reports from SIMS. 
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Routine purchases within budget can be ordered by budget holders. The Finance Department should utilise 
‘Deals for Schools’ as recommended by the ESFA to ensure that the value for money principle is adhered to. A 
quote or price must always be obtained before any order is placed.   If the budget holder considers that 
better value for money can be obtained by ordering from a supplier not on the approved supplier list the 
reasons for this decision must be discussed and agreed with the designated Finance Officer. Copies of all 
quotes must be attached to the order form. 

E-procurement

Any department wishing to make a purchase on the school charge card must complete an official order form in 
the usual manner and pass this to the designated Finance Officer to make the purchase. All order forms detailing 
the purchase must be signed by the Budget Holder. 

Occasionally the school charge card is used to purchase small items where it is not possible to order this 
elsewhere. This must be recorded and countersigned by the budget holder. 

Orders 

• All orders must be raised as a requisition on the PS Financials finance system and approved by the
budget holder once checking there is sufficient funds in the budget.

They are then converted to a Purchase Order, where the designated finance person will also check the
budget and approve or reject if necessary.  This is when goods or service can be ordered.

• The budget holder or designated finance person must make appropriate arrangements for the delivery
of goods to the academy. On receipt the budget holder must undertake a detailed check of the goods
received against the goods received note (GRN) and make a record of any discrepancies between
the goods delivered and the GRN.  Discrepancies should be discussed with the supplier of the goods
immediately.

• If any goods are rejected or returned to the supplier because they are not as ordered or are of sub-
standard quality, the Finance Department should be notified.

All invoices should be sent to the Finance Department.  Invoices are entered onto the finance system and 
will check:.  

 invoice arithmetically correct
 invoice posted to purchase ledger
 goods/ services received
 goods/services as ordered
 prices correct
 invoice authorised for payment
 payment authorised
 VAT calculated correctly
 payment made

The budget holder must make a detailed check against the order and the GRN and this document must be 
sent back to the Finance Department. Budget holders must undertake these checks asap. 

If a budget holder is pursuing a query with a supplier the Finance Department must be informed of the query. The 

Finance Department will then input details of payments to be made to the purchase ledger including 
payment terms. Payments are generated once a month. 

BACS payments are input by the Finance Team and authorised on-line by two signatories. 
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Orders over £5,000 but less than £50,000 

At least three written quotations should be obtained for all orders over £5,000 but less than £50,000 to identify 
the best source of the goods/services. Written details of quotations obtained should be prepared and retained 
by budget holders for audit purposes.  They can also be attached to the requisition on the finance system. 

Orders over £50,000 

All goods/services ordered with a value over £50,000, or for a series of contracts which in total exceed 
£50,000 must be subject to formal tendering procedures. 

Official Journal of the European Union 

Contracts over the published limit in accordance with OJEU must be tendered. 

Tendering 

All purchases with a value greater than £50,000 must be put out to formal tender. 

Trading with related parties 

The register of business interests is regularly reviewed by Trust Head of Finance. All transactions of related 
parties are reported to the Finance and Facilities committee and the Board. 

Trading with connected parties 

Trading with connected parties must be in line with the Academy Trust Handbook (Section 5.33, 2021) 

Goods and services for private use 

No goods are ordered or services provided to include any elements of private use by governors and staff. 

Forms of Tenders 

There are three forms of tender procedure: open, restricted and negotiated and the circumstances in which 
each procedure should be used are described below. 

 Open Tender:  This is where all potential suppliers are invited to tender.  The budget holder must
discuss and agree with the Trust Head of Finance how best to advertise for suppliers e.g. press, trade
journals or to identify all potential suppliers and contact directly if practical.   This is the preferred
method of tendering, as it is most conducive to competition and the propriety of public funds.

 Restricted Tender:  This is where suppliers are specifically invited to tender.  Restricted tenders are
appropriate where:

o there is a need to maintain a balance between the contract value and administrative costs
o a large number of suppliers would come forward or because the nature of the goods are such

that only specific suppliers can be expected to supply the academy’s requirements,
o the costs of publicity and advertising are likely to outweigh the potential benefits of open

tendering.

 Negotiated Tender:  The terms of the contract may be negotiated with one or more chosen suppliers.
This is appropriate in specific circumstances:

o the above methods have resulted in either no or unacceptable tenders,
o only one or very few suppliers are available,
o extreme urgency exists,
o additional deliveries by the existing supplier are justified.
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Preparation for Tender 

Full consideration should be given to: 

 objective of project
 overall requirements
 technical skills required
 after sales service requirements
 form of contract.

It may be useful after all requirements have been established to rank requirements (e.g. mandatory, desirable 
and additional) and award marks to suppliers on fulfilment of these requirements to help reach an overall 
decision. 

A tender brief must always be prepared and is reviewed by the Local Governing Body. 

Invitation to Tender 

If a restricted tender is to be used then an invitation to tender must be issued.  If an open tender is used an 
invitation to tender may be issued in response to an initial enquiry. 

An invitation to tender should include the following: 

 introduction/background to the project
 scope and objectives of the project
 technical requirements
 implementation of the project
 terms and conditions of tender
 form of response
 dates for decision and work to be delivered

Tender Acceptance Procedures 

The invitation to tender should state the date and time by which the completed tender document is received by 
the EA to the CEO. Tenders are submitted in plain envelopes clearly marked to indicate they contain tender 
documents.  The envelopes should be time and date stamped on receipt and stored in a secure place prior to 
tender opening. Tenders received after the submission deadline are not accepted. 

Tender Opening Procedures 

All tenders submitted should be opened at the same time and the tender details should be recorded.  Two 
persons should be present for the opening of tenders as follows: 

 For contracts up to £25,000 - two of the budget holder, Trust Head of Finance
 For contracts over £25,000 - the Head Teacher or Trust Head of Finance plus a member of the

Finance and Facilities committee

A separate record details the names of the firms submitting tenders and the amount tendered.  The record is 
signed by both people present at the tender opening. 

Tendering Procedures 

The evaluation process should involve at least two people.  Those involved should disclose all interests, 
business and otherwise, that might impact upon their objectivity.  If there is a potential conflict of interest then 
that person must withdraw from the tendering process. 

Where an external company is used to undertake tenders on behalf of the Trust, tenders will always be analysed 
and a report produced for the Trust. 
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Those involved in making a decision must take care not to accept gifts or hospitality from potential suppliers 
that could compromise or be seen to compromise their independence. 

Full records should be kept of all criteria used for evaluation and for contracts over £100,000 a report should 
be prepared for the Finance & Facilities Committee highlighting the relevant issues and recommending a 
decision. For contracts under £100,000 the decision and criteria should be reported to the relevant Local 
Governing Body, under £75,000 the CEO and under £50,000 the Head Teacher. 

The accepted tender should be the one that is economically most advantageous to the Trust. All parties are 
then informed of the decision. 

Insurance 

The Finance and Facilities Committee reviews insurance arrangements annually.  They ensure that the sums 
insured are commensurate with the risks and include cover for Trust property when off the premises. 

Budget holders must ensure all valuables are kept locked away. 

Trustees Expenses 

Directors and Members of the Local Governing Bodies may claim allowances to cover expenditure necessary 
to enable them to perform their duties.  This does not include an attendance allowance, or payment to cover 
loss of earnings. Directors and Members of the Local Governing Bodies may claim allowances by completing a 
claim form and submitting it to the designated Academy Finance Officer. Allowances will only be paid on the 
provision of a receipt, and will be limited to the amount shown on the receipt.  Members of the governing board 
may claim for: - 

- Childcare Care for elderly or dependent relatives 
- Extra costs incurred because they have a special need or English as a second language
- Travel and subsistence costs
- Telephone charges, photocopying, postage, stationery, etc.
- Other justifiable allowances
- The costs of approved training courses
Claims will be paid in arrears on a case-by-case basis. Reimbursable costs should be agreed in principle
by the Headteacher or the Trust Head of Finance before they are incurred.

The Chair of Directors (or the vice-chair, where appropriate) may investigate claims that appear excessive 
or inconsistent.  

All claims will be subject to an independent audit. Travel expenses where a Director or Local Governor 
uses their own vehicle must not exceed the HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) approved mileage rates . 

Trustees  wishing  to  make  claims  under  these  arrangements,  must  complete  a  claims  form  from  the 
Designated Finance Person together with the relevant receipts.  The form must be submitted to the Finance 
Department within two weeks of the date when the costs were incurred, when they will be submitted for prior 
approval by Chair (or for the Chair, a member who is not the Chair). 

Claims will be subject to independent audit and may be investigated by the Chair of the Board if they appear 
excessive or inconsistent. 

Gifts 

Ordinarily gifts should be rejected, unless they are of negligible value (e.g. diaries, calendars). However, any 
gifts or hospitality in excess of £25 are reported to the Accounting Officer in order to protect the individual 
receiving the gift. This is particularly important where the person receiving the gift is a budget holder, has the 
ability to influence purchasing decisions or regularly receives reimbursement from the school for items other 
than travel expenses. 

Gifts that have been reported are entered onto the gifts and hospitality register. 

Energy Management 
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Meters should be check before authorising any invoices from the utilities providers.   Any discrepancies or 
unusual reading should be raised with the Designated Finance Person immediately.
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The Site team ensures that the school’s heating system is operated and run as efficiently as possible. 

The designated Finance Person ensures that the school is purchasing energy at the most competitive prices 
available. 

All staff have the responsibility to work in an energy efficient manner at all times (e.g. turning off computers, 
lights and heating when not required). 

Fraud 

The trust does not tolerate fraud.  Where instances of fraud or theft are discovered these must be reported to 
the Head Teacher immediately.  The Head Teacher will determine, where necessary in consultation with the 
Chair of the Board, notification of the Police.  For fraud or theft over £5,000 reports must be submitted to the 
ESFA, and all such reports copied to the Chair of the Board. 

Whistleblowing 

The Trust has a Whistleblowing policy in place which is accessible to all staff. 

Leasing 

The Trust does not permit Finance leases as they are a form of borrowing which is not permitted under the 
Academy Trust Handbook. 

VAT 

VAT 126 form 

The Designated Finance Person is responsible for submitting the VAT 126 form per month for the Trust. 

Fixed Assets Acquisition and Disposal 

The acquisition and disposal of fixed assets must be managed in line with the Academies Financial Handbook. 

Asset Register 

All items purchased with a value over the Trusts capitalisation limit of £1,000 must be entered on the fixed 
asset register with the following details: 

 asset description
 asset number
 serial number
 date of acquisition
 asset cost
 expected useful economic LIFE
 depreciation
 current book value
 PFS Financials nominal code recorded to
 location
 name of member of staff responsible for the asset

The asset register helps: 

 ensure that staff take responsibility for the safe custody of assets
 enable independent checks on the safe custody of asset
 effective utilisation of assets and to plan for their replacement

external auditors to draw conclusions on the annual accounts
 support insurance claims
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Examples of items to include on the asset register include: 
 

 ICT hardware and software (this list can be combined and used to identify software licenses to 
ensure the school is complying with legislation) 

 Reprographic equipment 
 Office equipment 
 Furniture 
 AVA equipment 
 Cleaning equipment 
 Catering equipment 
 Technology equipment 
 Premises equipment 

 
Security of Assets 

 
All the items in the register are permanently and visibly marked as the academy trust’s property. 
Equipment is, where possible, stored securely when not in use. 

 
An annual count is under taken by the Asset manager, who is different from the preparer of the asset register. 
Where discrepancies between the physical count and the amount recorded in the register are found these are 
investigated promptly and, where significant, reported to Trust Head of Finance. 

 
Disposals 

 
Disposals, where applicable, are in line with the financial limits in the scheme of delegation. 

 
Items which are to be disposed of by sale or destruction must be authorised for disposal by the Head Teacher 
and, where significant, should be sold following competitive tender. 

 
Loan of Assets 

 
Items of Trust property must not be removed from Trust premises without the authority of the Head Teacher. 
A record of the loan must be recorded in a loan book and booked back in when it is returned. 
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Appendix 1 - Scheme of delegation: Financial powers plus Authorisation limits 

Activity Trust Board Sub committees CEO Headteacher Other staff 

1. Authorising        the
disposal of unusable
or obsolete
equipment included
on the inventory

Items over £1,000 LGBs £501- 
£1000 

Items up to £500 

2. *  (a)Signing of all
cheques drawn on

the school subsidiary 
account *(where 

applicable) 

(b) Signing of all cheques
drawn on the main Trust

account *(where 
applicable) 

Chair of Trust 
board to be one 
of two signatories 
for all cheques 
over £20,000 

Chair of LGB to 
be one of two 
signatories for 
all cheques over 
£10,000 

CEO for 
cheques up to 
£20,000 

Headteacher or 
member of SLT for 
all cheques below 
£10,000 

Headteacher and a 
member of SLT on 
all cheques over 
£10,000 

SLT 

SLT 

3. Approval of BACs
payments
(delegation
according to the
account being used)

Chair of Trust 
board approves 
any individual 
payment over 
£20,000 

Chair of LGB 
authorises any 
payments over 
£20,000 

CEO 
approves  
payments 
above £20,000

Headteacher or 
member of SLT 
signs off schedule 
and individually 
checks and signs 
off payments over 
£10,000 

Trust Head of 
Finance checks 
schedule against 
invoices prior to 
payment** 

4. Approval of BACS
payroll payments

Headteacher and 
member of SLT and 
Trust Head of Finance 
approves BACS
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Activity Trust Board Sub committees CEO Headteacher Other staff 

5. Approving transfer
between budget
headings (virements)
within agreed limits.

Trust board over 
£50,000 

CEO up to 
£50,000 

Headteacher – up to 
£25,000 

Trust Head of 
Finance maintains 
record of all 
virements for 
termly report to 
Trust board 

6. Writing off debts Over £500 LGB £250-500 Up to £250 

All bank accounts will be held in the name of LIFE Education Trust; there will be subsidiary accounts for each of the schools within the trust. 

Where the designated Academy Finance Officer is involved in the processing of invoices for payment, the checking of the BACs schedule will be undertaken by 
the Headteacher or Trust Head of Finance in order to maintain separation of duties. 

In the absence of the CEO or a headteacher their delegated powers may be undertaken either by their nominated deputy or such other person agreed by the 
Trust Board. 

* The Trust has significantly moved away from cheque payments in favor of BACS payments, but the Scheme procedures apply on the very rare
occasions where these may be used.
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Appendix 2 

Tendering Policy 
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Procedures 

All purchases with a value greater than £50,000 must be put out to formal tender.  The following procedures 
must be followed in such circumstances: 

1. A specification will be prepared by the budget holder, authorised by the Trustees and Trust Head of Finance 
and sent to at least three suppliers.  It is anticipated that for any major building works of a value greater 
than £50,000 the services of an architect may be engaged to deal with the handling of specifications and 
suitability to tender.

2. In the case of building works, the suppliers invited to tender should be drawn from the approved list 
agreed with the architect.  These suppliers stand to be chosen with regard to The Register of Pecuniary 
Interests to ensure no personal gain, and suitable site references will be sought.  Otherwise, invitations 
to submit tenders will be advertised in local newspapers and trade journals if appropriate. The invitations 
to tender will include:

(a) an introduction/background to the project;

(b) the scope and objectives of the project;

(c) any technical requirements;

(d) implementation details for the project;

(e) the terms and conditions of the tender; and

(f) the form and date of response to the academy, or in the case of building works, to the architect or 
quantity surveyor.

3. All replies, if to the academy, should be returned to the Academy in a plain sealed envelope marked 
‘Tender’ by a specified date. All replies must kept sealed until that date.

4. All tenders will be opened at the same time and details of the contractor, quotation and any other details 
recorded at the time of opening,

5. No contractor will be allowed to amend the tender after the time fixed for receipt.

6. For contracts up to £50,000 (provided the expenditure is included in the budget)   the decision as to 
which tender to accept will be taken by the Head teacher, in accordance with the schools Scheme of 
Delegation.

7. For  contracts between £75,000 and  £150,000, the  decision as  to  which tender to  accept  will  be 
authorised by the Chief Executive Officer.

8. Contracts above £100,000 must be accepted by the Board, in accordance with the schools Scheme of 
Delegation.

9. The reasons for accepting a particular tender must be documented, especially if it is decided to accept 
other than the lowest tender. All decisions must be reported to the full governing body.

Acceptance of Tender 

The following points will be considered when deciding which tender to accept: 

1. The overall price and the individual items or services which make up that price.

2. Whether there are any ‘hidden ‘costs; that is additional costs which the academy will have to incur to
obtain a satisfactory product.

3. Whether there is scope for negotiation, while being fair to all tenderers.

4. The qualifications and experience of the supplier, including membership of professional associations.
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5. Compliance with the technical requirements laid down by the academy.

6. Whether it is possible to obtain certificates of quantity.

7. The supplier’s own quality control procedure; pre sales demonstrations, after sales service and, for
building works, a six month defects period and insurance guarantees.

8. The financial status of the supplier.

9. References from other academies.

10. Understanding & compliance with Health & safety, CDM regulations and Child Protection issues related
to working on an academy site

In the case of building works, where the tendering process is being carried out by the architect or quantity 
surveyor, they will be responsible for checking the documents of the lowest tender before making a 
recommendation to the academy. 

Once a tender is accepted an order should be issued immediately to the supplier in the normal way. 
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Appendix 3 

The Frances Bardsley Academy 

Lettings Policy 

This document was accepted and ratified by the Local Governing Body on: Nov 2021 

Review date: July 2022 

Person responsible: Trust Head of Finance  
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The Frances Bardsley Academy aims to ensure the use of the academy’s facilities to the fullest potential and in 
keeping with the articles of association of the academy. It is intended that the premises and sports facilities are 
available firstly, for the benefit of our learners and secondly, for the benefit of the local community. 

Aims 

 To ensure that lettings are in keeping with the fundamental purpose of the academy.

 To support community involvement in the life of the academy.

 To support the community in sporting, cultural and educational pursuits.

 To be consistent with the academy’s equal opportunities policy.

 To maximize the commercial opportunity for lettings.

 To ensure costs are fully calculated and covered.

 To provide a professional service to users of the academy’s premises and ensure good customer
care.

 To monitor the maintenance of the high standards of the premises and grounds.

Responsibilities 
Overall responsibility for academy lettings is held by the Governing Body of FBA. The Heads of School have 
responsibility for ensuring adherence to the policy. Practical responsibility for the policy is delegated to the 
Trust Head of Finance  

Lettings Assistant Responsibilities 

 To manage the day-to-day lettings of the premises and ensure effective communication between all
parties concerned.

 To maintain accurate records for inquiries and bookings.
 To maintain a booking chart.
 To maintain effective contact with hirers.
 To inspect insurance documentation.
 To consult with the Finance Officer wherever appropriate,
 To liaise with the Physical Education department.
 To organise cleaners as necessary.

Finance Officer Responsibilities 

 To raise invoices and keep track of payments.
 To advise the designated Academy Finance Officer of any outstanding invoices.
 To initiate legal proceedings in the case of bad debtors after consultation with the Trust Head of
Finance .

Duty Site Staff Responsibilities 

 To ensure facilities are as required by hirers.
 To monitor all hirers to ensure all aspects of the contract are being adhered to and that facilities are

left ready for academy use.
 To provide a professional service to users of the academy’s premises and ensure good customer

care. To ensure the Lettings Assistant is informed as necessary.

Teaching Staff Responsibilities 
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 To liaise with the Lettings Assistant to ensure communication of any events/bookings arranged after
school or the extended day.

Charges 

All charges are to be reviewed annually and set at a commercially viable rate.  Academy events which run 
entirely for pupils will not usually incur charges. Where individual pupils seek to raise money for charity or 
trips, they will usually be charged the community rate. Community groups using the academy facilities will 
be entitled to a reduced community rate. The level of charge will be initially determined by the Trust Head 
of Finance with the right of appeal to the Heads of School.  

The scale of charges is to be recommended by the Trust Head of Finance to the Local Governing Body 
and agreed by them. Charges will be reviewed on an annual basis. 

Staff requests 

Staff wishing to book the academy’s facilities will be offered a 10% discount on the community rate. 

Bookings 

Requests for booking the facilities are made directly to the academy. Whilst every effort is made to 
accommodate all requests, the academy and current hirers will be given priority. When considering bookings, 
the academy will consider the nature of the event and organisation, site supervisor availability, the number of 
other lettings at that time and the suitability of our accommodation. All lettings must be considered 
appropriate for the academy. 

The academy will inform hirers at the beginning of each term about events at the academy that may affect 
the bookings. The academy is committed to avoiding cancellations, and will always strive to offer an 
alternative and suitable area should an issue occur. 

Health & Safety 

No smoking is allowed on site. This includes Tobacco and any form of e-cigarettes or Vaping. The academy 
has a responsibility to work within the framework of the law; however, hirers must take all reasonable steps 
to prevent injury, loss or damage to any person or property for the duration of the letting. Hirers are 
responsible for arranging all first aid provision for the members of their organisation. The academy‘s 
telephone system should ONLY be used in the event of an emergency. All hirers are issued with the site 
team’s mobile number for use in an emergency. 

The academy reserves the right to cancel any letting where the hirer fails to comply with health and safety 
procedures (see Conditions of Hire information). 

The academy requires every electrical item used to have a PAT certificate. 

All lettings are run in accordance with the academy Health & Safety procedure. Therefore, the capacity of 
some spaces may range depending on the activity taking place. Purpose for hire will be discussed at time of 
booking and any restrictions put in place must be followed. 

Insurance 

The school does not provide hirers with public liability insurance against personal injury, accident, loss or 
damage to property. The hirer must provide evidence to the lettings assistant that they have adequate 
insurance cover in place before a letting can be agreed. 

For a one-off hire, a charge will be made to provide appropriate cover for the duration of the hire. 

Safeguarding 

All hirers who provide activities for children and young people are required to complete the Application for 
Hiring Premises form which indicates they have a Child Protection Policy. (See copy attached) 

Complaints Procedure 
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In the event of a hirer being dissatisfied with the facilities or service, the academy will investigate in line with 
the Complaints Policy. 

FACILITIES 

The following facilities are available for hire: 

Hall with stage and seating for maximum of 252 (or 362 if the balcony is used) 
3G All Weather pitch (Floodlit) 
Sports hall 
Classrooms 
Meeting Room 
Library (available if the nature of the letting is appropriate) 
Drama room 
Rose Gaughan Theatre – Tiered seating for 110 
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APPENDIX A 

Letter to hirers 

Dear Client, 

Please do read the information in this document as it contains essential information regarding your hire of 
our Academy premises. It is important that your party keeps to the hours booked (please remember to add in 
setting up and clearing up time when you book) and that all Academy facilities are kept in good order at all 
times. The right is reserved to cancel your booking if the terms and conditions of hiring are not met. 

Hire of these premises is subject to the following conditions. 

General Conditions 

1 The Hirer must be over the age of 18 years; have completed the Application for Hire Form, have 
adequate Public Liability Insurance cover in place and have paid the required charges. 

2 The Hirer is required to include preparation time and clearing-up time on the Application Form. Academy 
premises are generally unavailable for hire during normal term time Academy hours or later than 10pm. 
This may be extended to 11pm on Friday and Saturday evenings. All other times are by negotiation. The 
Academy is not available for hire on Bank Holidays or between 24th December and 2nd January. 

3 The Hirer, on arrival, should report any damage, litter or disorder immediately to the Site Supervisor on 
duty. 

4 The Hirer is responsible for ensuring the number of people on site during the period of hire does not 
exceed the number given on the Application for Hire Form. 

5 The Hirer is responsible for leaving the premises hired in a clean, neat and tidy condition and must place 
rubbish in black bags, which must be deposited in the external refuse bins. In the interests of hygiene, 
hirers are requested to ensure that disposable nappies are not left on the Academy’s premises. If the 
Hirer fails to leave the premises clean, neat and tidy, the Academy’s cleaners will clean the premises 
and will charge the cost to the Hirer. 

6 The Hirer is responsible for the area of the premises hired and access and exit routes for the period of 
hire. The Hirer shall not assign or sublet the premises or any part of the premises. 

7 The Hirer is responsible for ensuring that the let finishes promptly. The Academy will charge for the extra 
costs incurred for any delay. 

8 All publicity for the hiring and all admission tickets etc. shall explicitly contain the name and address of 
the Hirer and the purpose of the event. Notices can only be displayed within the Academy site with the 
Academy’s prior agreement. The Hirer is requested to inform the Academy in advance if the media is 
expected. 

9 The Hirer agrees to pay the Academy on demand the cost of repairs or making good any loss or damage 
arising out of or incidental to the hiring. 

10  No intoxicating liquor shall be included in the refreshments available at any 
Functions without the Academy’s written consent. No intoxicating liquor may be sold at an event without 
the necessary licenses and approvals, which must be produced by the Hirer and shown to the Academy 
in advance. 

11  Parking is permitted in the front car park (5 mph speed limit). Vehicles must not be parked where they 
would cause an obstruction. The Academy cannot accept liability for valuables or possessions that are 
lost or damaged in any way on or off the Academy premises. 

12  It is the role of the Hirer to arrange, set out and put back in its original place all furniture used in 
conjunction with the period of hire. 

13  When classrooms are hired, the Hirer is responsible for ensuring the Frances Bardsley Academy pupils’ 
property; work or equipment is not interfered with in any way. 

14  Regular hirers of classrooms or sports facilities are assumed to attend each week and must notify the 
Academy of any absence without delay by contacting the Lettings Assistant on 01708 447368 ext. 249. 
A charge is levied whether or not the facility is used in accordance with the FBA cancellation conditions. 

15  All furniture should be returned to its original position at the end of the letting. 
16  The Academy prohibits the use of fireworks. 
17  No candles are permitted on site. 
18  No smoking is allowed on the Academy site. This includes Tobacco and any form of e-cigarettes or 

Vaping. The Academy may terminate the letting if the Hirer fails to comply with the Conditions of Hire or 
with Fire and Health and Safety regulations. 
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19  Any event deemed to bring the Academy’s good name into disrepute can be cancelled at any time by the 
Academy 

20  Publicity materials used must be approved by the Academy in advance. 
21  The hirer is responsible for carrying out a risk assessment. The Academy may require the hirer to 

provide a copy of this assessment to the Premises Manager. 
22  Bookings will be invoiced monthly, in advance. Invoice will be issued on 4th and payment terms are 15 

working days or prior to the date of the letting if less than 15 working days. If full payment is not received 
prior to the date of the booking, then the booking is subject to cancellation. 

23  The hirer is asked to give at least 10 calendar days’ notice of a cancellation. For cancellations the 
following charges will apply. 
- Cancellation less than 1 working day will still be liable for the full amount
- 1-2 working days’ notice will be refunded 25%,
- 2-4 working days’ notice will be refunded 50%
- 5 working days will be refunded 75%
- There will be no charge for a cancellation given with 6 days’ notice or more.
- Any applicable refunds will be credited to the following month’s invoice.

24  Hirers who are booking premises for activities involving children must provide evidence that they have 
robust child protection policies and practices. 

25  The agreement to hire will cover parts of the premises only. The hirer does not have any rights of access 
to other parts of the premises. These must be maintained secure and out of bounds at all time during the 
hire. The hirer undertakes to take all reasonable steps to ensure that participants in his/her activity will not 
trespass into areas of the premises that are not subject to the hiring. 

26  A Governor, The Head Teacher, Deputy Head Teacher and others appointed by the Governors, shall 
have the right of entry to the premises during hiring. 

27  No advertisements, emblems or slogans shall be displayed outside the Academy premises without the 
prior written permission of the Academy. 

Should the hirer need to call the emergency services during a letting the duty site supervisor must be 
informed. 
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APPENDIX B 

Charges for September 2021 - August 2022 - as agreed by Governors in March 2021 

Main School Hall 
£40 per hour for general use. 
£50 per hour for all other events 
additional site staff costs may be charged if large numbers on site, over 200 people requires 2 duty site 
supervisors 
insurance charged in addition where applicable if not held by hirer 
Depending on the nature of the letting a £200 security deposit (refundable) may be required 

All weather pitch 
Full pitch for 1 hour training £75.00 
Half pitch for 1 hour training £40.00 

Matchplay £70.00 
Matchplay Half pitch £50 

Sports Hall 
£33 per hour 
insurance charged in addition where applicable if not held by hirer 

Outside Netball court 
£25.00 per hour 

Classroom 
1 classroom for 1 hour £25 
insurance charged in addition where applicable if not held by hirer 
2 classrooms for 1 hour £45 
insurance charged in addition where applicable if not held by hirer 
3 classrooms for 1 hours £60 
insurance charged in addition where applicable if not held by hirer 

Old Library/ Conference Room 
£33 per hour 
insurance charged in addition where applicable if not held by hirer 

Drama suite 
£33 per hour 
insurance charged in addition where applicable if not held by hirer 
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LETTINGS APPLICATION FORM 

Client Name: ………………………………………………………… 

Client Address: ………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………… 

Client Contact Number  (Home): …………………………………………… 

(Mobile) …………………………………………… 

Client Email Address: ………………………………………………………… 

What is the purpose of the hire? 
How many people max? 
Will there be children and/or young people on site? 
(if so Please indicate if you have a child protection policy and attach a copy) 
Will you be using or require electrical equipment? i.e. audio equipment 
Will you require tables - 18 tables can be suppled 
Will you require chairs – 250 chairs can be supplied 
Will alcohol be consumed? 

Please complete the following: 

Area to be hired Date of hire Time of hire 
(from – to) 

Number of 
chairs required 

Any additional information/details 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

I hereby make application for the use of the accommodation and facilities stated above and, upon such 
application being approved, I undertake to pay in advance the charges and to comply with the Conditions of 
Hire which I have a copy.  I understand that if payment is not made prior to the date of the booking then the 
booking will be subject to cancellation. 

Signature: …………………………………………. 

Full Name: ………………………………………… 

Date: ………………………………………………… 

Please Return to: 

Telephone: 

The Lettings Assistant 
LIFE Education Trust 
Brentwood Road 
ROMFORD 
RM1 2RR 
01708-447368 

Please apply relevant Acedemy site Address accordingly
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The object of letting (hire of) school premises is to establish the school as a resource of and the ‘hub’ of the 
community. This in turn will encourage greater community cohesion and facilitate more vibrant, safer and stronger 
communities. 

The school should not be let at a financial loss. Governing bodies can cross subsidise lettings by charging different 
amounts for different purposes however, delegated budgets must not be used to subsidise non-school activities. 

The Governing body has devolved the responsibility for agreeing all school lettings to the Head teacher. 

Types of Lettings 
Single lettings are those where an individual or organisation wishes to hire facilities on a one off basis, these lettings 
should still be subject to a formal lettings agreement and follow the same principles as a continuous 
letting. Continuous lettings are those that run for a number of weeks or terms.  

Letting Agreement 
All lettings (even those where no charge is made) must be subject to a letting agreement and must be signed by 
both the school and the hirer. A letting is confirmed as accepted when a signed letting agreement is in place. Any 
amendments to an agreement will require a new agreement form to be signed. 

Equal Opportunities 
School premises must not be let to any individual, group or organisation that does not subscribe and adhere to the 
schools statement on equal opportunities. 

Political Use 
School premises will not be let for political use; the only exception to this is as a polling station. 

Legal Use 
It is the responsibility of the person letting the premises (hirer) to ensure the premises will not be used for any 
purpose which may be deemed contrary to English law. The school is a community building and the hirer will be 
held responsible for noise levels and guest behaviour which must not offend other users or local residents. 

Named Individual 
The hirer must provide the school with a named individual who the school can contact in the case of an emergency. 
This person must be on the premises for the full duration of the letting. 

Safety 
During the period of the letting the hirer’s named individual will be responsible for following the conditions of booking 
and ensuring the safety of those using the premises. The named individual will have the responsibility for complying 
with School Health & Safety Policy (a copy is available on the school website and made available on request to 
hirer) and any other instructions or guidance provided by the Head Teacher. 

The school will provide the hirer with the name and phone number of school contacts in the case of an 
emergency.  A member of school staff will be responsible for showing the hirer’s named individual how to raise the 
alarm in an emergency, this will include location of appropriate fire exits, fire extinguishers and evacuation area. 

Benhurst Primary School 

Policy Statement 

‘Only my best is good enough for me’

Policy  Lettings 

Implementation Date September 2021 

Review Date July 2022 
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The maximum capacity of the main hall is 100, the dining hall 50 and a standard size classroom 30. These must not 
be exceeded. 

No equipment can be brought on to the site without the prior approval of the head teacher, electrical equipment will 
also require a PAT testing certificate. Smoking, drugs & gambling are not appropriate activities on school premises. 
Alcohol cannot be sold unless the hirer has a licence agreement and a copy given to the school in advance of the 
letting. Where alcohol is consumed without being sold, the school expects the hirer to ensure this is not to excess 
and noise levels and guest’s behaviour does not offend other users or local residents.  

Access to the school car park should be limited especially if young children are on site. In some instances, the KS2 
playground can be used to park cars. Please liaise with the Site Manager should this be required. 

Risk Assessments 
The hirer will be responsible for ensuring compliance with any school provided risk assessments.  Where 
appropriate the hirer will be responsible for undertaking their own risk assessments for specific activities and 
providing their own first aider. The school’s cooking facilities must not be used unless prior permission has been 
obtained from the Site Manager. 

Insurance 
The school does not provide hirers with public liability insurance against personal injury, accident, loss or damage to 
property. The hirer must provide evidence to the head teacher that they have adequate insurance cover in place 
before a letting can be agreed.  

Charges 
Charges will be set out in the letting agreement between the school and hirer, the governing body will periodically 
review these charges, giving the hirer at least one half terms notice of any changes in fees or conditions of hire. 
Charges are detailed within this policy and must be paid in advance. 

Damage 
The hirer will be responsible for the cost of any damage to school premises or equipment, school staff have free 
access to all parts of the school site during lettings to check hirers are acting in a responsible manner. 

Cleaning/Security 
Any costs for cleaning or providing building security will be detailed in the letting agreement, where such costs are 
not identified, responsibility for cleaning and security will be the responsibility of the hirer. School site staff will be 
responsible for opening and closing the school unless alternative arrangements have been agreed with the Head 
Teacher, 

Cancellation & Complaints 
The school (through the powers designated to the Head teacher) has the right to cancel any letting. The school will 
always look to provide reasonable notice of cancellation unless the hirer is in breach of the letting agreement, upon 
which cancellation will take immediate effect. Where the hirer has a complaint the schools standard complaints 
policy and process will apply, if the school has a complaint about the hirer, in the first instance the Head Teacher 
will raise this with the named person, if the complaint is not resolved it will be escalated to the governing body to 
decide on the appropriate action for the school to take. 

The hirer is asked to give at least 10 calendar days’ notice of a cancellation. For cancellations the following charges 
will apply. 
- Cancellation less than 1 working day will still be liable for the full amount
- 1-2 working days’ notice will be refunded 25%,
- 2-4 working days’ notice will be refunded 50%
- 5 working days will be refunded 75%
- There will be no charge for a cancellation given with 6 day’s notice or more.

Declaration of Interest 
Any members of school staff or governors having connection with a letting must formally declare this; declarations 
should be formally minuted at the appropriate meeting. 

Other documents you should also refer to/make available to hirer: 
Booking Application Form & Booking Procedures Checklist (school & hirer) 
Summary Conditions of Booking (for hirers) 
Lettings Agreement (school & hirer) 
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Health & Safety Policy, School Complaints Policy, Equal Opportunities Policy (available to hirer on request) 
Permission to use school site 
Charges Policy/Rates 
Relevant Risk Assessments & Emergency Procedures (school & hirer) 
Copy of Public Liability Insurance (from hirer)  

 General Charges – subject to Head teacher’s discretion 

Charges are inclusive of setting up and clearing away.  

When Hall Field Per classroom 

Monday - Friday £30 per hour 

Current children from 
Benhurst attending only - 
£15 per hour 

£30 per hour 

Current children from 
Benhurst attending only - 
£15 per hour 

£30 per hour 

Current children from 
Benhurst attending only - 
£15 per hour 

Saturday £30 per hour £30 per hour £30 per hour for the first 
classroom 

£10 per hour for additional 
classrooms 

Sunday £40 per hour £40 per hour £40 per hour for the first 
classroom 

£15 per hour for additional 
classrooms 

Friends of Benhurst (School PTA) 

A separate charging policy is applied to FOB in recognition of the social and financial support they offer the 
school throughout the year.  

Hiring of the school building before 6pm during term time – No charge 

Hiring of the school building after 6pm during term time - £10 per hour 

Hiring of the school building during holidays or weekends – £10 per hour 

ABACUS (After school/breakfast club) 

A separate charging policy is applied to after school/breakfast club in support of the Extended Schools 
Programme. The hourly rate for 2021-2022 is set at £15.  
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Clubs which the school take on and pay for through the PE and Sport Premium 

Not subject to hire charges during normal opening hours in the school holidays in recognition of the 
improvements to the quality of PE and sport Benhurst offers.  Clubs that include non-Benhurst children will 
incur a hire charge as shown above. 
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Appendix 4 – Final Account Form for Trips 
FINAL ACCOUNT FOR 
DATE OF TRIP/VISIT 
TRIP ORGANISER 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS ON TRIP 
NUMBER OF STAFF ON TRIP 
INCOME SUMMARY 
Receipt Number Date Received Amount 

TOTAL INCOME 0 

EXPENDITURE SUMMARY 
Name of Supplier Invoice Ref Date Paid Amount £ 

Incidental Expenses 
Refunds to Pupils 
Transfer of Teaching Cover Costs 
Transfer of Admin Charge 

TOTAL 
EXPENDITURE 

GAIN & LOSS 

SIGNATORIES Signature Date 
Prepared by 
Trip Organiser 
Head Teacher 
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Appendix 5 - SCHOOL TRIP PROFORMA 

 TRIP TITLE 

NAME OF TRIP ORGANISER 
DATES OF TRIP 

NUMBER OF STUDENTS ON TRIP (A) 

ON 1 : PLAN DETAILS AMOUNT 
Transport to airport/pick up point 
Travel costs 
Accommodation 
Travel Insurance 
Other inclusive tour costs (guide 
entry/tickets etc.) 
Incidental expenses (meals not 
included in above) 
Other costs (please specify) 

Teacher cover costs 
Number of staff required How many days cover required? 
Approved by Cover coordinator 

SUB TOTAL 
Admin charge @ 5% of sub total 

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST (B) 

Cost covered by Pupil Premium ? 
Curriculum Based trip - Full cost covered 

Cost per student: £ 

Non - Curriculum Based trip - Half cost 
covered Each student is being charged : £ 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
Finance Officer Checked Date 

Approved by  Head of Finance Date 

Approved by Headteacher Date 



Academies planning calendar
A summary of key dates and actions relating to academy funding, 

finance and trust compliance with their funding agreement.

September 2021
Information and published guidance

The Academy Trust Handbook (also known as the Academies 
Financial Handbook) 2021 comes into effect
ESFA publishes guidance and workbook for the land and 
buildings collection tool
ESFA publishes key findings following the assurance work 
relating to academy trust financial statements, academy funding 
audits and financial management and governance reviews, for 
the year 2020 to 2021

Are your trustees informed and providing 
effective challenge?
Understanding your data: a guide for school 
governors and academy trustees. How to 
collect data and what it can tell you about 
your school’s performance

October 2021
Trust action

Complete autumn school census
Land and buildings collection tool online form available 
5 October
Academies must publicly consult by 31 January 2022 on 
proposed changes to admission arrangements for entry in 
September 2023, or if they haven’t consulted in the past 7 years

Information and published guidance
ESFA publishes guidance and workbook for the academies 
accounts return
Audited financial statements submitted from 19 October
ESFA publishes the 16 to 19 revenue funding allocation data for 
2021 to 2022
Pupil number adjustment (PNA) calculator and guidance notes 
2021 to 2022 published

Payment
Second quarterly pupil premium for 2021 to 2022 financial year
Universal infant free school meals (UIFSM) for newly eligible 
academies
First payment of the school-led tutoring grant and first payment 
of the recovery premium for the 2021 to 2022 academic year

November 2021
Trust action

Accounts return online form available 4 November
Complete and submit the land and buildings collection tool by 
9 November

Information and published guidance
PE and sport premium conditions of grant and allocations issued 
for the 2021 to 2022 academic year

Payment
First payment of the teachers’ pay grant and teachers’ pension 
grant for the 2021 to 2022 academic year (early years and post 
16 providers only)
First PE and sport premium payment for the 2021 to 2022 
academic year
Reimbursement of approved summer schools programme claims 
for summer 2021

Thinking about your land and buildings?
Get help by using our Good Estate 
Management for Schools guidance

December 2021
Trust action

Trusts submit their 2020 to 2021 audited financial statements, 
auditor’s management letter, internal scrutiny annual summary 
report and accounts submission coversheet by 31 December

Announcement
DfE announces the schools revenue funding settlement for 2022
to 2023

Payment
Reimbursement of approved coronavirus (COVID 19) no 
recourse to public funds: free school meals claims for 2020 to 
2021 academic year 

January 2022
Trust action

Complete spring school census
Schools resource management self-assessment tool (SRMSAT) 
online form available
Complete and submit the audited accounts return by 25 January
Trusts publish their 2020 to 2021 audited financial statements on 
their website by 31 January

Information and published guidance
ESFA publishes outcomes of requests from LAs for changes to 
high needs places for 2022 to 2023; academies have 2 weeks to 
submit a query about the outcomes

Payment
Third quarterly pupil premium for the 2021 to 2022 financial year 
Second payment of the recovery premium for the 2021 to 2022 
academic year

February 2022
Trust action

Academies must determine their admission arrangements for 
entry in September 2023 by 28 February
Academies must publish their admissions appeals timetable for 
2022 on their website by 28 February

Information and published guidance
ESFA confirms exceptional 2021 to 2022 post-16 in-year growth 
outcomes
ESFA issues guidance on 2022 to 2023 funding allocations for 
open academies
ESFA issues guidance on funding allocations for new openers 
between April 2022 and August 2022
ESFA issues 16 to 19 allocation calculation toolkits (ACT) 
containing funding factors and student numbers 

Payment
Positive early PNA payments made to academies for 
2021 to 2022

*All tools highlighted are available on the School Resource Management collection page at: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/schools-financial-health-and-efficiency



Academies planning calendar
A summary of key dates and actions relating to academy funding, 

finance and trust compliance with their funding agreement.

March 2022
Trust action

Academies must publish their admission arrangements for entry 
in September 2023 on their website and send a copy to their 
local authority by 15 March
Trusts complete and submit the school resource management 
self-assessment tool (SRMSAT) by 15 March

Information and published guidance
ESFA issues academy revenue funding allocations for 2022 to 
2023 including 16 to19 allocations (plus student support, 16 to 
19 Bursary Fund and free meals in further education) where 
applicable
ESFA publishes guidance and workbook for the budget forecast 
return outturn (BFRO) 
ESFA publishes the Academies Accounts Direction, Model 
Accounts and Auditor Guide for 2021 to 2022

Payment
PE and sport premium for newly eligible academies

April 2022
Trust action

Budget forecast return outturn (BFRO) online form available 
12 April
16 to 19 revenue funding allocation business case for major data 
errors deadline 30 April 

Information and published guidance
ESFA publishes 16 to 19 funding regulations guidance, funding 
rates and formula guidance for 2022 to 2023
ESFA publishes 16 to 19 student support eligibility and 
guidance, including 16 to19 Bursary Fund guidance

Payment
Final quarterly pupil premium for the 2021 to 2022 financial year

Budget planning?
Use the benchmarking and view my financial 
information (VMFI) tools

May 2022
Trust action

Complete summer school census
Complete and submit the BFRO by 17 May 
Trusts must submit their audited financial statements to 
Companies House within 9 months of the end of the accounting 
period which is 31 May

Information and published guidance
ESFA publishes guidance and workbook for the budget forecast 
return three-year (BFR3Y) 
Main PNA exercise complete and statements uploaded to 
Document Exchange for 2021 to 2022

Payment
Second payment of the teachers’ pay grant and teachers’ 
pension grant for the 2021 to 2022 academic year (early years 
and post 16 providers only)
Final PE and sport premium for the 2021 to 2022 academic year
Final payment of the school-led tutoring grant for 2021 to 2022 
Third payment of the recovery premium for 2021 to 2022 

June 2022
Trust Action

BFR3Y online form available 21 June
Information and published guidance

ESFA publishes the 2022 to 2023 Academy Trust Handbook
ESFA publishes the 16 to 19 sub-contracting controls guidance 
for 2021 to 2022
ESFA issues guidance on funding allocations for new openers 
between September 2022 and March 2023

Buying supplies? 
Find quality checked suppliers and resources 
for buying goods and services and use the 
free Teaching Vacancies Service

July 2022
Trust action

Complete and submit the BFR3Y by 26 July
Information and published guidance

ESFA refreshes the 16 to 19 interactive census tool 
DfE publishes the academies sector annual report and accounts 
(SARA)
ESFA issues guidance on estimating your funding, for 
September 2022 to March 2023 openers

Payment
Final payment for universal infant free school meals for the 2021 
to 2022 academic year
Quarter 1 payment of pupil premium
Main PNA positive payments made to academies 2021 to 2022
Final payment of the recovery premium for 2021 to 2022 

August 2022

Planning next year’s intake?
Use our integrated curriculum and financial 
planning tools and guidance

Quarterly
reminder

Make the most of your school resources. 
Benchmarking your schools financial data • View My Financial Insights Tool • School Business Professionals training and support • Digital 
resources • Guidance for Governors • The School Workload Reduction Toolkit • Hiring supply teachers and agency workers • Good Estate 
Management for Schools

*All of the highlighted tools and resources are available on GOV.UK: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/schools-financial-health-and-efficiency



RURAL SCHOOL PRIMARY BACS SCHEDULE

Month End Purchase Bacs
Incase Maire is 
Unavailable Payroll

Other Payroll Payments 
Inc Pensions HMRC

Oct 01.11.2021 01.11.2021 Rural School Back Up Oct 18.10.2021 18.10.2021 Oct 01.11.2021 18.10.2021 Oct 12.11.2021 12.11.2021
Head of Finance Executive Head Teacher Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End

Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping
Head of School Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell
Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting

Nov 25.11.2021 25.11.2021 Rural School Back Up Nov 15.11.2021 15.11.2021 Nov 01.12.2021 01.12.2021 Nov 13.12.2021 13.12.2021
Head of Finance Executive Head Teacher Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End

Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping
Head of School Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell
Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting

Dec 16.12.21 16.12.2021 Rural School Back Up Dec 15.12.2021 15.12.2021 Dec 17.12.2021 17.12.2021 Dec 12.01.2022 12.01.2022
Head of Finance Executive Head Teacher Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End

Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping
Head of School Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell
Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting

Jan 26.01.2022 26.01.2022 Rural School Back Up Jan 17.01.2022 17.01.2022 Jan 01.02.2022 01.02.2022 Jan 14.02.2022 14.02.2022
Head of Finance Executive Head Teacher Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End

Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping
Head of School Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell
Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting

Feb 23.02.2022 23.02.2022 Rural School Back Up Feb 15.02.2022 15.02.2022 Feb 01.03.2022 01.03.2022 Feb 14.03.2022 14.03.2022
Head of Finance Executive Head Teacher Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End

Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping
Head of School Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell
Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting

Mar 28.03.2022 28.03.2022 Rural School Back Up Mar 14.03.2022 14.03.2022 Mar 01.04.2022 01.04.2022 Mar 15.04.2022 15.04.2022
Head of Finance Executive Head Teacher Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End

Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping
Head of School Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell
Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting

Apr 26.04.2022 26.04.2022 Rural School Back Up Apr 08.04.2022 08.04.2022 Apr 02.05.2022 02.05.2022 Apr 12.05.2022 12.05.2022
Head of Finance Executive Head Teacher Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End

Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping
Head of School Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell
Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting

May 26.05.2021 26.05.2022 Rural School Back Up May 16.05.2022 16.05.2022 May 27.05.2022 27.05.2022 May 13.06.2022 13.06.2022
Head of Finance Executive Head Teacher Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End

Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping
Head of School Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell
Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting

June 27.06.2022 27.06.2022 Rural School Back Up June 15.06.2022 15.06.2022 June 01.07.2022 01.07.2022 June 13.07.2022 13.07.2022
Head of Finance Executive Head Teacher Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End

Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping
Head of School Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell

Head of Finance Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting

July 21.07.2022 21.07.2022 Rural School Back Up July 15.07.2022 15.07.2022 July 22.07.2022 22.07.2022 July 12.08.2022 12.08.2022
Head of Finance Executive Head Teacher Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End

Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping
Head of School Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell
Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting

Aug 15.08.2022 15.08.2022 Aug 01.09.2022 01.09.2022 Aug 12.09.2022 12.09.2022
Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher Ford End

Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping Head Teacher Dame Tipping
Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell Head Teacher Roxwell
Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting Head of School Margaretting



BENHURST PRIMARY SCHOOL BACS SCHEDULE

Month End Purchase Bacs Payroll
Other Payroll Payments Inc 

Pensions HMRC
Oct 01.11.2021 01.11.2021 Oct 18.10.2021 18.10.2021 Oct 01.11.2021 01.11.2021 Oct 12.11.2021 12.11.2021

Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher Head Teacher  Deputy Head Teacher Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher
Nov 25.11.2021 25.11.2021 Nov 15.11.2021 15.11.2021 Nov 01.12.2021 01.12.2021 Nov 13.12.2021 13.12.2021

Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher 
Dec 16.12.2021 16.12.2021 Dec 15.12.2021 15.12.2021 Dec 17.12.2021 17.12.2021 Dec 12.01.2022 12.01.2022

Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher 
Jan 26.01.2022 26.01.2022 Jan 17.01.2022 17.01.2022 Jan 01.02.2022 01.02.2022 Jan 14.02.2022 14.02.2022

Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher 
Feb 23.02.2022 23.02.2022 Feb 15.02.2022 15.02.2022 Feb 01.03.2022 01.03.2022 Feb 14.03.2022 14.03.2022

Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher 
Mar 28.03.2022 28.03.2022 Mar 14.03.2022 14.03.2022 Mar 01.04.2022 01.04.2022 Mar 15.04.2022 15.04.2022

Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher 
Apr 26.04.2022 26.04.2022 Apr 08.04.2022 08.04.2022 Apr 02.05.2022 02.05.2022 Apr 12.05.2022 12.05.2022

Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher 
May 26.05.2022 26.05.2022 May 16.05.2022 16.05.2022 May 27.05.2022 27.05.2022 May 13.06.2022 13.06.2022

Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher 
June 27.06.2022 27.06.2022 June 15.06.2022 15.06.2022 June 01.07.2022 01.07.2022 June 13.07.2022 13.07.2022

Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher 
July 21.07.2022 21.07.2022 July 15.07.2022 15.07.2022 July 22.07.2022 22.07.2022 July 12.08.2022 12.08.2022

Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher 
Aug 15.08.2022 15.08.2022 Aug 01.09.2022 01.09.2022 Aug 12.09.2022 12.09.2022

Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher  Head Teacher Deputy Head Teacher 



THE FRANCES BARDSLEY ACADEMY FOR GIRLS, LIFE MAT & THE BRIDGE ‐  BACS SCHEDULE

Month End Purchase Bacs Payroll
Other Payroll Payments Inc 

Pensions HMRC
Oct 01.11.2021 01.11.2021 Oct 18.10.2021 18.10.2021 Oct 01.11.2021 01.11.2021 Oct 12.11.2021 12.11.2021

Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher  Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher
Nov 25.11.2021 25.11.2021 Nov 15.11.2021 15.11.2021 Nov 01.12.2021 01.12.2021 Nov 13.12.2021 13.12.2021

Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher  Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher
Dec 16.12.2021 16.12.2021 Dec 15.12.2021 15.12.2021 Dec 17.12.2021 17.12.2021 Dec 12.01.2022 12.01.2022

Head of Finance Headteacher  Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher
Jan 26.01.2022 26.01.2022 Jan 17.01.2022 17.01.2022 Jan 01.02.2022 01.02.2022 Jan 14.02.2022 14.02.2022

Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher
Feb 23.02.2022 23.02.2022 Feb 15.02.2022 15.02.2022 Feb 01.03.2022 01.03.2022 Feb 14.03.2022 14.03.2022

Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher  Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher
Mar 28.03.2022 28.03.2022 Mar 14.03.2022 14.03.2022 Mar 01.04.2022 01.04.2022 Mar 15.04.2022 15.04.2022

Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher  Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher
Apr 26.04.2022 26.04.2022 Apr 08.04.2022 08.04.2022 Apr 02.05.2022 02.05.2022 Apr 12.05.2022 12.05.2022

Head of Finance Headteacher  Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher
May 26.05.2022 26.05.2022 May 16.05.2022 16.05.2022 May 27.05.2022 27.05.2022 May 13.06.2022 13.06.2022

Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher
June 27.06.2022 27.06.2022 June 15.06.2022 15.06.2022 June 01.07.2022 01.07.2022 June 13.07.2022 13.07.2022

Head of Finance Ass. Head Teacher  Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher
July 21.07.2022 21.07.2022 July 15.07.2022 15.07.2022 July 22.07.2022 22.07.2022 July 12.08.2022 12.08.2022

Head of Finance Headteacher  Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher
Aug 15.08.2022 15.08.2022 Aug 01.09.2022 01.09.2022 Aug 12.09.2022 12.09.2022

Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher Head of Finance Headteacher



PAYROLL CHECKLIST - MONTH OCTOBER 2021 

FBA LIFE BRIDGE BENHURST ROXWELL MARGARETTING DAME TIPPING FORD END 
PAY DATE 21/10/21 21/10/21 21/10/21 29/10/21 26/10/21 26/10/21 29/10/21 26/10/21 
IMPORT P6, P9, SL1 & SL2 
UPDATES 

LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 

UPDATE PENSION STATUS (CHECK 
OPTED OUT STATUS) 

LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 

OVERTIME / MILEAGE LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
MATERNITY LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
SICKNESS LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
CALCULATION LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
EXCEPTION REPORTS LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
NET PAY REPORT LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
PAYROLL APPROVAL TM TM TM TM TM TM TM TM 
BACS-NET PAY 21/10/21 21/10/21 21/10/21 29/10/21 26/10/21 26/10/21 29/10/21 26/10/21 
PAYSLIPS LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
FULL PAYMENT SUBMISSION LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
SUSPENSE CHECK LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
CONTROL ERROR CHECK LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
PAYROLL JOURNAL / PERIOD END LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
YEAR END N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
JOURNAL CHECK LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
EMPLOYER PAYMENT SUMMARY LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
TPA MDC / MONTHLY SUMMARY LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
P45’S LH N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A LH N/A 
RESET P45 FLAG LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
TPS & LGPS REPORTS LH LH LH LH LH LH LH LH 
BACS-HMRC 
BACS-TEACHERS' PENSIONS 

BACS-LOCAL GOV'T PENSIONS  
BACS-OTHER 

RECONCILE CONTROL 

COMPLETED…………LH……………………………. 

AUTHORISED…………TM…- 27/10/2021………………….. 



Pay period
Input due to LIFE 
(Payroll Officer)

Payroll draft 
reports for 
checking

Confirmation of 
payroll by 5pm

Latest BACS 
due to be 

sent

Employee 
Pay Date

Latest BACS 
due to be 

sent

Employee 
Pay Date

Latest BACS 
due to be 

sent

Employee 
Pay Date

Latest BACS 
due to be 

sent

Employee 
Pay Date

Latest BACS 
due to be 

sent

Employee 
Pay Date

Latest BACS 
due to be 

sent

Employee 
Pay Date

September 03/09/2021 10/09/2021 15/09/2021 17/09/2021 21/09/2021 28/09/2021 30/09/2021 28/09/2021 30/09/2021 22/09/2022 24/09/2022 22/09/2022 24/09/2022 22/09/2022 24/09/2022

October 05/10/2021 11/10/2021 15/10/2021 19/10/2021 21/10/2021 27/10/2021 29/10/2021 27/10/2021 29/10/2021 22/10/2022 26/10/2021 22/10/2022 26/10/2021 22/10/2022 26/10/2021

November 05/11/20/21 10/11/2021 15/11/2021 17/11/2021 19/11/2021 26/11/2021 30/11/2021 26/11/2021 30/11/2021 24/11/2021 26/11/2021 24/11/2021 26/11/2021 24/11/2021 26/11/2021

December 03/12/2021 10/12/2021 15/12/2021 17/12/2021 21/12/2021 29/12/2021 31/12/2021 29/12/2021 31/12/2021 22/12/2021 24/12/2021 22/12/2021 24/12/2021 22/12/2021 24/12/2021

January 05/01/2022 10/01/2022 14/01/2022 19/01/2022 21/01/2022 27/01/2022 31/01/2022 27/01/2022 31/01/2022 24/01/2022 26/01/2022 24/01/2022 26/01/2022 24/01/2022 26/01/2022

February 04/02/2022 10/02/2022 15/02/2022 17/02/2022 21/02/2022 24/02/2022 28/02/2022 24/02/2022 28/02/2022 24/02/2022 28/02/2022 24/02/2022 28/02/2022 24/02/2022 28/02/2022

March 04/03/2022 10/03/2022 15/03/2022 17/03/2022 21/03/2022 29/03/2022 31/03/2022 29/03/2022 31/03/2022 23/03/2022 25/03/2022 23/03/2022 25/03/2022 23/03/2022 25/03/2022

April 05/04/2022 11/04/2022 14/04/2022 19/04/2022 21/04/2022 27/04/2022 29/04/2022 27/04/2022 29/04/2022 22/04/2022 26/04/2022 22/04/2022 26/04/2022 22/04/2022 26/04/2022

May 05/05/2022 10/05/2022 13/05/2022 19/05/2022 21/05/2022 26/05/2022 31/05/2022 26/05/2022 31/05/2022 24/05/2022 26/05/2022 24/05/2022 26/05/2022 24/05/2022 26/05/2022

June 03/06/2022 10/06/2022 15/06/2022 17/06/2022 21/06/2022 28/06/2022 30/06/2022 28/06/2022 30/06/2022 22/06/2022 24/06/2022 22/06/2022 24/06/2022 22/06/2022 24/06/2022

July 05/07/2022 11/07/2022 15/07/2022 19/07/2022 21/07/2022 27/07/2022 29/07/2022 27/07/2022 29/07/2022 22/07/2022 26/07/2022 22/07/2022 26/07/2022 22/07/2022 26/07/2022

August 05/08/2022 10/08/2022 15/08/2022 17/08/2022 19/08/2022 26/08/2022 31/08/2022 26/08/2022 31/08/2022 24/08/2022 26/08/2022 24/08/2022 26/08/2022 24/08/2022 26/08/2022

LIFE Education Trust Payroll Timetable & Deadlines 2021/22 
FBA, LIFE, BRIDGE Benhurst Dame Tipping Ford End Margaretting Roxwell

APPENDIX 10 - ACADEMY TRUST HANDBOOK

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60c8d0318fa8f57ce8c4621e/Academy_trust_handbook_2021.pdf
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KEY DEFINITIONS USED IN THIS POLICY: 
 

The Trust LIFE Education Trust 
The Board/Directors/Trust Board The Board of Directors of LIFE Education Trust 
School/Trust school An Academy or school within LIFE Education 

Trust 
Staff All staff employed by LIFE Education Trust and 

working with academies, schools or units within LIFE 
Education Trust 

 
 
All schools within the LIFE Education Trust except The Bridge are legally defined as 
academies, regardless of whether the term “school” is used to describe them in the following 
policy. 

 
1.0 Purpose and Scope 

  

1.1 At LIFE we recognise that flexible working can lead to improved performance and 
productivity by enabling employees to strike a better balance between their work and 
home responsibilities. We see flexible working in its broadest sense rather than the 
more narrow traditional legal definition and have created a Flexible Working Statement 
which outlines this intention.     

  

1.2 As an employer we realise that all employees have certain legal rights to request 
flexible working so that permanent changes are made to their working patterns.  These 
rights come into being if they have worked continuously with us as an employer for 26 
weeks. Under the legal regulations, employees can only make one statutory request in 
any 12 month period, except for requests that are linked to a disability. 

  

1.3 Requests for temporary and ad-hoc changes which do not fall into the legal definition of 
flexible working but which are nevertheless extremely valuable arrangements for staff 
will be considered in line with our Flexible Working statement.   

  

1.4 This policy applies to all of our LIFE employees. It does not apply to agency staff, 
consultants, casual workers and external secondees working for any of our schools or 
the central Trust or for employees who make non-statutory requests for flexible 
working. 

  

1.5 This policy does not form part of any individual employee’s contract of employment with 
the School. 

  

2.0 Principles for dealing with formal requests for permanent changes 

  

2.1 A request for flexible working can only be refused if there is a reason for doing so (see 
Section 6.5) which would be reached by weighing up the benefits for the employee and 
the School against any potential adverse impact. 

  

2.2 All requests for permanent changes must be submitted formally and will be dealt with 
within a period of three months from first receipt to notification of appeal.  
Informal requests will be dealt with as quickly as possible and usually within three 
working weeks. 

  

2.3 Term time working staff and non-leadership teaching staff seeking permanent changes 
will be asked for their consent to not include school closure dates as part of the three 
month period. 
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2.4 At all stages of the policy, where specified personnel are designated to handle different 
stages, the Trust reserves the right to reasonably substitute alternative personnel in 
cases of non-availability or where otherwise considered appropriate. 

  

2.5 The employee will have the right to be accompanied at all formal meetings and any 
appeal hearings by a trade union representative or a work place colleague. It is the 
employee's responsibility to make such arrangements and to supply copies of all 
relevant information and documentation. Wherever possible, if the representative is a 
workplace colleague they will be granted paid time off work to accompany the 
employee when necessary to do so. 

  

2.6 The right to representation at formal meetings does not extend to a right of a 
representative of the employee’s choice. In the circumstances where the employee will 
not be able to have their first choice present, they would need to either accept any 
representative who is available to accompany them to the meeting, as provided by their 
trade union, or find another workplace colleague. 

  

2.7 Due to the time constraints of the academic year and, where appropriate, governor 
availability, the Trust reserves the right to stipulate the date for any re-arranged 
meetings. 

  

2.8 At all formal meetings, there may also be a Trust HR Representative and/or note taker 
present. 

  

3.0 The Flexible Working Options 

  

3.1 Whilst this policy considers the following options, the Trust recognises that there may 
be alternatives, and the working pattern requested by an employee could be a unique 
one involving a combination of the following options: 

  

3.1.1 Annualised Hours. 

3.1.1.1 The employee’s contractual working hours are expressed as the total number of hours 
to be worked over the year. 

3.1.2 Compressed Hours  

3.1.2.1 The employee works their total number of contractual hours over fewer working days. 
Usually this will be a 5 day week compressed into 4 days or a 10 day fortnight into 9 
days. 

3.1.3 Remote working  

3.1.3.1 The employee regularly carries out all, or part of, their duties from home or another 
location rather than on School premises. 

3.1.4 Job Sharing 

3.1.4.1 Two part-time employees share the responsibility of one position. 

3.1.5 Reduced Hours Working 

3.1.5.1 The employee works fewer hours than originally contracted for and/or converts from all 
year round to term time working. 

3.1.6 Varying Starting and Finishing Times 

3.1.6.1 This allows the employee flexibility of their working hours at the beginning and/or at the 
end of a day or shift whilst still working their normal hours. 

3.1.7 Voluntary Reduced Working Time 

3.1.7.1 This allows the employee to work reduced hours for a certain period of time with a 
return to full time hours at the end of this period. 
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3.2 Although the Trust is committed to providing a range of appropriate working patterns, it 
is nevertheless recognised that not all flexible working options, including those above, 
will be appropriate for all Trust roles. 

  

4.0 Submitting a Flexible Working Request 

  

4.1 All requests for permanent changes must be formally submitted and must include all of 
the following: 

  

4.1.1 The date of the application. 

4.1.2 A statement that this is a statutory request. 

4.1.3 The changes that the employee is seeking to their terms and conditions. 

4.1.4 The date on which the employee would like the changes to their terms and conditions 
to come into effect. 

4.1.5 What effect the employee thinks the requested changes would have on the School. 

4.1.6 How in their opinion any such effect might be dealt with. 

4.1.7 Whether or not the employee has made a previous application for flexible working and 
if so when. 

  

4.2 Where a request is being made by a disabled employee for an adjustment to their 
working arrangements, then this must also be included in their submission. 

5.0 Considering a Flexible Working Request 

  

5.1 Upon receiving a request for flexible working the Trust representatives will arrange a 
meeting with the employee to discuss the request to: 

  

5.1.1 Find out more about the proposed working arrangements. 

5.1.2 How it could be of benefit to both the employee and the School. 

  

5.2 Any meeting arranged will be held within 28 calendar days of the School and Trust 
being formally notified of the request, unless otherwise agreed.  

  

5.3 The employee will be given a minimum of 7 calendar days’ notice of the time, date and 
place of the meeting. If this date is problematic then one further date will be proposed.  

  

5.4 If the employee fails to attend both meetings without good reason their application will 
be deemed to have been withdrawn. No further applications could then be made until 
12 months after the date the application was received. 

  

5.5 The Trust, usually through its school based representative, will consider the proposed 
flexible working request, taking into full account the potential benefits and adverse 
effects to the employee and the School in implementing the proposed changes. Each 
case should be considered on its own merits and agreeing to one request will not set a 
precedent or create a right for another employee to be granted a similar change to their 
own working pattern. 

  

6.0 Responding to a Flexible Working Request 

  

6.1 The employee will be formally notified of the Trust’s decision as soon as is reasonably 
practicable but no later than 14 calendar days after the meeting was held. 

  

6.2 Where a request is approved without the need for a meeting, the employee will be 
formally notified of this decision within 28 calendar days of receipt of their flexible 
working request. 
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6.3 These time limits may be extended with the agreement of both the employee and the 
Trust. 

  

6.4 The request may be granted in full, in part or refused.  

  

6.5 For the request to be rejected either in part or in full, it must be for one or more of the 
following reasons: 

  

6.5.1 Burden of additional costs. 

6.5.2 Detrimental impact on performance, quality or on the ability to meet the needs of the 
pupils.  

6.5.3 Inability to reorganise work among existing staff. 

6.5.4 Inability to recruit additional staff. 

6.5.5 Insufficient work for the periods the employee proposes to work. 

6.5.6 Planned organisational change within the School. 

  

6.6 The request may be granted in part by deciding on one or more of the following 
options: 

  

6.6.1 To propose a modified version of the request. 

6.6.2 To grant the request on a temporary basis. 

6.6.3 For the request to be placed on a trial period. 

6.6.4 To defer implementing the request until certain conditions are met. 

  

6.7 If the request is agreed in full, the School will discuss how and when the changes will 
take effect. Any changes to the employee’s terms and conditions will be formally 
notified to the employee as soon as is reasonably practicable. 

  

7.0 Right to Appeal 

  

7.1 The employee has the right to appeal the decision if their request is either refused or 
only agreed in part, within 5 working days of being notified of that decision. 

  

7.2 The appeal should be heard within 20 working days from receipt of the appeal by a 
Panel which will not include any members who were involved in the proceedings prior 
to the appeal. 

  

7.3 The employee will be given 5 working days’ notice of the time, date and place of the 
appeal hearing. If this date is problematic then one further date will be proposed.  

  

7.4 These time limits may be extended with the agreement of both the employee and the 
Trust. 

  

7.5 If the employee fails to attend both the first and the rearranged hearings without good 
reason in either case, they will be deemed to have withdrawn their appeal. 

  

7.6 At the conclusion of the appeal, the decision will be to either uphold the appeal or the 
original decision.  

  

7.7 The employee will be formally notified of the outcome and the reasons for it.  

  

7.8 The decision of any appeal is final. 
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As the overall employer, the LIFE Education Trust has established a single  

Pay Policy which operates across all academies in the Trust.  

  
The policy identifies the arrangements in terms of the levels of decision making which will be 

held by the Trust Board, the CEO, Headteachers and Local Governing Bodies.  

   
The Trust is operating under Teachers’ and Local Government Pay, Terms & Conditions. This 

policy is based substantially on the Essex Model Policy for Multi Academy Trusts.  
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1.  Introduction    

      

1.1  This Policy sets out the framework for making decisions on staff pay.    

      

1.2  Staff pay is affected by national and local pay agreements, which give 
Trust Boards significant flexibility to determine pay levels to meet local 
circumstances. The Policy will be reviewed annually, in consultation with 
staff and unions.  

  

      

1.3  The objective of the policy is to:  

• ensure that pay and staffing arrangements enable the current and 
future delivery the curriculum and school improvement plans;  

• support the recruitment and retention of high quality staff;  
• recognise and reward staff for their contribution to school 

improvement;  

• ensure that pay decisions are made in a fair and transparent way;  
ensure that available monies are allocated appropriately.  

  

      

2.  Roles and Responsibilities    

  This Policy applies to all Trust employees including those employed 
to work in individual academies within the Trust and to staff who 
are employed to work centrally and/or support several or all Trust 
academies.  

  

2.1  Individual roles and responsibilities are as set out in this Policy.  
  
A Trust Pay and Personnel Committee has been established  

  
Pay Appeals will be heard by a Pay Appeals Committee 
established as required from members of the Trust Board.  

  
The terms of reference for the Committees are at Appendix A.  

  

      

2.1.1  Trustees and Governors will not make judgements about the 
effectiveness of individual staff. Their role is to satisfy themselves 
that any recommendation/decision has been made on the basis of 
evidence and in accordance with the Policy, and that correct 
procedures have been followed.  

  
The Trust will monitor the effectiveness of the Performance 
Management process and ensure that the allocation of pay is 
consistent with the overall standards of performance and the 
outcomes for students.  
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2.2  Performance Management Appraisal 
Performance Management is a developmental and supportive process 
designed to ensure that staff have the skills and support they need to 
carry out their role and that they continue to improve their professional 
practice throughout their careers. Performance management reviewers 
will be responsible for the performance management process, in 
accordance with the Performance Management Policy.  Performance 
Management objectives will be moderated across the Trust to ensure 
consistency and fairness in pay decisions.  The Performance 
Management Review Statement will include a pay recommendation 
which will be made by:  

• The PM reviewer/Headteacher for support staff  
• The PM reviewer/Headteacher for teaching staff  
• The Headteacher* for Upper Pay Range and Leadership Range 
        teachers 
• The CEO for Headteachers   
• The CEO Performance Management Review Panel for the CEO  

    

      

2.2.1  Application for the Upper Pay Range  
The Headteacher will assess applications from teachers to be paid on 
the Upper Pay Range in accordance with this policy and will make a 
recommendation to the Pay and Personnel Committee on whether the 
teacher should progress to the Upper Pay Range.  

  

      

2.3  Staffing Structure  
The Pay and Personnel Committee in collaboration with the Trust 
will, having regard to the advice and recommendation of the 
Headteacher and CEO, determine, monitor and review staffing 
structures. The staffing structure sets out the number and pay 
ranges for all posts within the individual Academies/the Trust and 
is at Appendix D.  

  

      

2.4  CEO  
The Pay and Personnel Committee will be responsible for  
determining the pay range and starting salary of the CEO. The 
CEO Performance Management Review Panel will be 
responsible for making pay progression recommendations for 
headteachers.  
Such recommendations will be ratified by the Pay and 
Personnel Committee  

  

      

  Headteachers  
The Pay and Personnel Committee will be responsible for determining 
the pay range and starting salary of headteachers. The Headteachers’ 
Performance Management Review Panel will be responsible for making 
pay progression recommendations for headteachers.  
Such recommendations will be ratified by the Pay and Personnel 
Committee.  
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2.5  Other Leadership Group and Lead Practitioners  
The Local Governing Body will be responsible for recommending 
the pay range and starting salary for employees on the 
Leadership and  
Lead Practitioner Pay Ranges (excluding the headteacher) The 
Headteacher will be responsible for making pay progression 
recommendations for employees on the Leadership and Lead 
Practitioner Pay Ranges (excluding the headteacher). Such 
recommendations will be reviewed and further recommended by 
the CEO and ratified by the Pay and Personnel Committee.  

  

      

2.6  Other teachers  
The Headteacher will be responsible for determining the 
pay range and starting salary, and for making pay 
progression recommendations to the CEO, for teachers on 
the Unqualified, Main and Upper Pay Ranges. Such 
recommendations will be reviewed and further 
recommended by the CEO and ratified by the Pay and 
Personnel Committee.  

  

      

2.7  Support Staff  
The Headteacher will be responsible for determining the pay range and 
starting salary, and for making pay progression decisions to the CEO, for 
all support staff. Such recommendations will be reviewed and further 
recommended by the CEO and ratified by the Pay and Personnel 
Committee.  

  

      

2.8  Central Trust Staff  
The CEO will be responsible for determining the pay range and 
starting salary, and for making pay progression decisions, for centrally 
employed staff. Such decisions will be reported to the Pay and 
Personnel  
Committee. Central trust staff may be employed on fixed salaries 
or may be given fixed allowances in addition to substantive salaries 
paid for work in individual schools.  

  

      

2.9  Trust Executive Staff  
Trust Executive staff may have certain agreed targets, which are subject 
to additional payments but will be non-pensionable. These will never be 
more than 6% of their total agreed annual salary and allowances from 
the Trust.  

  

      

3.  Pay Timetable    

   
   

  

   

   

Date  External  Internal  

April  Inflationary Pay Award for 
support staff  

Complete PM review 
for support staff.  

  Pay Progression 
decision effective 
for support staff  

September  Inflationary Pay Award 
for teachers  

Pay Progression 
decision 
effective 
for 
teachers  
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  Budget Set      

  

Sept/Oct    Complete 
PM review 
for 
teachers  

31 October  
(last day of half term)  

  Notify teachers of 
annual  
pay  
review decision  

 31 Dec. (last day of 
term)  

  Notify  
headteacher of 
annual pay review 
decision  

  

      

3.1  Setting and Reviewing Pay  
Salaries will be determined only in the circumstances set out below.  

  

      

3.1.1  An individual salary range and starting salary will be determined 
where a new appointment is made, in accordance with the relevant 
sections of this Policy with the exception of those situations identified 
in 2.9  

  

      

3.1.2  The salary of individual posts will be reviewed at such times as 
appropriate where there are significant changes in the responsibilities 
or duties of the post which warrant such a review.  

  

      

3.1.3  The salary of individual posts may be reviewed where, the setting of a 
salary for a new appointment, or a change of salary in the circumstance 
set out in 9.1.1, makes such a review necessary to maintain 
consistency and fairness. The salary, within the established range, of 
individual staff will be reviewed annually on or after:   1 
September, but no later than 31 October (teachers)  

 1 September, but no later than 31 December 
(headteachers/CEO)  1 April (support staff)  

  

      

3.2  Inflationary increases – Teachers’ and Leadership Pay Ranges  
The Trust will ensure that the values of the minimum point of each pay 
range in this Policy are in line with the minimum of the corresponding 
ranges set out in the Teachers’ Pay and Conditions Document. The 
values of points on the scales above the minimum will be determined 
annually by the Pay and Personnel Committee. In making its 
determination the Pay and Personnel Committee will have regard to any 
national pay award and any requirements set out in Teachers’ Pay and 
Conditions  

  

  

      

3.2.1  The salaries of individual teachers will increase accordingly    
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3.2.2  Inflationary increases – Teacher Allowances  
The minimum values of TLR1, TLR2 and the SEN Allowance payable to 
individual teachers will be increased in line with the minimum of the 
corresponding Allowances set out in the Teachers’ Pay and Conditions 
Document. The values of Allowances in excess of the minimum will be 
determined annually by the Pay and Personnel Committee. In making its 
determination the Pay and Personnel Committee will have regard to any 
national pay award and any requirements set out in Teachers’ Pay and 
Conditions.  

  
The Pay and Personnel Committee will determine the values of all 
other allowances and discretionary payments payable to individual 
teachers on an annual basis.  

  

      

3.2.3  Support Staff  
The values of the salary points on the Local Government Pay Scale and 
the values of other salaries will be determined annually by the Pay and 
Personnel Committee. In making its determination the Pay and Personnel 
Committee will have regard to any national pay rates.  

  
Support staff pay ranges for all schools can be found in the 
Appendices  

  

      

3.3  All staff will be informed in writing of their pay determination and the 
rationale for it with each year according to the Pay Timetable and at any 
other time when a salary review takes place.  

  

      

4.  Teachers Pay    

      

4.1  Qualified teachers will be paid on the Main Pay Range or the 
Upper Pay Range.  

The Pay Ranges in this Trust have been divided into progression stages.  
Teachers on the Main Pay Range will be paid on the six-point* scale on 
the Main Pay Range for Out London Schools and an eleven point scale 
for Essex schools  
Teachers on the Upper Pay Range will be paid on the three-point scale 
for outer London schools and a five-point scale for Essex schools.  
   

  

  There will be an automatic progression on the Main Pay Range for staff 
who have fulfilled the Teacher Standards, unless they are subject to 
informal or formal capability.  
Main pay ranges and upper pay ranges can be found for all schools in the 
Appendices  

  

4.2  Unqualified Teachers will normally be paid on the Unqualified Pay 
Range.  

The Pay Range for Unqualified teachers in this Trust has been divided 
into progression stages.  
Unqualified Teacher pay ranges can be found for all schools in the 
Appendices  
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4.3  Where a Lead Practitioner post(s) is (are) included in the Staffing  
Structure, each Lead Practitioner will be paid within a specified range, 
within the Pay Range for Lead Practitioners.  

• In setting the specified Range, the number and value of 
performance pay progression stages within that range will also be 
determined.  

• Different Lead Practitioner posts may have a different specified 
range, having regard to the challenge of the individual post and 
pay differentials within the Trust  

  

      

5.  Pay on Appointment    

5.1  The salaries of new staff will be set within the Pay Range for the post  
as set out in the Staffing Structure and in accordance with this pay policy. 
In determining the starting salaries for individual staff, including the award 
of any discretionary payments as allowed for within this policy, account 
will be taken of;  

• the skills, experience and relevant qualifications of the individual;  
• market conditions;  
• any specific restrictions set out in the Teachers’ Pay &  
• Conditions Document;  
• the employee’s current salary level;  

  
Newly Qualified Teachers in their first year will normally be paid on the 
minimum of the Main Pay Range.  
 
There is no assumption that an employee will be paid the same rate they 
were being paid by a previous employer.  

  

      

6.  Pay Progression Based on Performance    

  Teachers on the Main, Unqualified, Upper and Lead 
Practitioner Pay Ranges  

  

      

6.1  Decisions regarding annual pay progression within the relevant ranges 
set out in 4.1-4.3 above will be made with reference to teachers’ 
performance management statements and the pay recommendation they 
contain. In the case of Newly Qualified Teachers, whose appraisal 
arrangements are different, pay decisions will be made by means of the 
statutory induction process.  
The Trust expects all teachers to perform at the highest possible level and 
to continue to improve their professional practice year on year.  
Performance Management objectives will be progressive and 
developmental, thereby ensuring that good performance is rewarded 
and that good teachers have the opportunity over a number of years, 
to progress to the maximum of their respective pay range.  
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6.2  Decisions on performance pay progression will be based on an 
assessment of the overall performance of the teacher.  
A teacher will be eligible for annual (biennial for Upper Pay Range) 
performance pay progression where they:  

1) have been assessed as meeting all of the teaching standards, 
throughout the assessment period;  

2) have had their teaching assessed as at least good overall 
during the 
assessment period;  

 Upper Pay Range teachers will be expected to demonstrate 
increasing levels of outstanding teaching overall  

 Lead Practitioners will be expected to demonstrate 
outstanding teaching overall  

3) have been assessed as meeting the requirements of their job 
description/job role;  

4) meet their individual performance management objectives; 
Consideration will be given where factors beyond the teacher’s 
control have impacted on their ability to meet objectives;  

5) have demonstrated a personal responsibility for identifying and 
meeting their CPD needs.  

  
The evidence which will be considered in assessing performance will 

include:  

• pupil progress data;  

• quality of teaching against the Teaching Standards, including 

observed practice;  

• self-assessment;  

• professional dialogue;  

• received feedback;  

• performance management statements;  

• CPD records;  

• parental feedback;  student work;  

• teacher planning.  

  

   And in the case of Upper Pay Range teacher and Lead Practitioners, 
evidence of their contribution beyond their own classroom and their 
impact on the wider Academy and/or Trust.  
  

Where a teacher has been absent for some or all of the assessment 

period, an assessment will be based on performance during any 

periods of attendance and/or prior performance.  

  

      

6.3  Decision to progress  

Where all of the performance pay progression criteria set out in 6.2 
above are met, the teacher will move up to the next Performance Pay  
Progression Stage. (Progression is biennial in the case of Upper Pay 
Range) Discretion will be applied where not all performance  
management objectives have been fully met, but significant progress has 
been made.  

  

Where a teacher’s performance has been of sustained high quality, 

exceeding school expectations at that level, the Pay and Personnel 

Committee may, on the Headteacher’s recommendation award 

accelerated progression (of up to two increments).  
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6.4  Decision not to progress  

Where the performance pay progression criteria in 6.2 are not met, the 

teacher will not receive any performance pay progression. A decision not 

to award performance pay progression may be made without recourse to 

capability procedures. However, teachers who fail to meet the minimum 

teaching standards and/or who consistently fail to improve their practice 

or to sustain the expected level of performance for their pay level, may 

be subject to these procedures.  

  

Where a decision not to progress is made, the teacher will be supported 

through the performance management process to improve their 

performance.  

  

      

7.  Movement to The Upper Pay Range    

      

7.1  Any qualified teacher on the Main Pay Range may apply to be paid on 
the Upper Pay Range once per year. It is the responsibility of the 
teacher to decide whether or not they wish to submit an application. 
Applications must:  

• be made on the appropriate application and submitted to the 
headteacher;  

• be submitted by 31 October* in each year (consideration will be 
given to accepting late applications where individual  

• circumstances eg absence prevent this deadline being met).  
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7.2  The Criteria  
An application will be successful, if:  

• the teacher has been assessed as being highly competent in 
all elements of the teaching standards; and,  

• the teacher’s achievements and contribution to the 
Academy/Trust are substantial and sustained.  

  
In this Trust, this means that the teacher has consistently  

• demonstrated that they meet all teaching standards, both in 
terms of teaching and personal and professional conduct, over 
a sustained period:  

• been assessed as meeting their performance management 
objectives over a sustained period;  

  
and in addition that;  

• teaching has been rated as good overall, with some 
outstanding, over a sustained period;  

• the teacher has demonstrated over a sustained period an 
ability to support some pupils to exceed expected levels of 
progress/achievement;  

• the teacher has consistently taken responsibility for identifying 
and meeting their own professional development needs and 
used their learning to improve their own practice and pupils’ 
learning;  

• the teacher has demonstrated that they have made an impact 
on the school beyond their own class/group(s) over a 
sustained period. This may include:  

• demonstrating an ability to coach, mentor, advise and  
• demonstrate best practice to, other teachers to enable them to 

improve their teaching practice;  
• contributing to policy and practice which has improved 

teaching and learning across the academy/Trust;  
  
Sustained means maintained continuously over a period of at least 3 
years (a year being defined as at least 26 weeks work in any 
academic year). It is normally expected that this will include at least 
one year within this Trust, although discretion will be exercised where 
there is clear and compelling evidence of consistent performance 
against the criteria with the teacher’s previous employer.  
  
The Trust will exercise its discretion to consider performance over 
a lesser period where a teacher has been absent for some of the 
relevant period.  
  
The Trust Board would expect staff to have taught for a minimum of 
six years and been on the maximum of the mainscale for two years 
before applying for UPR1 in order to show the expected progress and 
competences although in exceptional circumstances applicants may 
be considered at an earlier stage,  
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7.3  The Assessment  
The Headteacher will assess all applications to be paid on the Upper 
Pay Range and make a recommendation.  

  
The Headteacher will use the evidence contained in the teachers’ 
performance management review paperwork to make their 
assessment.  
  
A teacher who has not been at the Trust for all of the 3 year 
assessment period, should provide their performance management 
review statement(s) from their previous employment with their 
application.  
  
A teacher may, if they wish, provide additional evidence to support 
their application, but is not obliged to do so.  

  

      

7.4  Procedure  
The Headteacher will discuss their recommendation with the teacher 
and the decision will be confirmed by the Pay and Personnel 
Committee by 31 December.  
  
Where the application is approved, the teacher will progress to the 
minimum of the Upper Pay Range backdated to the 1 September.   
  
Where the application is not successful, the Headteacher will provide 
feedback and the teacher will be provided with advice and support 
though the performance management process to develop their skills 
with a view to them making a future successful application.  
  
Teachers have the right to appeal any decision not to move them onto 
the Upper Pay Range. The appeals procedure is at section 21 of this 
policy.  

  

      

8.  Additional Allowances    

      

8.1  Teachers on the Main or Upper Pay Ranges may be paid an 
additional allowance as follows:  

  

      

8.1.1  Teaching and Learning Responsibility (TLR) Payments    

  There are 3 TLR levels: TLR1, TLR2 and TLR3  
  
TLRs may be awarded to teachers on the Main or Upper Pay Range. 
A teacher may not be in receipt of more than one TLR1 or TLR2 
concurrently.  
  
Posts which attract TLR1 and TLR2 Allowances, and the amount of 
those Allowances, are set out in the staffing structure (see Appendix 
D).  
  
TLR1 and TLR2 payments are permanent while the employee 
remains in the same post in the staffing structure.  
  
TLR3 Allowances are paid for a fixed-term period, for delivery of a 
significant responsibility in relation to a clearly time-limited school 
improvement or one-off externally driven project.  
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  The Headteacher will determine what projects should attract a TLR3 
Allowance and the value of those Allowances having regard to the 
context, nature and complexity of the responsibility.  
  
The Headteacher or CEO for the Trust will invite teachers to express 
interest in relevant projects and will allocate TLR3s on the basis of an 
assessment, through professional dialogue, of which teacher has the 
relevant skills and knowledge required for the specific project.  
  
In determining the allocation and value of TLR3 payments, due regard 
will be given to ensuring consistency, fairness, transparency and value 
for money.  
  
Where a TLR is awarded, written notification will be given to the 
teacher of:  

• the nature of the significant responsibility;  
• the level of the payment;  
• in the case of TLR3 the date on which the Allowance will end.  

  

  

  

      

8.1.2  Special Needs Allowances    

  There is one special needs allowance consisting of a 
minimum and maximum amount.  
  
The Trust will determine which posts will attract an SEN Allowance 
according to the criteria set out in the Teachers Pay & Conditions 
Document which relate to teaching SEN pupils, and the amount of the 
Allowance in each case. Such posts are as set out in the Staffing 
Structure (see Appendix D).  
  
Where a post attracts an SEN allowance the amount of the allowance 
will be determined in each case by reference to:  

• whether any mandatory qualification is required;  
• the qualification and/or expertise of the teacher relevant to the 

post;  

• the relative demands of the post.  
  
In determining the value of an SEN payment, due regard will be given 
to ensuring consistency, fairness and transparency.  

  

      

8.2  Unqualified Teacher Allowance    

  The Headteacher may determine that an additional Allowance be paid 
to an unqualified teacher who is paid on the Unqualified Teachers’ 
Pay Range where, in the context of its staffing structure, the teacher 
has:  

• taken on a sustained additional responsibility which is:  

 focussed on teaching and learning; and  

• requires the exercise of a teachers’ professional skills and 
judgement: or  

• qualifications or experience which bring added value to the role 
s/he is undertaking.  

  
The Headteacher will determine the amount of any such 
allowances having due regard to consistency, fairness and 
transparency.  
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8.3  Residential Allowance    

  Teachers in residential schools are subject to the terms of the Joint 
National Council for Teachers in Residential Establishments and 
may be awarded a Residential Allowance in accordance with those 
terms, as amended.  

  

      

9.  Leadership Group Pay    

      

9.1  The Pay Range for Leadership Posts is as set out in Appendix E and 
the Salary Range for the headdteachers will be determined as set out 
in 9.1.2 below and will consist of a range of 7 progression stages. 
The Salary Range for Deputy, Assistant Headteachers and members 
of leadership teams shall usually consist of 5 progression stages.  
The CEO will be paid a fixed allowance in addition to his/her 
substantive role as Headteacher. This allowance will take into account 
the size and complexity of the Trust. Annual appraisal targets will be  
set which will be linked to the Trust strategic development objectives. 
In accordance with 2.8, trust staff may be paid fixed salaries or fixed 
allowances in addition to their substantive salaries. These will be 
determined by the Pay and Personnel Committee.  

  

      

9.1.2  When determining the starting salary of a newly appointed member 
of the Leadership Group, consideration will be given to the extent to 
which the candidate meets the requirement of the post and whether 
this merits a starting salary higher than the minimum of the Range 
determined in Section 9.1.1. The starting salary will allow for 
performance progression over time.  

  

      

9.1.3  Progression within the Salary Range will be subject to the individual 
demonstrating a sustained high quality of performance having regard 
to  
the most recent review carried out under the Performance 
Management Policy.  
  
Determination of whether there has been “sustained high quality of 
performance” will be made in accordance with the criteria outlined in 
Appendix C of this Policy.  
  
Where it is determined that there has been a sustained high quality of 
performance, the employee will move up to the next Performance Pay 
Progression Stage.  
Where performance is considered to be exceptional, the decision may 
be to move the employee up two progression stages.  

  

      

9.1.4  Performance Progression is limited to the maximum of the Salary 
Range as determined in 9.1.1.  
Discretion will be applied where not all performance management 
objectives have been fully met, but significant progress has been 
made.  
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9.1.5  Where the employee’s performance is assessed as not being of a 
sustained high quality, there will not be any performance pay 
increase. A decision not to award a performance pay increase may 
be made without recourse to capability procedures. However, those 
who fail to meet the minimum standards and/or who consistently fail 
to improve their practice or to sustain the expected level of 
performance for their pay level, may be subject to these procedures.  
  
Where a decision not to progress is made, the employee will be 
supported through the performance management process to 
improve their performance.  

  

      

10.  Additional Payments to Teachers    

      

10.1  Temporary Payments to the Headteacher    

  The Pay and Personnel Committee may determine that an additional 
temporary payment be made to a Headteacher for clearly defined 
responsibilities or duties which are in addition to, and have not 
previously been taken into account in setting, the permanent Salary 
Range under 9.1.1.  
  
The total sum of any additional payments set out in this section (and 
in 9.1.1) will not exceed 25% of the value of the Headteacher’s point 
on the Leadership Pay Spine.  
  
Except where specified, the following payments may not be made to 
members of the Leadership Group. Where relevant, any additional 
payments must be made as part of their permanent Salary Range (as 
set out in 9.1.1 above) or as a temporary payment (as set out in 10.1 
above).  

  

      

10.2  Continuous professional development undertaken outside the 

school day  

  

  The Trust does not make payments for CPD outside of the school 
day.  

  

      

10.3  Activities related to the provision of initial teacher training (ITT)    

  The Trust does not make payments for ITT activities but staff may be 

reimbursed by organisations for which they deliver activities.  

  

        

10.4  Participation in out of school learning activities    

  Where a full or part time teacher undertakes tuition outside of the 
school day, they will be paid an out of school learning allowance 
payment to be determined by the Headteacher.  

  

      

10.5  Provision of services to another school(s)    
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     The Trust may authorise teachers, including Leadership Group, to 
undertake additional responsibilities and activities relating to the 
raising of standards in one or more other school/academy.  
  
Where such an agreement is authorised, the CEO will determine, 
what, if any, payment should be paid to the teacher and/or to other 
staff, in recognition of the associated additional responsibility and 
how much shall be retained by the Trust to cover associated costs 
such as administration or supply cover.  
  
Any payment to the Headteacher will be made under 10.1 of this 
Policy. Payments to other staff may include acting arrangements, 
temporary TLR3s or such other payment as are considered 
appropriate under TPCD.  
  
All such payments are temporary with no entitlement to safeguarding 
when they cease.  

  

      

10.6  Recruitment and Retention Payments and Incentive    

   The Headteacher may authorise, on a case by case basis, a payment 
or incentive to secure the recruitment, and/or to retain the services, of 
a teacher. In authorising such a payment, the following factors will be 
considered:  

• that there is evidence that there is difficulty in appointing to a 
particular post or in recruiting a teacher with the required skills, 
qualifications and/or experience;  

• that there is a need to retain the skills, qualifications or 
experience of an individual;  

• whether the salary available in the context of the staffing 
structure is insufficient to secure an appointment given the 

circumstances of the school;  available financial resources;  

market forces.  
  
Any such payment or incentive will be subject to review and there will 
be no entitlement to a payment beyond the review date.  
Any such payment will be confirmed in writing, including details of:  
whether it is for the purpose of recruitment or retention;  

• the nature of the payment or incentive;  
• if a financial payment paid, whether this will be paid monthly as 

part of salary or as a lump sum to be paid at an agreed time;  

• the basis for any uplifts where applicable;  
• the date which the payment/incentive will be reviewed;  

  

  

   Leadership Group may only receive payments under this Section for 
reasonably incurred housing or relocation costs.  

  

      

10.7  Acting Arrangements    

    Where a teacher is assigned and carries out the duties of a  
Headteacher, Deputy Headteacher, or Assistant Headteacher, but 
has not been appointed in an acting capacity a determination will be 
made whether or not an allowance should be paid in accordance with 
the provisions of the School Teachers' Pay & Conditions Document.  

  

      

11.  Part Time Teachers    
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  Teachers who work less than a full day or week are deemed to be 
part- time. The proportion of full-time will be calculated in 
accordance with the Teachers Pay & Conditions Document as 
follows:  
  
Teacher’s timetabled teaching time  
----------------------------------------------- = part-time percentage  
School’s timetabled teaching time  
  
Part-time teachers will be expected to work a corresponding 
proportion of directed time and will receive a corresponding proportion 
of a full- time salary.  

  

      

12.  Short Notice Supply Teachers    

  Teachers who are engaged directly and work on a day-to-day basis or 
other short notice basis will have their pay determined in line with the 
statutory pay arrangements in the same way as other teachers.  

  
Supply teachers working a whole day, including directed time, will 
initially have their salary calculated as an annual amount; it will then 
be divided by 195 and multiplied by the number of days worked.  

  
Supply teachers working less than a full day will be hourly paid. 
The salary will be calculated as an annual amount and then divided 
by 1265 to determine the hourly rate, which will then be paid for 
hours worked, including any agreed payment for directed time.  

  

      

13.  Support Staff Pay    

  The salary of support staff is as set out in their contract of 
employment.  

  

      

13.1  Starting salary  
The salaries of new staff will be set within the range for the post as set 
out in the Staffing Structure and in accordance with this pay policy. In 
determining the starting salaries for individual staff, account will be 
taken of:  

• the skills, experience and relevant qualifications of the 
individual;  

• market conditions.  

  

      

13.2  Pay Progression  
Annual progression within any pay range set out in the contract of 
employment, will be subject to the employee meeting the expectations 
as determined through the performance management process.  

  

      

13.3  

    

Part-time staff  
Support staff who work less than a full day, week and/or year are 
deemed to be part-time. The proportion of full-time will be calculated as 
follows:  

  
Full time salary x Hours per week x weeks per year (including holiday 
entitlement)  
---------------------------------------------  
36/37 x 52.14  
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14.  Salary Sacrifice Schemes    

  The Trust operates a Salary Sacrifice Scheme in relation to:  

• Child Care Vouchers  
• Cycles/cycle safety equipment  

  
Staff choosing to participate in a Scheme(s) will have their gross 
pay reduced according to the terms of the Scheme(s) for the 
duration of their participation.  
  
Where participants in a child care voucher scheme have a period of 
child related leave, the Trust will not continue to provide vouchers 
during such periods.  
  
Following the introduction of the Government-run Childcare Voucher 
Scheme, no new members will be admitted to the Trust run scheme.  

  

      

15.  Pensions    

      

15.1  All regular salary payments and additional allowances and payments 
to staff within this policy, with the exception of some recruitment and 
retention benefits, are pensionable.  

  

      

15.2  The Trust will not promote staff through the grading systems or use 
other pay flexibilities to assist in securing an employee's improved 
pension entitlement on retirement. The Trust recognises that, 
where this to be done, the DfE and/or pension regulator, where 
appropriate, may use their powers to substitute a notional salary for 
calculation of pension.  

  

      

16.  Salary Safeguarding/Protection    

  The Trust will ensure appropriate salary protection/safeguarding for 
teachers in accordance with the School Teachers' Pay and Conditions 
Document and for support staff in accordance with the schools’ 
Redundancy and Re-organisation Procedure.  
  
Employees in receipt of a safeguarding sum will be expected to 
undertake commensurate work.  

  

      

17.  Staffing Budget    

  The amount of money allocated to implementing the Pay Policy will be 

determined at the beginning of each financial year through the budget 

allocation process of the school. The Trust will endeavour to ensure 

that appropriate funding is allocated for performance pay progression 

at all levels.  

  

      

18.  Equalities    
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  The Trust recognises the principle of equal pay for work of equal 
value in the implementation of this policy. The Trust will take into 
account the salaries payable in comparable establishment, where 
possible, in setting pay levels.  
  
All pay related decisions will be taken in accordance with relevant 
equalities legislation, Employment Relations Acts and Part-time 
Workers and Fixed-term Employees Regulations. Appropriate 
consideration will be given where staff have been absent for long 
periods e.g. due to sickness or maternity leave.  

  

      

19.  Over/Under Payments    

  The Trust shall be entitled to deduct from salary any money which an 
employee may owe at any time.  

  
Support staff working less than 52 weeks have their annual salary 
spread evenly over 12 months, whereas their working hours are 
spread unevenly across the year due to school closure periods. When  
they leave employment, a calculation will be made to assess any 
over- or under-payment arising from this arrangement, and any over 
or underpayment will be adjusted in their final pay. Employees will be 
notified in advance of any adjustment.  
  
Calculation used for Over / under payments for Support Staff  
  
Annual Holiday Entitlement  
______________________   x Months worked – less Holiday taken  
   
12 Months   
  
Should an overpayment occur in other circumstances the employee 
will be notified in writing of the full amount of the overpayment and 
agreement will be sought about a reasonable repayment schedule. In 
the absence of such an agreement the Trust will determine a 
reasonable recovery schedule, usually not exceeding 5% of the 
monthly gross, except where the employee is leaving, where the 
balance owing may be deducted from final salary in the absence of an 
alternate agreement.  
  
Recovery of overpayments will be pursued in the case of former 
employees.  

  
In the case of underpayments, the Trust will apply appropriate refunds 
as soon as possible.  
  
Employees are expected to draw to the attention of their line 
manager any overpayment or underpayment as soon as possible. 
The Employer is expected to draw to the attention of the employee 
any overpayment or underpayment as soon as possible.  

  

      

20.  Monitoring    
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  The Trust will monitor the outcome and impact of this policy annually 

assess its effect and continued compliance with equalities legislation. 

The effect of the policy will be assessed particularly with reference to 

trends in progression across specific groups of staff and the 

correlation between this and performance management reviews and 

outcomes for pupils.  

  
The pay of individual staff will remain confidential – shared only with 

those responsible for making pay decisions and managing 

administrative matters.  

  

      

21.  Appeals Procedure    

      

21.1  Staff have the right to make representations and to appeal about any 

aspect of their pay or pay progression in accordance with the appeals 

procedure within the policy, which meets, as a minimum, the statutory 

requirements on disputes resolution.  

  
Pay recommendations will be contained within Performance 

Management Review Statements and these will be discussed with 

employees at the review meeting. Where an employee has concerns 

about the pay recommendation which cannot be resolved at the 

review meeting, they should include these on the review statement 

for consideration by those responsible for making pay decisions.  

  

      

21.2  An employee may make a formal appeal against any decision on pay, 
which must be submitted in writing within 10 working days of receipt of 
written notification of that decision.  
The grounds of appeals are that the decision maker(s):  

• incorrectly applied the provisions of the Teachers’ Pay &  
• Conditions Document / national / local terms and conditions  
• failed to have proper regard for statutory guidance;  
• failed to take proper account of relevant evidence and/or took 

account irrelevant or inaccurate evidence;  

• were biased;  
• or otherwise unlawfully discriminated against the employee.  
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21.3  Appeals will be heard by a Pay Appeals Committee convened by the 
Chair of the Trust Board.  

  
The Appeals will be heard at a meeting, normally within 20 working 
days of receipt of the written appeal. The employee will be entitled to 
attend the appeal meeting, to make representations and to be 
accompanied by a work colleague or a member of a recognised Trade 
Union.  

  
The procedure for the conduct of the appeal meeting is at Appendix B. 
Any written submissions relevant to the appeal must be circulated to 
all parties at least 3 working days prior to the meeting.  

  
The decision of the appeal committee will be notified in writing and, 
where the appeal is rejected, this will include a note of the evidence 
considered and the reasons for the decision.  
  
The decision of the Pay Appeals Committee is final and there is no 
recourse to the staff grievance procedure.  
  
The Headteacher shall be entitled to attend, for the purposes of 
providing information and advice (except in the case of his/her own 
salary), all proceedings of the Pay Appeals Committee.  

  
The role of the Pay Appeal Committee is not to make judgement about 
the  
effectiveness of individual staff. It is to satisfy themselves that any 
recommendation/decision has been made on the basis of evidence 
and has been made taking proper account of equal opportunities 
and that correct procedures have been followed.  

  

       

22.   Data Protection    

      

22.1  A written record of all meetings conducted under this pay policy, 

including pay appeals, will be made, either by the person holding the 

meeting or by an alternative person arranged by the school to take 

notes.  

  
The Trust processes any personal data collected as part of the 
operation of the pay policy/pay appeals procedure in accordance with 
it’s data protection policy. The pay of individual staff will remain 
confidential.  

  

Any data collected is held securely and accessed by, and disclosed 

to, individuals only for the purposes of making decisions on pay, 

handling pay appeals or administering any pay decisions. All data 

collected will be held in accordance with the Trust’s retention 

schedule.  Inappropriate access or disclosure of employee data 

including individual staff salaries  

constitutes a data breach and should be reported in accordance with 

the Trust's data protection policy immediately. It may also constitute a 

disciplinary offence, which will be dealt with under the Trust's 

disciplinary procedure.  

  

  



 

APPENDIX A: TERMS OF REFERENCE OF PAY & PERSONNEL COMMITTEE  

 
LIFE Education Trust 

 
Terms of Reference for Pay & Personnel Committee 2021-22 (approved 10/7/21) 

 
Delegation of Function  
The Trust shall establish a Pay & Personnel Committee to set the Pay Policy and exercise 
responsibility for and oversight of all HR matters. 
 
Clerking  
The meeting of the Pay & Personnel Committee should not be clerked by a member of the 
Committee or a Headteacher(s).  
 
Membership 
The Pay & Personnel Committee shall consist of at least three named members of the Trust Board. 
 
The Headteacher(s) may attend all proceedings of the Pay & Personnel Committee for the 
purposes of providing information and advice, but must withdraw when their own salary is being 
discussed.  
 
Quorum 
Minimum of two Directors. 
 
Terms of Reference 
The terms of reference are reviewed annually.  
 
These terms are approved annually and were last approved on ___10th July 2021___ 

 

Signed ____ _____________________________ 
Chair of the Board of Directors 
 

Terms of Reference   

  

DO -  CONSULT  -   RECOMMEND  -  APPROVE  -  MONITOR  

  

DO  This person or body completes the activity to a high standard 

and seeks approval  

CONSULT  This person or body is fully consulted in a meaningful way on the 

activity  

RECOMMEND  This person or body confidently presents material following 

review to a more senior person or body  

APPROVE  This person or body receives and has the final decision making 

power  

MONITOR  This person or body actively engages in quality assuring the 

activity or task  

  

The CEO may delegate tasks to either the Director of Operations or Education where 

appropriate  



 

  

  

  

Scheme of Delegation Head LGB CEO Standards 

Cttee 

P&P 

Cttee 

F&F 

Cttee 

Board Members 

HUMAN RESOURCES         

a. Appoint new Directors of the Board/Remove Directors of the 

Board 

  C    R/D DA 

b. Appoint CEO as Trustee/Director        R D A 

c. Appoint / suspend / dismiss CEO     M  D A C 

d. Appoint /suspend / dismiss local Executive Head/Head of School 

with LGB representation 

 C R  M  D A  

e. Appoint / suspend / dismiss local school SLT D D A  M  M  

f. Undertake Performance Management for CEO with support of 

external partner 

    M  D  

g. Undertake Performance Management for Executive Team   C D & R  M    

h. Undertake Performance Management for Headteacher of local 

school with support of panel including Chair of LGB and external 

partner  

 C D  M    

i. Ensure effective Performance Management for Trust central staff   D  M    

j. Ensure effective Performance Management system for all staff C  D  M    

  



 

Scheme of Delegation Head LGB CEO Standards 

Cttee 

P&P 

Cttee 

F&F 

Cttee 

Board Members 

k. Assess competency of a Local Governing Body   C R    D A  

l. Approve terms of reference for Trust Committees and Local 

Governing Bodies 

 C R    D & A  

m. Approve membership of Trust Committees   C    D & A  

a. Oversee all disciplinary matters relating to Headteacher 

supported by the Board 

 C D    M  

b. Manage all staff internal disciplinary matters except dismissal of 

the Headteacher 

D M C  M    

c. Manage staff appeals against LGB decisions   C  M  D  

d. Manage school Employees request for Leave of Absence D  M  M    

e. Manage Headteacher request for Leave of Absence   D  M    

f. Manage Trust Employees request for Leave of Absence   D  M    

g. Manage Academy Employees Appeals against Leave of Absence 

decisions 

  D  M    

h. Manage Headteachers Appeals against Leave of Absence 

decisions 

  R  M  D  

i. Manage Trust Employees Appeals against Leave of Absence 

decisions 

  R  M  D  

j. Set the pay for the Headteacher of a local school  C R      

k. Ensure that the school has an effective staff development 

programme 

D M C  M    

l. Ensure effective deployment of school staff D M C      

m. Determine the Pay and Appraisal policies for the Trust and ensure 

they are statutorily compliant 

C C R  A    

n. Review Pay Policy annually  C  R  A    

o. Determine appropriate salary ranges and starting salaries for SLT 

and LPs if outside current pay structure 

R C C  A    

p. Determine appropriate salary ranges and starting salaries for staff 

below LP and SLT level 

D C C  M    

q. Determine school’s staffing structure annually R R D A  M     

r. Determine Central Trust staffing structure annually    D    A    

s. Appoint  / suspend / dismiss Trust Staff Employee   D/A  C    



 

t. Appoint  / suspend / dismiss Academy Employee D C C  M    

u. Approve annual pay progression for teachers  R C R   A    

v. Approve applications to be paid on the upper pay range R C R  A    

w. Approve annual pay progression for  headteacher  C  R  A    

x. Approve annual pay progression for support staff R  R  A    

y. Determine the application of national inflationary increases as 

required 

  R  D A    

z. Ensure appropriate Job descriptions and person specifications are 

held for each post 

D  A   M    

aa. Receive annual confirmation of issue of annual pay statements    R   A    

bb. Oversee staff recruitment and appointment procedures C C D  M    

cc. Oversee employment contractual matters C C D  M    

dd. Ensure staff wellbeing and retention strategies are in place at 

school level   

D M D   M    

ee. Ensure staff absence is tracked and managed effectively D M D  M    

ff. Ensure SCR is compliant D M D  M    

gg. Ensure good staff morale D M D  M    

hh. Make Redundancy  / Restructure staff    R  C D & R  A    

 

  

  

 

  



 

APPENDIX B – PAY AND PERSONNEL APPEALS MEETING PROCEDURE  
  

The meeting should be attended by the employee, his/her colleague or representative 
if required, a representative of the Pay & Personnel Committee and the Pay & Personnel 
Appeals Committee. The Headteacher should attend to provide information and advice 
(except where s/he is the appellant).  

  

1. Introductions and opening remarks  
  

2. Member of staff and/or representative to present case  

• School representative to ask questions  

• Pay & Personnel Appeals Committee to ask questions  
  

3. School to respond  
This may include calling on the Appraisal Reviewer and/or a member of the Pay & 
Personnel Committee/headteacher where they are not presenting the case to add any 
relevant information / answer question (where applicable]  

• Member of staff and/or representative to ask questions  

• Pay & Personnel Appeals Committee to ask questions  
  

4. Employee or representative to make closing statement  
  

5. Both parties withdraw to allow Pay & Personnel Appeals Committee to consider their 
decision  

  

6. Either both parties invited back to hear decision or the decision will be communicated 
in writing within 48 hours.  

  
  

TERMS OF REFERENCE PAY & PERSONNEL APPEALS COMMITTEE  

Delegation of Function  

The Chair of the Trust Board shall establish a Pay & Personnel Appeals Committee to deal with 
all appeals against pay decisions.  

  
Clerking  

The meeting of the Pay & Personnel Appeals Committee should be minuted.  

  
Membership  

The Pay & Personnel Appeals Committee shall consist of at least three  

representatives of the Trust Board, none of whom shall be employees or members of the Pay & 
Personnel Committee.  

  
The Headteacher may attend all proceedings of the Pay & Personnel Appeals Committee for the 
purpose of providing information and advice (except where the appeal is in respect of his/her 
own salary, where s/he will attend for the purposes of making his/her case).  

 

Quorum  
Three members   

 
      Terms of Reference  

To determine formal appeals against pay determinations in accordance with the Appeals 
Procedure set out in the Pay Policy  



 

  
APPENDIX C: PERFORMANCE PAY PROGRESSION – LEADERSHIP  

  
To achieve progression on the Leadership Pay Scale, the School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions 

Document (STPCD) requires individuals to have demonstrated sustained high quality performance. 

In making judgements against this criterion and in determining whether there should be progression 

the Trust will consider whether the individual has grown professionally by developing their 

leadership; and (where relevant), teaching, expertise.  

  
In considering whether there has been professional growth, the Trust will consider whether the 

folowing description of a person on the leadership scale has been met:  

  
 Those on the leadership spine play a critical role in the life of the academy/Trust.  

 They inspire those around them and work with others to create a shared strategic vision which 

motivates pupils and staff.  

 They take a lead in enhancing standards of teaching and learning and value enthusiasm and 

innovation in others  

 They have confidence and ability to make management and organisational decisions and ensure 

equity, access and entitlement to learning.  

  
To achieve progression (and for the above to be satisfied), there will need to have been a successful 

appraisal review.  

  
A successful appraisal review involves a process of:-  

  

a. Appraisal objectives, linked to school improvement priorities, pupils outcomes raising levels of 

achievement and attainment, leaderships and management skills and competencies, personal 

development ;  

  

b. Appraisal against the teaching standards including observed practice;  

  

c. Appraisal against any other relevant Standards (eg the Headteacher Standards)  

  

d. Other evidence, including of professional development/growth.  

  
Note: It is expected that a teacher’s performance objectives will define what needs to be achieved 
to demonstrate that the individual has grown professionally by developing their leadership and 
(where relevant) teaching expertise.  

 



 

  
APPENDIX D: STAFFING STRUCTURE  

  
The Staffing Structure will be kept under regular review and may be amended from time to time, as 
the Trust considers appropriate, following consultation and as set out in the Trust’s Redundancy and 
Re-organisation Policy.  
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APPENDIX D: Pay Ranges for Schools  

 

FBA, BENHURST, DAME TIPPING & THE BRIDGE PAY SCALES LEADERSHIP 

PAY SCALES (Outer London Area) 

Leading Practitioner Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary  

Pay Freeze for Teaching Staff September 2021 

 

  England & Wales Inner London  Outer London  Fringe Area  

 (excluding the 

London Area) 

Area  

  
Area  

  
 

Minimum  £42,402  £50,415  £45,766  £43,570  

Maximum  £64,461  £72,480  £67,828  £65,631  

  

  

Leadership Group Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary 

Pay Freeze for Teaching Staff September 2021 

  

  England &Wales Inner London  Outer London  Fringe Area  

 (excluding the 

London Area) 

Area  

  
Area  

  
 

Minimum  £42,195  £50,167  £45,542  £43,356  

Maximum  £117,197  £125,098  £120,513  £118,356  
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Annual pay ranges for Headteachers 2021 – 2022 

Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 

  England &Wales 
(excluding the  

London Area)  

Inner London  

Area  

  

Outer London 

Area  

Fringe Area  

  

Group 1  £47,735-£63,508  £55,715-£71,411  £51,082-£66,827  £48,901-£64,663  

Group 2  £50,151-£68,347  £58,132-£76,249  £53,499-£71,666  £51,314-£69,509  

Group 3  £54,091-£73,559  £62,066-£81,461  £57,436-£76,874  £22,254-£74,718  

Group 4  £58,165-£79,167  £66,114-£87,062  £61,479-£82,480  £29,302-£80,320  

Group 5  £64,143-£87,313  £72,125-£95,216  £67,496-£90,632  £65,310-£88,472  

Group 6  £69,031-£96,310  £77,011-£104,211  £72,383-£99,624  £70,204-£97,468  

Group 7  £74,295-£106,176  £82,277-£114,074  £77,643-£109,489  £75,466-

£107,328  

Group 8  £81,942-£117,197  £89,919-£125,098  £85,290-£120,513  £83,105-

£118,356  
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TEACHER MAIN PAY SCALES (Outer London Area) 
Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary 

Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 
  

Minimum:  £ 29,915 MPR1  

  
Performance Progression Stage 1  

  
£31,604 MPR2  

  
Performance Progression Stage 2  

  
£33,383 MRP3  

  
Performance Progression Stage 3  

  
£35,264 MPR4  

   

Performance Progression Stage 4  

  
£38,052 MPR5  

Maximum  £41,136 MPR6  

  

TEACHER UPPER PAY SCALES (Outer London Area) 

Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary 

Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 

  

Minimum:  £42,559 UPR1  

  
Performance Progression Stage 1  

  
£42,559 UPR1  

  
Performance Progression Stage 2  

  
£44,133 UPR2  

  
Performance Progression Stage 3  

  
£45,766 UPR3  

Maximum  £45,766 UPR3  

  

UNQUALIFIED TEACHER PAY SCALES (Outer London Area) 

Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary 

Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 

  

Minimum:  £21,582 UQ1  

  
Performance Progression Stage 1  

  
£23,694 UQ2  

  
Performance Progression Stage 2  

  
£25,809 UQ3  

  
Performance Progression Stage 3  

  
£27,924 UQ4  

  
Performance Progression Stage 4  

  
£30,036 UQ5  

Maximum:  £32,151 UQ6  
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                                     TEACHING AND LEARNING RESPONSIBILITIES 

(TLRS) (Outer London Area)  

Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary 

Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 

  

    

TLR1 Maximum  £14,030  

TLR1 Minimum  £8,291  

TLR2 Maximum  £7,017  

TLR2 Minimum  £2,873  

TLR3 Maximum  £2,833  

TLR3 Minimum  £571  

    

  

  

SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS ALLOWANCES 

                       (Outer London Area)  

         Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary 

Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 

  

   

 SEN MAX  £4,479  

SEN MIN  £2,270  
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FBA, BENHURST & THE BRIDGE SUPPORT STAFF PAY SCALES (Outer London Area) 

Pay Range 2021 – 2022 To Be Confirmed   
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DAME TIPPING SUPPORT STAFF PAY SCALES (Outer London Area)  

Pay Range 2021 – 2022 To Be Confirmed   
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ROXWELL, MARGARETTING & FORD END ESSEX PAY SCALES  

                             Leading Practitioner Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary 

                    Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 

  

    

  
ESSEX PAY SCALE  

  
Minimum  

  
£42,402  

  
Maximum  

  
£64,461  

  
  

                                     Leadership Group Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary 

                                   Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 

  

    

  
ESSEX PAY SCALE  

Minimum £42,195 

Maximum £117,197 
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TEACHER MAIN PAY SCALES  

Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary  

                                                         Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 

  

Minimum:   £25,741 MPR1  

 Progression Stage 1  £26,728 MPR2  

 Progression Stage 2  £27,600 MRP3  

 Progression Stage 3  £28,709 MPR4  

 Progression Stage 4  £29,664 MPR5  

 Progression Stage 5  £30,804 MPR6  

 Progression Stage 6  £31,778 MPR7  

 Progression Stage 7  £32,981 MPR8  

 Progression Stage 8  £34,100 MPR9  

 Progression Stage 9   £35,628 MPR10  

Maximum    £36,960 MPR11  

  
TEACHER UPPER PAY SCALES  

Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary 

                                                         Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 

  

Minimum:  £38,690 

UPR1  

Progression Stage 1  £ UPR2 

Progression Stage 2  £ UPR3 

Progression Stage 3  £ UPR4 

Maximum  £41,604 UPR5  

  

   
UNQUALIFIED TEACHER PAY SCALES 

 Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary 

                                                         Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 

  

Minimum:  £18,169 UQ1  

Progression Stage 1  £ UQ2  

Progression Stage 2  £ UQ3  

Progression Stage 3  £ UQ4  

Progression Stage 4  £UQ5  

Progression Stage 5  £ UQ6  

Progression Stage 6  £ UQ7  

Progression Stage 7  £ UNQ8  

Progression Stage 8  £ UNQ9  

Progression Stage 9  £ UNQ10  

Maximum:  £28,735 UNQ11  
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TEACHING AND LEARNING RESPONSIBILITIES  

(TLRS)   

Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary 

                                                         Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 

 

    

TLR1 Maximum  £14,030  

TLR1 Minimum  £8,291  

TLR2 Maximum  £7,017  

TLR2 Minimum  £2,873  

TLR3 Maximum  £2,833  

TLR3 Minimum  £571  

    

   

SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS ALLOWANCES  

          Pay Range 2021 - 2022 Annual Salary 

                                                         Pay Freeze 2021 - 2022 

  

   

 SEN MAX  £4,479  

SEN MIN  £2,270  
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                  MARGARETTING, ROXWELL & FORD END ESSEX PAY SCALES 

SUPPORT STAFF PAY SCALES  

                                 Pay Range 2021 – 2022 To Be Confirmed 
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1.  Introduction   

This document sets out the recruitment and selection procedures which will be followed by the LIFE  

Education Trust and all of its schools.  

  
  

2.  Policy Statement  

The purpose of this policy is to ensure the practice of safe recruitment of all staff appointed to the 
Trust. It also sets out the minimum requirements to: 

 
 Ensure the safety of all children at all times 
 Deter prospective applicants unsuitable for work with children from applying 
 Identify and reject applicants unsuitable for work with children 

 
The safe recruitment of staff is the first step to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of our 
students. The Trust is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children and young 
people and expects all staff and volunteers to share this commitment. This is to be achieved through 
effective recruitment and retention of competent, motivated staff members who are suited to and 
competent in their roles.  
 

The Trust is committed to the recruitment and retention of competent, motivated employees who are 
suited to and fulfilled in the roles they undertake.   
  

The Trust’s full Recruitment & Selection Policy Statement including Data Protection information is at 
Appendix A.    

  

3.  Scope  

The relevant principles described in this procedure will be applied in relation to everyone who works 
within the Trust including:   

• Staff employed on a permanent basis;   

• Temporary and casual staff;  

• Unpaid volunteers (see Section 6);  

• Those engaged via external organisations such as supply agencies (see Section 7); and  

 Contractors and self-employed persons.   

  

4.  Roles and Responsibilities   

It is the responsibility of the Trust Board to:    

 
• Ensure there are effective policies and procedures in place for the safe and effective 

recruitment of all staff and volunteers and for the engagement of other adults in accordance 
with statutory guidance and legal requirements;   

• Local Governing Bodies Monitor compliance with those policies and procedures;   

• Elect members to sit on the selection panel for the appointment of the CEO and 
headteachers;  

• Approve the appointment of the CEO and headteachers.   

  

It is the responsibility of the CEO, Headteacher and other managers involved in recruitment to:   
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• Apply robust, transparent and effective recruitment and selection processes in accordance 
with this procedure, statutory guidance and legal requirements; and  

• Ensure that safer recruitment practices are in operation and that all appropriate checks are 
carried out on all staff, volunteers and others engaged to work at an appropriate point in the 
recruitment process.   

  

At least one member of each interview panel will have undertaken Safer Recruitment Training.   

  

4.1  Specific Roles and Responsibilities   

Amend/delete the table below as applicable in line with the Trust’s Scheme of Delegation (SoD).  

More than one individual/group may appear in each box.   

Employee   Recruitment Decision   Approval  

CEO   Panel  - Trust Board   Trust Board  

Headteachers   Panel – CEO  / Trust Boar 

Local Governing Body (LG 

d /  

B)  

Trust Board  

Senior Leaders*   CEO  

Headteacher  

Head of School  

Local Governing Body  

 CEO 

LGB  

Other Teachers   Headteacher  

  

   

  

Support Staff   Headteacher    

Trust Employee (Central 

Services)  

 CEO  

Deputed manager  

 CEO  

Trust Senior Employee 

(Central Services) 

 Panel – CEO / Trust Board  Trust Board 

 

*The Trust may wish to define which posts (teacher and support staff) falls in Senior Leader 

category.   

  

5.  The Recruitment Procedure   

Please see Appendix B for a flowchart summarising the procedure.  Further key details are provided 
below.   
  

Internal vacancies are defined as any vacancy in any Academy within the Trust.   

  
5.1  Pre-advertisement   
  
5.1.1  Identifying a vacancy   

Before any action is initiated, careful consideration will be given to the necessity of filing the post, the 
tasks to be undertaken and the skills, attributes and behaviours required to do the job.   
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5.1.2  Job Descriptions / Person Specification   

A job description and person specification will be drawn up for all posts.  The job description will 
provide a framework of expectations and will define the purpose, scope and the principal duties and 
responsibilities of the role.  The person specification will enable applicants to assess themselves for 
the job and provides a benchmark for judging suitability.  All job descriptions and person 
specifications will clearly set out the extent of the relationships/contact with children and the degree 
of responsibility for children for each post.   

If a post is public facing and the successful applicant will be required to speak fluent English this will 
be set out in the job description and person specification.  A public facing role is where, as a regular 
and intrinsic part of their role, the person is required to speak to members of the public, whether face 
to face or by telephone, will be considered as “customer facing”.  This also includes any posts 
involving communication with pupils and parents.   

The job description and person specification will be used throughout the recruitment process to 
develop the shortlisting and selection criteria.  
  
The salary for the job will be determined at this point and the actual salary range will be advertised.   
  
5.1.3  Setting Timescales   
The length of the recruitment process will vary depending on the type of vacancy, the advertising 
medium, whether it is necessary to advertise both internally and externally and the length of the 
required notice periods.  
  

5.1.4  Recruitment pack   

The recruitment pack will vary according to the post but will consist, as a minimum of:  

• Application Form  

• Job Description   

• Person Specification  

• Recruitment and Selection Policy Statement   

• Privacy Notice (Applicants)   

  

A Key Information Sheet will be included where appropriate and the pack may also include other 

relevant information i.e. covering letter, prospectus etc.   

 

5.1.5  Visits   

Informal discussions and visits prior to application are welcome by prior arrangement.   

  

5.2  Advertising  

The Trust will consider the most appropriate methods of advertising any vacant posts and the format 
for the advert.  This may include advertising the post on professional social media sites in addition to 
other methods, e.g. website and local/national publications.   
  

To ensure equality of opportunity, all positions will be advertised to encourage as wide a field of 
candidates as possible, and normally this will entail an external advertisement.   

  

However, there may be circumstances where an internal advertisement may be considered 
appropriate.   This will include where:   
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• Clear career development and progression paths are being supported;   

• There is a reasonable expectation that there are sufficient qualified and experienced internal 
candidates;   

• The position is for additional responsibilities and not a vacant post;  

• Staff are at risk of redundancy.   

  

CEO, headteacher, head of school and deputy headteacher posts will be advertised in the manner 
considered appropriate by the Trust Board.  In order to ensure the widest possible field of 
candidates advertising will usually be national for these roles, unless there is a good reason not to 
do so.   
  

All agency workers working within the Trust and employees working on fixed term contracts will be 

informed of any vacancies within the Trust.  

The following will be included in the recruitment advert: 
 school Name 
 job title 
 salary 
 the safeguarding requirements i.e. whether the role will be engaging in a regulated activity 

relevant to children 
 hours of work and whether term time or all year round 
 whether the post is permanent or temporary 
 closing date  
 dates for shortlisting and interviewing 
 expected start date 
 contact details 

 a brief description of the role including safeguarding responsibilities 
 
All advertisements for all posts will also include the following:  

 
A statement that ‘The Academy is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of 
children and young people. 

 The fact that a DBS check will be conducted on the successful candidate and whether the post 
is exempt from the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 and the amendments to the Exceptions 
Order 1975, 2013 and 2020. Which means that when applying for certain jobs and activities 
certain spent convictions and cautions are ‘protected’, so they do not need to be disclosed to 
employers, and if they are disclosed, employers cannot take them into account.  

5.3  Application      
  
5.3.1  Application Form  
  

A standard application form is used for all vacancies.  Alternate format application forms will be 
accepted from disabled applicants, but such applicants must provide all of the information required 
by the standard application form.  Curriculum vitae’s will not be accepted in isolation.    
  

All parts of the application form must be completed and the form signed by the candidate.  
Incomplete application forms will not be accepted and will be returned for completion or checked 
with the candidate. Where an applicant is shortlisted, any discrepancies or gaps in employment will 
be discussed at interview.    
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Applicants should be aware that providing false information could result in the application being 
rejected or, in summary dismissal if the applicant has been selected.  
  

Internal applicants who wish to apply for a new post will be informed whether an application form 
must be completed or whether a letter of application is sufficient.  

  

5.3.2  Recruitment Monitoring Information Form   
  

As part of the application process, individuals may be asked to complete a Recruitment Monitoring 
Information form.  A Privacy Notice (Recruitment Monitoring Form) will be issued alongside the form.  
  

The recruitment monitoring information does not form part of the selection process and is separate 
from the application.  Completion of the form is voluntary.  

  
Completion of the form will ensure that policies and procedures are effective in avoiding 
discrimination and promoting equality and diversity in recruitment.  The information provided will be 
used for periodic monitoring and statistical data purposes only.  Required reporting of this data will 
be on an anonymous basis.  

  

5.3.3  Acknowledgement   
  

Due to limited resources only shortlisted candidates will be notified of the outcome of their 
application.    

5.4.  Shortlisting  
  

Shortlisting will take place as soon as possible after the closing date.  Shortlisting will be undertaken 
by the selection panel normally consisting of at least two individuals.   
The selection panel will consider any inconsistencies and look for gaps in employment and reasons 
given for them. They will also explore all potential concerns.  
 

5.4.1  Invitation to interview  
  

Once the shortlist has been decided, the shortlisted candidates will be notified as soon as possible.  
Invitation to interview will be confirmed in writing.  Adequate time will be allowed between invitation 
and interview to allow candidates to prepare for their interview.    
  

Full details of the selection process (i.e. details of the interview and any additional selection 
exercises) will be notified to the applicant in the invitation to interview letter.    
  

Every effort will be made to accommodate any special requirements/adjustments necessary to 
enable candidates to participate in the process.    

  

5.4.2  Requesting references  
  

References will normally be taken up on all short-listed candidates, including internal applicants, 
prior to interview.  In line with the statutory guidance, references will be scrutinised and any 
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concerns resolved satisfactorily, before the appointment is confirmed. References will be 
required from the candidate’s current and/or most recent employer.   
  

In exceptional circumstances, where you have good reason not to want your referees to be 
contacted prior to interview, you should set out your reasons with your application form.   Where it is 
agreed to defer, referees will be contacted immediately after interview before an offer of employment 
is confirmed.  
  

For internal candidates at least one reference will be required to cover the applicant’s suitability for 
the advertised role.  This could be from a line manager/Head of Department or the Headteacher as 
appropriate.  

  

5.5  Selection process  
  

The selection process will, as a minimum, consist of a face to face interview even where there is 
only one candidate and including for internal appointments and promotions and volunteers.  
Where appropriate, the selection process may include additional activities such as in-tray exercises, 
group activities, presentations, pupil panels or observed assemblies/teaching.  
  
The process will assess the merits of each candidate against the job requirements (i.e. job 
description and person specification), and explore their suitability to work with children.    

 
5.6.  Employment Offer  

  

The choice of candidate will be determined by the majority view of the interview panel.  The panel 
may identify a first and any reserve choice candidate(s).  
  

The successful applicant will be advised that they are the preferred candidate and a conditional offer 
made, subject to satisfactory pre-employment checks.  A firm offer cannot be made until all 
preemployment checks have been completed to the satisfaction of the Trust.    
 

These checks include: 

 

 Verifying a candidate’s identity. It is important to be sure that the person is who they claim to 

be, this includes being aware of the potential for individuals changing their name. Best 

practice is checking the name on their birth certificate, where this is available; 

 Obtaining (via the applicant) an enhanced DBS check (including children’s barred list 

information, for those who will be engaging in regulated activity with children). Note that 

when using the DBS update service we will still obtain the original physical certificate; 

 Verifying the candidate’s mental and physical fitness to carry out their work responsibilities. A 

job applicant can be asked relevant questions about disability and health in order to establish 

whether they have the physical and mental capacity for the specific role; 

 Verifying the person’s right to work in the UK, including EU nationals. If there is uncertainty 

about whether an individual needs permission to work in the UK. 

 If the person has lived or worked outside the UK, make any further checks the Trust consider 

appropriate and 
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 Verifying professional qualifications, as appropriate. The Teaching Regulation Agency’s 

(TRA) Employer Access Service should be used to verify any award of qualified teacher 

status (QTS), and the completion of teacher induction or probation. 

 

In addition: 

 Academies and free schools, should check that a person taking up a management position is 

not subject to a section 128 direction made by the Secretary of State; 

 All schools must ensure that an applicant to be employed to carry out teaching work is not 

subject to a prohibition order issued by the Secretary of State; 

 All schools providing childcare must ensure that appropriate checks are carried out to ensure 

that individuals employed to work in reception classes, or in wraparound care for children up 

to the age of 8, are not disqualified from working in these settings under the 2018 Childcare 

Disqualification Regulations.  

 

  

Where a preferred candidate has made a declaration of criminal convictions on a Self-Disclosure 
form (SD2), and/or a positive DBS is received, these will be discussed prior to confirming the 
appointment in accordance with the Recruitment & Selection Policy Statement.    
Where the school setting and post are covered by the Childcare (Disqualification) Regulations, if the 
preferred candidate declares information on a Disqualification Declaration Form the school will need 
to establish whether the information declared meets one of the disqualification criteria, in which case 
the panel may decide to:  

  

A. discontinue the recruitment process in respect of that candidate 

B. allow the candidate time to apply for an Ofsted Waiver  

  

Once all pre-employment checks have been received and confirmed as satisfactory, a firm offer of 
employment will be made and the contract of employment (or a contract amendment as applicable) 
will be issued.  The contract/contract amendment will be issued as soon as possible in advance of 
the proposed start date but in all circumstances no later than the first day of employment.  
  

If the preferred candidate does not accept the post, the panel will consider the option of contacting 
any reserve candidate(s).  This will only be done where these candidates meet the criteria for the 
role. In this case, if the reserve candidate wishes to proceed to be the preferred candidate a 
conditional offer will be made subject to satisfactory pre-employment checks as set out above.  
  

Unsuccessful shortlisted candidates will be advised accordingly.  All candidates can request 
feedback on their interview/selection.  

Procedure for supply/agency staff 

 No person may begin work in the Trust unless the Trust has received written notification from 
the supply agency that all appropriate checks have been carried out including: identity, 
relevant qualifications where appropriate, an enhanced DBS disclosure, further checks if 
person has lived outside UK, right to work in UK, prohibition order checks, Disqualification by 
Association check and Barred List check.   
 

 Agencies must provide DBS checks dated in last three years for supply staff. Before a 
person begins work at the school (irrespective of any checks carried out by the employment 
business) the person’s identity and DBS certificate will be checked by the School.  Where a 
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supply teacher will be at the school for more than 3 consecutive days, safeguarding induction 
will be provided together with copies of safeguarding documentation as well as other relevant 
policies such as Health and Safety. 
 

 All details relating to supply staff and contractors will be recorded on the Single Central 
Record 

Procedure for contractors 

Where the Trust use contractors to provide services, it should set out the safeguarding requirements 
in the contract between the contractor and the Trust. 

 

The Trust should ensure that any contractor, or any employee of the contractor, who is to work at 
the Trust, has been subject to the appropriate level of DBS check. Contractors engaging in 
regulated activity relating to children will require an enhanced DBS check (including children’s 
barred list information). 

For all other contractors who are not engaging in regulated activity relating to children, but whose 

work provides them with an opportunity for regular contact with children, an enhanced DBS check 

(not including children’s barred list information) will be required. In considering whether the contact is 

regular, it is irrelevant whether the contractor works on a single site or across several sites. In cases 

where the contractor does not have opportunity for regular contact with children, the Trust should 

decide on whether a basic DBS disclosure would be appropriate. 

 

Under no circumstances should a contractor on whom no checks have been obtained be allowed to 

work unsupervised or engage in regulated activity relating to children. The Trust is responsible for 

determining the appropriate level of supervision depending on the circumstances. 

If an individual working at the Trust is self-employed, the Trust should consider obtaining the DBS 

check, as self-employed people are not able to make an application directly to the DBS on their own 

account. 

Schools should always check the identity of contractors on arrival at the school. 

Procedure on trainee/student teachers 

Where applicants for initial teacher training are salaried by the Trust, the Trust must ensure that all 

necessary checks are carried out. If these trainee teachers are engaging in regulated activity 

relating to children (which in most cases by the nature of the work, they will be), an enhanced DBS 

check (including children’s barred list information) must be obtained. 

Where trainee teachers are fee-funded, it is the responsibility of the initial teacher training provider to 

carry out the necessary checks. The Trust should obtain written confirmation from the provider that it 

has carried out all pre-appointment checks that the Trust would otherwise be required to perform, 

and that the trainee has been judged by the provider to be suitable to work with children. 
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There is no requirement for the Trust to record details of fee-funded trainees on the single central 

record. However, the Trust may wish to record this information under non statutory information. 

Procedure for volunteers 

Under no circumstances should a volunteer on whom no checks have been obtained be left 

unsupervised or allowed to work in regulated activity. 

Whilst volunteers play an important role and are often seen by children as being safe and 

trustworthy adults, the nature of voluntary roles varies, so the Trust should undertake a written risk 

assessment and use their professional judgement and experience when deciding what checks, if 

any, are required. 

The risk assessment should consider: 

 The nature of the work with children, especially if it will constitute regulated activity, including 

the level of supervision 

 What the establishment knows about the volunteer, including formal or informal information 

offered by staff, parents and other volunteers; 

 Whether the volunteer has other employment or undertakes voluntary activities where 

referees can advise on their suitability; and 

 Whether the role is eligible for a DBS check and if it is, what level is appropriate. Details of 

the risk assessment should be recorded. 

When should a DBS with barred list be obtained for volunteers? 

The Trust should obtain an enhanced DBS check (which should include children’s barred list 

information) for all volunteers who are new to working in regulated activity with children, i.e. where 

they are unsupervised and teach or look after children regularly, or provide personal care on a one-

off basis. 

Employers are not legally permitted to request barred list information on a supervised volunteer, as 

they are not considered to be engaging in regulated activity. 

Supervision of volunteers 

It is for the Trust to determine whether a volunteer is considered to be supervised. Where an 

individual is supervised, to help determine the appropriate level of supervision, the Trust must have 

regard to the statutory guidance issued by the Secretary of State: 

For a person to be considered supervised, the supervision must be: 

 By a person who is in regulated activity relating to children; 

 Regular and day to day; and 

 Reasonable in all the circumstances to ensure the protection of children. 
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Existing volunteers 

Volunteers engaging in regulated activity do not have to be re-checked if they have already had a 

DBS check (which includes barred list information) unless the Trust has any concerns. 

5.7.  Induction and Probation  
  

5.7.1  Induction  
  

All new employees, internally promoted staff and volunteers will be provided with an induction 
program, which will seek to ensure that they are clear about their job role, the expectations of them 
in terms of standards of performance and conduct and applicable policies and procedures.   Any 
training and development needs will be identified and supported appropriately.  
  

Where applicable, Newly Qualified Teachers will be subject to the Statutory Induction Period.  

  

5.7.2  Probation  
  

All new entrants to the employment of this employer will be subject to the satisfactory completion of 
a 26 week probationary period (unless their appointment arises from a statutory transfer or they are 
a newly qualified teacher subject to a Statutory Induction Period).   
  

During the probationary period, new entrants will be expected to establish their suitability for the 
post.  
  

See the Probation Procedure for more detail.  

5.8  Record Retention/Data Protection  

  

5.8.1  Selection Records  

  

Interview notes on unsuccessful applicants will be retained for a 6 month period, after which time, 

these records will be destroyed.    

  

Under data protection legislation, applicants have a right to request access to notes written about 

them during the recruitment process.  Applicants who wish to access their interview notes must 

make a subject access request in writing to the chair of the interview panel/Headteacher within 6 

months from the date of interview.  

  

5.8.2  Personal File Records  

  

For the successful candidate, the following information will be retained (where applicable) and will 

make up part of the employee’s personal file:  
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• Application form   

• SD2 (until DBS clearance is receive)   

• Proof of identity  

• Evidence of right to work in the UK and any supporting documents  

• Proof of required qualifications   

• Certificate of good conduct (if applicable)   

• Completed pre-employment health declaration form (not full questionnaire if required)   

• Evidence of medical clearance (from the Occupational Health Centre if required)   

• DBS Consent Form   

• Evidence of the DBS check or online status check (not DBS certificate)   

• Evidence of DBS Children’s Barred List check   

• Evidence of prohibition from teaching check (if applicable)   

• Evidence of completion of Statutory Induction (Teachers only where applicable)   

• Evidence of s128 Directions check (e.g. file note confirming check completed)  

• Disqualification risk assessment form and any disqualification waiver documentation (where 

applicable)   

• References    

  

Relevant evidence of pre-employment checks will be retained on volunteers, contractors and other 

workers as required by Statutory Guidance (Keeping Children Safe in Education).   

  

Information will be collected, held and processed in accordance with the Trust’s data protection 

policy and record retention schedule.  
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Appendix A – Recruitment and Selection Policy Statement  

  
1. The Trust is committed to:  

• safeguarding and promoting the welfare and 

safety, and the spiritual, moral, social and cultural development, of children and young 

people;  

• promoting equality of opportunity and community cohesion where the diversity of 

different backgrounds and circumstances is appreciated and positively valued;  

• promoting the fundamental British values of democracy, the rule of law, individual 

liberty and mutual respect and tolerance for those with different faiths and beliefs;  

  

and expects all staff, volunteers and other workers to share this commitment. It is recognised 

that this can only be achieved through sound procedures, good inter-agency co-operation 

and the recruitment and retention of competent, motivated employees who are suited to, and 

fulfilled in the roles they undertake.   

  

2. The Trust recognises the value of, and seeks to achieve a diverse workforce which includes 

people from different backgrounds, with different skills and abilities. We are committed to 

ensuring that the recruitment and selection of all is conducted in a manner that is systematic, 

efficient, effective and promotes equality of opportunity.  Selection will be on the basis of 

merit and ability, assessed against the qualifications, skills and competencies required to do 

the job.  We will uphold obligations under law and national collective agreements to not 

discriminate against applicants for employment on the grounds of the protected 

characteristics of age, sex, sexual orientation, marriage or civil partnership, pregnancy, 

gender re-assignment, disability or health, race(which includes colour, nationality and ethnic 

origin), religion or belief.     

  

3. We will implement robust recruitment procedures and checks for appointing staff and 

volunteers to ensure that reasonable steps are taken not to appoint a person who is 

unsuitable to work with children, or who is disqualified from working with children, or does not 

have the suitable skills and experience for the role.  

  

4. We will ensure that the terms of any contract with a contractor or agency requires them to 

adopt and implement measures described in this procedure. We will monitor the compliance 

with these measures and require evidence that relevant checks have been undertaken for all 

workers deployed.  
  

5. The following pre-employment checks will be required where applicable to the role and 

setting as detailed in the Conditional Offer Letter prior to contract:  

• receipt of satisfactory references  

• verification of  identity  

• a satisfactory DBS disclosure if undertaking Regulated Activity  

• further satisfactory DBS disclosures renewed every 3years 

• verification that you not barred from working with Children    

• verification that you are not prohibited from teaching   

• verification of medical fitness for the particular role   
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• verification of qualifications and of professional status where required e.g. QTS status   

• the production of evidence of the right to work in the UK   

• verification of successful completion of/exemption from statutory induction period   

• verification that you are not subject to a section 128 direction preventing you from 

holding a management position within a school  

• a declaration that you are not disqualified from working with children by virtue of the 

Childcare (Disqualification) Regulations 2018 or that you have provided a valid 

disqualification waiver from Ofsted  

  

NB It is illegal for anyone who is barred from working with children to apply for, or 

undertake Regulated Activity.  

  

6. We will keep and maintain a single central record of recruitment and vetting checks, in line 

with the current DfE requirements.  

  

7. All posts/voluntary roles that give substantial unsupervised access to children and young 

people are exempt from the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 and therefore all preferred 

candidates will be required to declare spent and unspent convictions, cautions and bindovers 

(save for those offences that are subject to filtering by the Police) prior to their offer of 

employment being confirmed. When making a recruitment decision Trust will disregard any 

filtered convictions/cautions/reprimands which were disclosed in error.  

    

Applicants will be required to sign a DBS consent form giving  consent for the DBS certificate 

to be copied and shared (within strict guidelines) for the purposes of considering suitability 

for employment and/or consent for an online status check to be carried out in the event that 

the applicant subscribes to the DBS update service.  A previously issued Disclosure and 

Barring Service Certificate will only be accepted in certain restricted circumstances or where 

you subscribe to the DBS update service and the appropriate online status checks have 

been satisfactory.  

  

The Trust is committed to ensuring that people who have convictions / cautions / reprimands 

on their record are treated fairly and given every opportunity to establish their suitability for 

positions. Having a criminal record will not necessarily be a bar to obtaining a position, 

except in the case of school settings covered by the Childcare (Disqualification) Regulations 

2018 where certain convictions, cautions or warnings will mean an individual is disqualified 

from working in that setting and will prohibit employment at the school (unless a waiver can 

be obtained from Ofsted).  

  

Positive disclosures will be managed on a case by case basis taking into account the nature, 

seriousness and relevance to the role. The following factors will be considered in each case:  

    

• The seriousness/level of the disclosed information eg was it a caution or a conviction.  

• How long ago the incident(s) occurred and whether it was a one-off incident or part of a 

repeat history/pattern.  

• The circumstances of the offence(s) being committed and any changes in the 

applicant’s personal circumstances since then.  

• The country where the offence/caution occurred.  
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• Whether the individual shows or has shown genuine remorse.  

• If the offences were self-disclosed or not (non-disclosure could, in itself, result in 

nonconfirmation of employment on the grounds of trust, honesty and openness).    

  

This Trust operates in accordance with The Disclosure and Barring Service Code of Practice 

in relation to the processing, handling and security of Disclosure information.   

 

Employees will be required to renew their Disclosure and Barring checks every 3 years in 

line with Havering Guidance  

  

8. The Trust processes personal data collected during the recruitment process in accordance 

with its data protection policy.  Data is held securely and accessed by, and disclosed to, 

individuals only for the purposes of completing the recruitment process. On the conclusion of 

the process, data collected will be held in accordance with the school’s retention schedule.   

  

A copy of our Recruitment Procedure is available upon request.  
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 Appendix B – Summary of Recruitment Procedure  

  

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Identify the vacancy   

Recruitment Pack   

Advertise    

   Review need for post   

   Job Description    

   Person Specification   

   Salary   

   Selection panel   

   Timescales   

Prepare pack    

   Application Form & Privacy Notice    

   Recruitment Monitoring Form & Recruitment  
Monitoring  Form Privacy Notice (if using)   

   Job Description    

   Person Specification    

   Recruitment & Selection Policy Statement    

   Key Information Sheet   

   Other school information   

   Reference consent form (if applicable)   

Within 5 working days   Invite to interview   Send:    
Privacy Notice if (   not  

already issued)   

Shortlist   

Interview   

Select preferred  
candidate   

Request References   

   Check ID / Right to Work in the UK    

   Check qualifications    

Issue conditional offer pending checks,  
including:    
  

   DBS Consent Form   

   SD2 Form    

   Pre - Employment Medical Declaration  
Form   

   Childcare Disqualification Declaration  
Form (where relevant)    

Process /  
complete  
checks as  

relevant to post    
See Personal  ( 

File Checklist)   

   Confirm offer when all checks complete   

   Issue contract/set up personal file/add to SCR   
  

   Induction   

   Probation (if applicable)   



LIFE Education Trust 
FINANCIAL RESERVES POLICY 

1. Introduction

Where reserves are held, it is a requirement of the charity accounting regulations that charity trustees must state their 
reserves policy in their annual report.  

Guidance on reserves is found on the Charity Commissions website and from within the SORP 2005. 

Further guidance on reserve policies and  their reporting requirements  is contained  in  the ESFA annual Academies 
Accounts  Direction.  This  policy  provides  the  basis  for  Trustees  and  Directors  to  ensure  adequate  reserve  levels 
matching the needs of the organisation are held to continually operate as a going concern. 

2. Purpose

The purpose of the reserves policy is to provide a guide for making informed decisions about holding reserves and the 
amount to be held in ensuring the stability and sustainability of the Academies’ operations. This is aimed at enabling 
the Trust to adjust quickly to financial circumstances, such as large unplanned expenditure, cyclical maintenance and 
working capital requirements. 

Whilst it is not mandatory to hold reserves, it is generally considered good business practice to do so. LIFE Education 
Trust holds reserves in order to provide sufficient working capital to cover any delays between spending and receipt 
of grant income, to provide a cushion to deal with unexpected emergencies such as urgent maintenance, the cost of 
long‐term sickness absences and to build up funding for planned future capital projects. 

3. Disclosure of Reserves

A charity's purpose in reporting on its reserves is to disclose and set out why it needs to retain them at that level. 

Paragraph 55(a) of SORP 2005 requires Trustees to  include  in their Annual Report  information about their charity's 
reserves policy and the level of reserves held. In particular, trustees should: 
2.1. describe their charity's reserves policy; 
2.2. explain why they hold or do not hold reserves; 
2.3. quantify and explain the purpose of any material designated funds, and where set aside for future expenditure, 
the likely timing of that expenditure; and 
2.4. give the level of reserves at the last day of the financial year to which the report relates. 

4. Types of reserves

Unrestricted funds represent those resources which may be used towards meeting any of the charitable objects of the 
academy trust at the discretion of the trustees. 

Designated funds are part of unrestricted funds that have been set aside to be used for a particular future project or 
commitment. Although earmarked, a designated fund remains part of the unrestricted funds of the charity. This  is 
because the designation does not legally restrict the trustees’ discretion in how to apply the unrestricted funds that 
they have earmarked. 

Restricted fixed asset funds are resources which are to be applied to specific capital purposes  imposed by funders 
where the asset acquired or created is held for a specific purpose. 



Restricted general funds comprise all other restricted funds received with restrictions imposed by the funder/donor 
and include grants from the ESFA.  

5. Reserves targets

The  trustees  review  the  reserve  levels  of  the  Trust  annually.  This  review  encompasses  the  nature  of  income  and  
expenditure streams, the need to match income with commitments and the nature of reserves. The trustees expect 
to see the revenue budget for the coming financial year to be balanced within that year’s income and not to utilise 
any of the previous year’s underspend in order to balance the budget. Reserves, from any previous year’s underspend, 
may be utilised for infrastructure, academy improvement, or for urgent health and safety matters.  

The expectation is that schools maintain reserves of at least 3% of their annual GAG income. This requirement does 
not  apply  to  or  include  unrestricted  income  where  academies  have  more  freedom;  but  the  unrestricted  income  
accounts must still remain in surplus. 

This level of reserves is intended to provide sufficient working capital to cover delays between spending and receipts 
of grants and to provide a cushion to deal with unexpected emergencies such as urgent maintenance and health and 
safety concerns. 

i Contingencies 
As  an  added  measure  to  ensure  the  delivery  of  its  approved  budget,  Trustees  expect  each  Academy  allow  a  
contingency allocation equivalent to 1% of its GAG funding, to serve as a cushion to help minimise the impact of any 
financial shocks during the year. 

Trustees may also  identify  the  need  for a separate  designated  reserve  to be created  to build up a  target amount  
required for future repairs and maintenance, e.g. the 5‐yearly refurbishment cycle of the 5G Astro Turf pitch at Frances 
Bardsley Academy for Girls.  

6. Use of reserves

i Identification of appropriate use of reserve funds

The Trustees will identify the need for access to reserve funds and confirm that the use is consistent with the purpose 
of the reserve as described in this policy. This step requires analysis of the reason for any shortfall, the availability of 
any other sources of funds before using reserves and evaluation of the time period that the funds will be required and 
replenished. 

Apart from reserves, academies must hold enough capital income to cover fixed assets purchased and any imminent 
capital spend. General fund income may be used to fund capital purchases, subject to the prior approval of the Chief 
Operating Officer. 

ii Authorisation of use of reserves 

Academies are expected to forecast accurately, based on prudent assumptions. A budget may be set which requires 
the use of  reserves, but  in  such  circumstances, a  clear  commentary  is  required  in order  for  this  to be agreed by 
Trustees.  

iii Reporting and monitoring 

The trustees are responsible for ensuring that the funds are maintained and are used only as described in this policy. 
Academies are expected to forecast accurately, based on prudent assumptions.  

Where a budget deficit is expected, a clear plan must be presented showing how the academy will get back to an in‐
year surplus/breakeven position, within a reasonable period. 
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